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WHAT DO PCS,

INTERNET ACCESS
AND BROADBAND
TELEPHONY
HAVE IN COMMON
WITH PIZZA
AND BALLOON GRAMS?

NOW YOU CAN DELIVER THEM ALL IN A
SINGLE VEHICLE.
WITH THE SUPER-RELIABLE AT&T 5ESS-2000
SWITCH AND OUR NEW 5E10 SOFTWARE.
When you're adding telephony and data services to your cable system,
you need the most versatile, most reliable switch and software on the market.
The AT&T 5ESSe)-2000 Switch. And our new 5E10 software.
Only the 5ESS Switch lets you combine landline and wireless on the same
switching platform. So you can offer landline features to wireless customers.
It also has Advanced Intelligent Network capabilities. Which gives you the
advantage of offering "follow-me" numbers to your PCS customers.
Plus, our new 5E10 software allows fast, easy provisioning of high-speed
Internet access. And adds residence features like enhanced Call Waiting, which
identifies the calling party before customers interrupt their current call.
And with the 5ESS switch and software your investment is always protected.
New services can be offered without upgrading hardware or waiting for anew
software release
All this on the most reliable digital switch in the world. Whose nearest
competitor, according to FCC data, had over four times more downtime.
The 5ESS-2000 Switch and 5E10 Software Release are available now.
Call your AT&T Network Systems representative for more information
Everything you need. To do everything you want.

AT&T Network Systems
©1995 AT&T

Circle Reader Service No. 1
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N PERSPECTIVE

C
able system operators today stand on aprecipice, overlooking the

opportunities that lay before them. Perhaps never in its short but
illustrious history has the cable industry had so many doors to ponder: high-speed data delivery and Internet access; telephony; interactive services; and expansion of pay-per-view toward anear
video-on-demand environment.
Choosing which applications and services to pursue first
isn't easy, but that's the marketing department's challenge.
What the engineering community has to ensure is that the
infrastructure is in place to support such services—and today,
it's doubtful. Tree-and-branch cable systems have too many
single points of failure, active electronics have mean times
before failure that are less than acceptable, there's little in
the way of backup electronics in most headends and there
are problems in the power grid that takes service down
much too often. Clearly, there's alot of work to be done.
Jones Intercable just fired up its newest headend facility
in Alexandria, Va. It could be argued that Jones chose that
high-profile system to be its flagship, based on dense housing, great demographics and probably because of its proximity to the nation's capital and lawmakers. But it's also
under attack from Bell Atlantic, the local telephone
provider, which has targeted the area as one of its beachheads in the battle for marketshare. In response, Jones had
to build ahighly reliable network in order to compete.
The point is that Jones' new headend is an impressive
facility and will likely serve as amodel for the rest of the
industry. Everything in the 750-MHz system is new, of
course, but that's not what makes it unique. It's the level
and amount of quality and redundancy that the Jones engineers have designed into the headend and the plant that
make one stand up and take notice. Clearly, Jones is making astatement to Bell Atlantic that it has built anetwork that is survivable and capable of being more reliable than the incumbent's.
The reliability message is driven home in several places, including:
V In the plant, where 10 counter-rotating rings of fiber serve the 28square-mile community.
V In the bank of Scientific-Atlanta frequency agile modulators that
have hot standby units ready and waiting to step in if afailure occurs.
V Within the fiber nodes themselves, each of which is outfitted with
standby power supplies and status monitoring.
V In the headend, where Barco has installed its ROSA software system that monitors the performance of the satellite receivers.
V In the fiber optic management system designed by Fiber Optic
Network Solutions that terminates nearly 3,000 fiber strands in the
headend.
What Jones has done in Alexandria is carry out the exact steps
most MSOs are simply giving lip service to. Yes, it's more expensive, but Jones believes it can't cut corners in the race to provide
multimedia and telephony services to its subscribers.
In the words of Roger Seefeldt, afund engineer from Jones' corporate headquarters who helped with the project, the headend in
Alexandria is the headend of the future. It's hard not to agree with him.

Amodel for
reliability
built in
Alexandria
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Take The Heat
Off System Testing
Troubleshooting with Sencore's
NEW line of signal level meters
will help you take the heat off
testing all your system
parameters.

PROGRAMMABLE FUNCTIONS

MEAS JREMENTS

EI

The SL 754 "CHANNELIZER" Features:
All Freq./Channel Tuning from 5-810 MHz
Extended Measuring Range from -35 to +60 dBmV
Channel Planning Capabilities for custom channel planning
or choose from 8pre-set channel plans
Automatic Pass/Fail Testing of all system parameters including:
Tilt
Max AN Ratio
PN
Min. C/N Level
Flatness
Max. Hum
Ch. to Ch. Variation
All Ch. to Ch.Variation
Rugged Design for use in all types of weather conditions
Circle Reader Service No. 2

The SL 753 "CHANNELIZER" Installer's Meter Features:
All Freq./Channel Tuning from 50 to 810 MHz
(5-810 MHz with sub-band option)
Extended Measuring Range from -35 to +60 dBmV
Signal Quality Tests includes video and audio carrier, plus
"on channel" % of Hum
Channel Planning Capabilities for custom channel planning
or choose from 8pre-set channel plans
Rugged Design for use in all types of
weather conditions
Both the SL753 and SL754 are covered by
Sencore's New 3 Yen Extended Warranty

For More Information, Call 1-800-SENCORE!
(736-2673)
Sencore 3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls South Dakota 57107 -Phone (605)339-0100 or 1-800-736-2673 -Fax (605) 339-0317

Meeting The
Worldwide
Demand
For Excellence
The introduction of unique MC' coaxial cable by Trilogy Communications
clearly opened a new era of excellence in CATV development and construction.
Trilogy proved that an air-dielectric cable could be designed to maintain a 93% velocity of
propagation, while assuring greater strength and flexibility than traditional foamcore cable.
The 100% bonding and hermetically-sealed compartments of MC' reduce moisture ingress and
migration to the lowest incidence and degree ever encountered in the field.
To date, over 1.5 billion feet of MC' have been installed
worldwide.
,

The 93% velocity of propagation and superior attenuation
of MC' provide much more than the purest signals over
1St

the longest distances. MC' provides great savings as well:
about 20% fewer amplifiers; less cable waste over long

distances; use of one size smaller than would be required for
foamed trunk and feeder, meaning more cables per duct, longer
lengths per reel — with 30% less shipping weight than foam.
Whatever your drop cable requirements may be, Trilogy's "Total
Quality" manufacturing program assures the highest levels of
performance and durability.
And the Trilogy tradition of excellence continues straight
through to service and delivery, with the absolute best
guarantees in the CATV industry.
From innovation to installation and beyond, Trilogy greets the
world with the confidence of atrue leader.

Sending The Right Signal

Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fax (601) 939-6637
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FEATURES

42 Prepping the project
By Jeff Michaud, Cable Constructors Inc.
A cable contractor advises operators on managing joint construction projects.

48 Singing off the same sheet
By Dana Cervenka

The SCTE's Basic Construction Working Group is busy hammering out recommended construction guidelines for the cable
industry.

50 VOD in the U.K.
By Alec Livingstone, 111
BT's Kesgrave video-on-demand trial is the real thing: it's running in areal telephone exchange, it uses existing cabling infrastructures, and it's impressing real customers.

'I A20th Anniversary special
By Roger Brown and CE!) staff
What was the most important technological development of the
past 20 years? Who were the men for all seasons? And most
importantly, how did engineering executives from top MSOs
dispose of their '70s-era, plaid leisure suits? CED takes afond
look back in celebration of its 20th year.

36 Abreak in the chain
By John Giothendick, Antec Corporation
In the quest to forge aplant worthy of interactive digital services, the subscriber drop
remains the weakest link.

58 The road to Geneva
By Leslie Ellis

For cable operators and telecommunications vendors, it's all
about seeing, and being seen, at Telecom '95 in Geneva.

64 Designing for interactivity
By Mark Myslinski, GI Communications Division, General
Instrument Corp.
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Interactive broadband networks will demand an architecture that
can manage the onslaught of new applications and services.

CED magazine is recognized kv the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers.

80 Telecom Perspective
By Fred Dawson

Bellcore has added anumber of programs designed to test and
develop specifications for HFC.
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Standard and the FCC offer the perfect plan to improve your cash flow.
standard dual conversion 70 MHz IF
with TI loop, factory pre-calibrated
video and audio controls and afully
synthesized PLL tuning circuit accurate to 100 KHz. And because the
internal 950-1450 MHz active loop
thru eliminates splitters and signal
loss, adding multiple receivers is no
problem. The IRD II is the receiver
of choice when adding achannel.
Next, add our TVM550 series frequency agile modulator to achieve
noise and spurious free performance,
coupled with ultra-stable, artifactfree PLL synthesized tuning
throughout the spectrum from 54 to
550 MHz. You want stereo? The
TVM550S has stereo, eliminating
the need for separate components,
hassling with calibration, and additional rack space.

By now, the FCC's "Going Forward"
rules are old news. But this unique
opportunity to improve your cash
flow, by adding up to 6new channels,
is as fresh as ever.
Here's the easiest way to take full
advantage.
Plug in achannel today,
cash in tomorrow.
Since the inception of our receivers
and modulators, Standard has consistently advanced frequency-agile
headend technology. With our anychannel-in, any-channel-out convenience, plus awhole host of options,
you can be up and running in no
time, to cash in on "Going Forward."
The easy way.
Start with our Agile IRD II, an RS
250 broadcast certified integrated
receiver/descrambler that offers all
the features you'll need: an industry

It makes sense.
Whether you add asingle channel or

the maximum six, generate the cash
flow you need to upgrade your headend to the highest level of performance
—Standard's Agile IRD II receiver
and TVM550 series modulator.
Add achannel... the easy way. Call
Standard today and go forward while
ifs still to your advantage.
The right technology.., for right now.

Standard

Communications
IF'RC>IDILJC -TS

P.O. Box 92151 •Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
310/532-5300 ext. 280 •Toll Free 800/745-2445
Fax: 800/722-2329 rToll nee) •310/532-0397 ,ca &Intl ()nip
Canadian Address:

41 Industrial Pkwy S., Units 5&6

Aurora, Ontario Canada L4G-3Y5
905/841-7557 Main •Fax: 905/841-3693
Sales: 800/638-4741

Return o
Circle Reader Service No. 4
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CJIVISION

ANatural Migration
Leadership and vision. That's what sets us
apart in today's environment of converging
technologies. ADC Video Systems is leading the
migration to advanced video and telephony
network services with aclear vision and solution
for your future —all while meeting your most

Px64 multipoint videoconferencing, TV1 broadcast
quality video and cellular telephone transport.
The flexibility to meet the needs of today's market
will ultimately determine tomorrow's success.

demanding requirements today.

Whether you're migrating to digital video and
telephony services, rebuilding your CATV network,
installing state-of-the-art distance learning

ADC Video Systems offers complete end -to-end
solutions in hybrid fiber/coax video/telephony
transport and distribution, high speed digital
fiber backbone transport, distance learning,

facilities or building videoconferencing networks,
ADC Video Systems has the technology you need.
Call us to find out why the future is real. We'll help
keep you flying in the right direction.

ideo Systems

nc.
999 Research Parkway Meriden, CT 06450 (800) 504-4443 •FAX (203) 630-5701

The ADC Family of Products
•Homeworx TM 750 MHz Hybrid Fiber/Coax
Transmission System
•DV6000 TM Digital Video Transmission System
•Pix1Net im Multipoint Videoconferencing System
•Network Monitoring and Control System
•FiberFrame TM Fiber Management System
•Soneplex TM DS1IDS3 Transport System
•CityCell TM Cellular Telephone Transport
•FN6000 TM TV1 Broadcast Quality Video
Parlir
gel.Ifi
•
Circle Roark Service No. !-;

U.S. Sales Offices in California, Colorado, Connecticut. Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Texas and Virginia. .nternational Sales Offices in
Australia. Belgium, Canada, China, Mexico, Singapore, South Korea, United Kingdom and Vemezuela.
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COLOR BURSTS

Jones fires up nation's first passive
HFC network in Alexandria, Va.
Engineers from Jones Intercable fired up the
MSO's new, state-of-the-art headend and cable
plant late last month in Alexandria Va., firing the
first salvo in what could be along and bitter war
for customers between Jones and Bell
Atlantic—if Bell Atlantic ever gets started, that is.
The Jones plant is newsworthy in many
respects. It is the first HFC network that was
built without using any active electronics
beyond the node, where optical signals are
converted to RF and sent out over coaxial distribution runs that are, on average, about 1,000
feet long. Each node serves an average of 158
passings. The plant's backbone consists of 10
fiber loops of counter-rotating signals, making
it extremely reliable. And the new headend
features redundancy and backup virtually
everywhere, as well.
Jones officials are the first to admit the
unusual architecture doesn't make economic
sense everywhere, but is justified in Alexandria
because of high housing densities and positive
demographics. Being located just outside of
Washington, D.C., where it can be shown off
to members of Congress, doesn't hurt either.
For example, even though the plant covers
an area of just 28 square miles, it passes
73,000 homes, MDUs and businesses.
Roughly 40,000 customers are actually served
by the system.
Within that small area, Jones will eventually
deploy 10 fiber rings and more than 500 fiber
nodes (each of which is status monitored and

has its own standby power supply). Within
each fiber ring, there are between 120 and 180
fibers, resulting in nearly 3,000 fiber terminations at the headend. There are atotal of 216
fiber sheath miles, but more than 14,000 fiber
miles, 92 percent of which are route diverse.
While the Alexandria topology may not be
repeated elsewhere soon, the philosophy
behind the headend plays virtually anywhere.
"I'm constantly being asked what the headend
of the future looks like," noted Roger Seefeldt,
fund engineering director at Jones' corporate
office. "I think this is it."
Although the Jones system will one day go
head-to-head with Bell Atlantic, company officials say that was not the primary reason the
system was rebuilt. Instead, it was built
because competition will soon dictate that
Jones will need ahighly reliable network to
stay the market leader.

Set-tops cranking out
but have nowhere to go?

In what could qualify as two of the most
oddly timed news releases of the year, Philips
and CLI jointly announced volume production
of digital set-tops, like the one being used by
Bell Atlantic in its switched digital network in
Dover Township, NJ., while Bell Atlantic
announced adelay in deploying services over
that very same network.

Fixed optical coupler—
Primary
..„/ forward

Switched optical coupler

Rec-B
Headend site

1x4

—

111

Jones' network architecture
in Alexandria, Va.

Fixed
optical
coupler
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reverse
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Secondary
forward
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Secondary
reverse
5-42 MHz
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But first things first. Philips Digital
Videocommunications Systems and
Compression Labs Inc. announced that the two
companies are "producing thousands of interactive digital set-top decoders per month" which
will soon be used by Future Vision, the video
information provider working with Bell Atlantic
to offer interactive services in New Jersey.
Philips and CLI say the set-tops are the first
mass produced decoders to comply with the
MPEG-2 standard for digital video compression and transport.
Meanwhile, Bell Atlantic said it has delayed
the 200-home technical trial in Dover
Township because of problems with the network's video administration and operational
support system software. Services were slated
to be rolled out to 38,000 homes there after a
six- to eight-week technical trial.
FutureVision's compliance testing was
deemed successful, and the company will be
working with the regional Bell operating company to resolve the software problems.
Commercial service will be delayed until the
tests are completed, which could push initial
rollout into 1996. After that, Bell Atlantic
expects to begin adding about 2,000 homes per
month to the network.

ADC pens agreements
with OSI and Optivision

Further evidence that ADC
Telecommunications seeks to be amajor player as asupplier of equipment to hybrid
fiber/coax network operators came in late
August when the company announced two
new business relationships.
First, the company announced it is working
with Objective Systems Integrators to jointly
develop aset of element manager systems for
ADC's Homeworx HFC access platform. The
two companies will jointly market "OSWorx"
element manager systems that are based on
OSI's NetExpert software, beginning in the
third quarter of 1995.
The element manager will feature open
interfaces, such as Transactional Language 1
(TL1) and the CMISE standard. As such, it
will provide management of voice, video and
data services. Further, it will be compliant
with Bellcore's TR-008 and TR-303 standards.
The new element manager system will provide anumber of critical functions, including
configuration management, such as inventory
and provisioning; fault management, including
testing, alarming and alarm correlation; performance management; and security management.
In addition, ADC announced its intentions

CED :C OMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & D ESIGN O CTOBER 1995

Bill Winslow's Up On The Latest Ways
To Avoid Downtime
ee.

Bill Winslow
Manager
Materials Management Services
.4<006mbiteiet.

In your business, downtime is deadly It drains productivity and your cash flow. But Bill Winslow can give you
materials management solutions to make your tedb and installers more productive. You'll get just the right amount
of equipment, just when you need it. You'll meet industry service mandates, and your customers will be satisfied.
And that's where Bill Winslow and Sprint/North Supply can help.
At Sprint/North Supply, we have years of experience creating afull range of materials management solutions that save
time and money. Solutions for building, upgrading or re-btilding systems. Solutions for drop installation orders to
hook up your new customers. And solutions for any type of plant maintenance — including emergency repairs. We
take care of your materials needs, so you can focus on productivity and service. We'll manage your materials
quickly and accurately — all orders are filled in 24 hours and shipped overnight.
reel

Effective, efficient materials management is easy with our network of 11 distribution centers. We have
30,000 products from 1,200 leading manufacturers. Located throughout the United States, our
distribution centers cover 1,067,107 sq. ft. of space. They're linked by computer to deliver the materials
and equipment you need to keep your productivity on target and your customer service on track
With one toll-free call, you'll have instant access to the broadband and telecommunications
solutions you need. At Sprint/North Supply, we're your full-line national distributor. Call and let us tell you how to
keep your downtime down.
FREE CATV/BROADBAND CATALOG. Call and order your FREE 296-page catalog, featuring thousands of products.
NO OBLIGATION.

On Line, On Call, On Tine

Sp r
int

1-800-639-CATV
Circle Reader Service No. 6

North Supply

C OLOR B URSTS
to invest $6 million in Optivision, aPalo Alto,
Calif.-based company developing MPEG digital video compression technology.
Optivision is working on acomplete line of
OPTIVideo MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 encoders
and decoders for video transmission and
video-on-demand applications. Optivision
already has aclose working relationship with
C-Cube, asupplier of integrated chips for
MPEG codecs.

Interactive Television Inc. (DITV) to provide
turnkey interactive television hardware, software and network services to the Columbus,
Ohio and Indianapolis, Ind. markets.
WTF and DITV are scheduled to deliver
interactive television service to Columbus and
Indianapolis beginning late October 1995,
starting with several hundred test homes located in both cities. Based on the results of the
control test, agradual roll-out of the system
will commence approximately six months
thereafter. The wireless, real-time interactive
response system is called HEAT—Home
Entertainment Advanced Technology.
The remote control will allow viewers to
AlphaStar Digital Television has announced
"point-and-click" at their own TV screen and
that Samsung Electro-Mechanics Co. will
"interact" with informational and transactional
manufacture digital television set-top receiver
services provided, as well as control normal
boxes as part of the AlphaStar digital direct-toTV set broadcast, cable and VCR functions.
home satellite television system. The receivers
The home viewer's interactive response is then
will be among the first to use MPEG-2 DVB
transmitted back on the IVDS (Interactive
compliant technology for the highest quality
Video and Data Services) broadcast spectrum,
picture available. The AlphaStar Digital DTH
which was authorized by the FCC last year.
satellite television system is scheduled to
A sampling of the interactive services that
launch in December 1995.
will be tested will not only be personalized
"Samsung brings outstanding manufacturing
news and information services—such as sports,
and consumer electronics distribution expertise
weather, horoscopes, classifieds, restaurant and
that is an ideal match for AlphaStar's world
entertainment directories—but viewers will also
standard digital system," commented Murray
be able to easily conduct transactions including
Klippenstein, president and CEO of AlphaStar.
home shopping, home banking, electronic bill
AlphaStar is the first digital satellite televipaying, reservation and ticket purchases for airsion service in America to use TV/COM's
line, theater and movies, as well as be able to
open world standard MPEG-2 digital video
order home delivery of groceries and fast food,
broadcast (DVB) compliant system.
or control and monitor home appliances and
SEM Co. is aleading manufacturer of elecutilities, assuring lower operating costs.
tronic components used in consumer electronics, of cable television and satellite receiving
equipment, and of advanced computer components. As a$1.5 billion unit of the Korean
multinational Samsung Group, which has total
worldwide revenues of over $50 billion, SEM
PCS PrimeCo, L.P., the consortium of telcos
Co. has access to the D-RAM memory chips
girding
to provide PCS in anumber of major
that are essential to the production of the setmarkets, announced its intention to award septop satellite-TV receivers.
arate multi-million dollar provisioning conAlphaStar is awholly-owned subsidiary of
tracts to AT&T Network Systems and
Tee-Comm Electronics Inc., adigital satellite
Motorola to supply PrimeCo with the hardcommunications company. By December, the
ware and software for acomplete, end-to-end
company plans to offer more than 100 chanwireless communications system, including
nels of video and audio services via an AT&T
base stations and switching equipment.
402R satellite using asmall dish and aset-top
These agreements are believed to be among
digital receiver manufactured by Tee-Comm
the first between aUnited States PCS carrier
Electronics.
and any Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) technology supplier, and have acombined total of as much as $1 billion. Definitive
agreements are subject to terms and conditions, which were not disclosed, and could
In what promises to be one of the first uses
take up to one month to finalize and close.
of the Interactive Video and Data Services
Both Motorola and AT&T will provide the
spectrum, Welcome To The Future Inc. (WTF)
equipment to build out specific geographic
announced it has been contracted by Dispatch
areas, or MTAs, that PrimeCo serves. PrimeCo

AlphaStar picks Samsung
to build its DBS set-tops

AT&T, Motorola chosen to
supply PCS PrimeCo

IIIDS coming to the
Midwest; testing to begin

14

owns PCS licenses in 11 Major Trading Areas
across the U.S., covering 57 million potential
customers.
Under the agreements, AT&T Network
Systems would provide equipment for the
Houston, Jacksonville, Miami, New Orleans,
Richmond and Tampa MTAs. Motorola's
Cellular Infrastructure Group would supply
complete PCS systems for customers in
Chicago, Dallas, Honolulu, Milwaukee and
San Antonio MTAs.
PrimeCo plans to have the first customers on
its network by the end of next year, and these
suppliers have committed to delivering equipment in time for PrimeCo to meet that goal.
Delivery date milestones were not disclosed.
PrimeCo, the four-way partnership of
AirTouch Communications, Bell Atlantic,
Nynex and US West, announced in June that it
will deploy CDMA technology throughout its
PCS network because it is acost-effective way
to offer wireless services in its own markets and
also provide national interoperability with the
company's owners' cellular systems.

Jottings

France Telecom has chosen to use equipment supplied by BroadBand Technologies
and Groupe Sagem (SAT), aFrench telecom
equipment supplier, to build afiber-to-the-curb
trial network that will provide broadband interactive multimedia services. The companies will
work together to provide telephony, video and
data to up to 20,000 homes, and France
Telecom will incorporate the BBT/SAT system
into its $100 million Fiber Optic Information
Superhighway initiative, an extension of the
national fiber optic business network, which
was launched in 1992 ... DirecTv, the national DBS provider, has reached agreement with
famed film director Francis Ford Coppola and
his Zoetrope Corp. to transmit the original theatrical version of "Apocalypse Now" in
widescreen, 16x9 format. This marks the first
time afilm has been digitally broadcast in this
format. Of course, viewers will need a
widescreen TV to see the film without it being
letterboxed ... Viewers in Omaha will have
one more choice of aprovider for TV. Sky
Cable of Omaha announced it will use digital
compression gear from Decathlon
Communications when it gets up and running
this autumn. Sky leases four wireless cable
channels presently and is negotiating for four
more. With 10-to-1 compression, the MMDS
provider could offer up to 80 channels of video.
Sky will compete with Cox Cable and US West,
both of which have built state-of-the-art interactive video systems in that city .... CED
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In network monitoring,
it's the A.M. of a new age.
AM Communications offers a
decade of experience in cable network monitoring. More than 400 AM
systems are at work today, under our
own name or within the products of
some pretty famous strategic allies.
Our new products include not
only Echo, a low-cost end-of-line
monitor, but also a truly exciting
second generation cable network
monitoring system featuring easyto-use OmniVu software. It's a
Windows-based, open architecture
system that's powerful, rich in

features, and distinctly affordable
in price.
AM's total monitoring solutions
include hardware, software, and
technical service that's in-depth and
on time. Please call (215-536-1354,
1-800-248-9004), fax (215-536-1475),
or write (1900 AM Drive, Quakertown,
PA 18951-9004). And give us the
opportunity to do a little crowing
about what we
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can do for you.
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ahn. Mellow. Easy-going. All apt words to describe
Louis Williamson, senior project engineer, Time
Warner Cable Engineering & Technology. And it's a
good thing, too, because his very first
project out of college, for Martin
Marietta Aerospace, was areal nailbiter: designing adetection system to
prevent nuclear missile silos from
exploding. His pet project, actually a
microwave vapor analyzer, detected
minute amounts of rocket fuel leakage
in the silos.
Maybe because he was exposed to
such responsibility so early,
Williamson's career took on the flavor
of looking beyond the stress of the
moment to the thrill of the engineering
challenge. As an example, he cites
another of his favorite projects at
Martin. "Electronic warfare was actually
fairly fun. Like the reverse plant today,"
says Williamson. "You never know if
your message is going to get through."
In fact, one of Williamson's personal
challenges today is trying to perfect twoway communication over the cable plant
to ensure that applications like telephony
and interactive entertainment will really
work. "When Ifirst started analyzing it,
the return path kind of looked like an
electronic warfare scenario," he reflects.
"There is alot of [garbage] floating
around in there, it comes and goes, and it
tries to jam you from communicating."
The comparison between the two eventually struck a
familiar chord, and as Williamson called to mind his
previous work up in the microwave frequencies for
Martin, he hit upon the idea of using the high-end
return path for Time Warner's Full Service Network in
Orlando. While acknowledging that the high-end is
definitely more expensive to operate in, requiring more
amplifiers to overcome higher signal loss, Williamson
found it to be blessedly clean. "We know that it works,
and is usable now," he notes. "It's just amatter of
when we are going to need it."
Other projects Williamson is currently working on
for Time Warner include stabilizing the platform for
new analog convertor launches, which will offer onscreen guides and "virtual channels."
When Williamson first joined the MSO (then
American Television & Communications) in 1983, the
connection between his research and real-world applications was not quite so clear-cut. He started off by
working on distributed subscriber terminals, characterized by having most of their "smarts" located outside
of the house. "Unfortunately, that was about the time
of the cable-ready set evolution," he notes wryly, "so
off-premise convertors never really made it."
It wasn't too long before ATC reorganized its R&D

Electronic
warrior
tackles
return path

Louis D. Williamson

department into the engineering and technology group,
somewhere around 1986, and Williamson suddenly
found himself in the role of fiber guru. At atime when
no one really knew what AM was, he had the task of
convincing laser manufacturers and others that it would
be agood idea to make the equipment the MSO needed.
"Finally, we found one company that did understand
analog," recalls Williamson. "They were doing highfrequency analog lasers. We got them to bring in one
of their systems and plug the matrix into it, and [this
produced] some really lousy pictures. But the pictures
came through, so we were excited."
With the successful implementation of fiber down to
smaller and smaller nodes, the engineering and technology team began searching for the next step in network evolution. At that point, Williamson and his colleagues began "trolling" for new ideas, aprocess that's
abig portion of his job. "You have to figure out where
the fish are," he notes, "and you throw aline out to
them—sometimes, you even get alittle bite." As it turns
out, they reeled in awhopper: the FSN.
"Compression was coming together, we felt that the
price of storage was coming down, and we were comfortable with digital transport, digital audio, and those
types of trials," Williamson explains. "So it was really,
how could we combine them all to make asystem, and
leverage all of those to make abusiness out of them?"

Another career determined by prerequisites
Did Williamson have any idea as ayoung student
that he would one day be involved in engineering the
premier interactive cable network? His parents may
have had aclue, as their 16-year-old son was fond of
taking electrical devices apart—sometimes even putting
them back together—or rewiring his room just for fun.
("I don't understand it, dear. When Iuse the toaster, the
TV in Louis' room comes on.") Originally, Williamson
had wanted to become the next Jacques Cousteau, until
he found out that one of the prerequisite courses for his
chosen career was abit out of his realm. "I couldn't
swim, so Idecided that oceanography was probably not
the job to have," he notes. And thus, in 1980,
Williamson graduated with aBSEE from Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University.
Today, his love for nature has translated into alove
for house plants, which grow with abandon throughout
his 85-year-old Denver home. He also enjoys bike riding, woodworking and photography, and looks forward
to resuming his hobbies, now that things have calmed
down in Orlando.
Given that much of the interactive infrastructure is
well on the way to becoming areality, as in Orlando,
Williamson sees the emphasis shifting from hardware,
to software and applications. "We are no longer going
to be worried as much about set-tops and amplifiers,"
he predicts. "There's going to be abig thrust on interactive shopping and games and those types of things.
That's really what is going to make the business grow.
It's not going to be saving adollar on aset-top." CIED
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hen Iwas alot younger (Hey! Iwas actually young
once) the big excuse for not having your homework
done was the famous "the dog ate it" line. This was in
the same league, if not the style, as "a
bully took it away from me," or "I lost
it on the bike ride to school, and it blew
away before Icould catch it." Ithink I
would be safe in saying that few, if any,
of my teachers (or fellow students for
that matter) believed any of these
pearls.
The world certainly has changed,
however, when it can be said that the
single most popular individual personal
catastrophe is: "The computer crashed,"
or whatever you were working on is
"somewhere in computer hell and no
one can get it out."
The funny thing is that Idon't know
of any dogs actually eating homework
assignments, and while there may have
been the odd one or two "bullies,"
think the excuse was used perhaps abit
too often. And while sick cars and sick
relatives are possibilities that we all
have to live with, Ithink this, too. may
be abit overused.

The
computer
ate my
homework

Major reliability problem

By Wendell Bailey,
VP of Science
and Technology, NCTA
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But no one, literally, no one in
today's society finds anything unusual
about saying that the computer ate it, or
that it disappeared and that it can't be resurrected, or
that the printer wouldn't print, or that the word processor delivered adocument that was all fouled up and
they are working to correct it. Indeed, everyone thinks
that these are so normal and so regular that they never
blink an eyelash at what may in fact be fraudulent
excuses.
If we think deeper about this, we come to an
amazing realization: In today's society, we put up
with adevice, the computer, that is crucial to our
day-to-day business activities, but which has amajor
reliability problem. Is there anyone who does not, at
least once aday, have something weird happen to or
on their computer? I'm not talking about minor
weird, like mistyped words. I'm talking about locking up weird; I'm talking about saved to the wrong
file weird; I'm talking about flashing screens; I'm
talking about the dreaded "windows closing now,
good-bye."
And woe to the person who buys anew printer or a
new CD player, or even asound card, and attempts to
get them working correctly on the first attempt.
Indeed, if you have the nerve to try to install these
things yourself, you'll be sure to have aload of fun
with the less-than-clear instructions, and the cryptic
choices that can quickly have you pulling your hair
and gnashing your teeth.

Some of you, especially the assembly language gifted, may find this complaint to be unfair. After all, not
everyone pays attention to all of the instructions that
come on the latest goodies box from the computer
store. But even at times when professionals come in to
install things like modems, they don't just stick them
in aslot and press the "go" button, either. They fiddle
with the software, they fool with the interrupts and
play around with the DMA lines and the interrupt
addresses.
They get the printer working (though not necessarily
all of the fonts, and now, the modem doesn't work).
They get the modem working, and the sound card
doesn't work. They get the sound card working, but
then the CD doesn't work, and on and on and on.
Eventually, they get it all sorted out, and frankly, compared to what the average computer user can do, they
seem to get it done in fairly short order.
But if this were acar or atelevision set, we would
not tolerate this level of flakiness in any way, shape or
form. What if we had to put up with this level of functional reliability in something like an airplane or a
heart pacemaker?
Should you be so bold as to buy anew software
package to install on your computer, all the while
expecting and looking forward to the increases in productivity that it will bring you, what's the likelihood
that it will be installed hassle-free? What's the likelihood that it will work the way it is supposed to work?
Not much.
Even the computers that are advertised as being
"plug-and-play" do not solve all of these problems.
They do agrand job of taking care of those printer
start-up blues, but they seem just as likely as anything
else to give you another problem that requires the
application of the "Three Finger Salute."
Why do we, as asociety, tolerate this level of uncertainty in our daily lives? Especially when this uncertainty has adirect effect on the so-called productivity
increases that the computer was meant to bring to society? Is it that we have not been able to separate the
self-inflicted problems from the computer-generated
glitches, and have therefore decided not to take notice?
Idon't believe that is the complete answer, but it may
be part of it.

Multiple combinations and permutations
It just may be that the technology and capabilities
of the computer have moved too fast for anyone,
even the designers, to think of all the possible ways
that multiple elements can be put together in asystem. The inevitable result of this has been the birth of
an essential tool that is not above eating our homework.
Some day, we may all look on this excuse with the
same level of jaundiced disbelief as we do on that old
saw about the dog and the bully. May the day arrive
soon. "I have areport due, but you know, my computer...". CIED
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eare in one of those periods that rarely comes to an
industry, during which the word "revolution" is apropos. Revolutionary times are fraught with danger.
Formerly big players must manage
change properly, or they become bit
players. New entrants succeed if they
take advantage of changes the
entrenched folks don't see coming. On
the other hand, revolutionary times provide incredible opportunities to lose
money, if one errs.
The problem is to separate the real
players from the Future Failures of
America. Having spent my entire
career on the supply side of the industry, Iused to find myself impatient with
customers who tested me to see if Iwas
real or not. One time, Ifound myself
specifying asystem we were purchasing and felt the uncontrolled fear that I
would wind up with something that
didn't do the job. Irealized how career
limiting that could be. So here are a
few tips to help determine what is real,
and what is made of nonexistium.

Revolution
is in
our
midst

Healthy skepticism

By Jim Farmer,
Chief Technical Officer,
Antec Technology Center

Have acomment?
Contact Jim via e-mail at:
jfarmer@ix.netcom.com
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We see many operators who, when
faced with buying new systems, use
the, "Get your stuff working in my
plant by such and such (unrealistic)
date, or you're out," approach. It puts
you and your potential supplier in alose-lose situation.
When you deal with new systems, delays are not only
likely, they are inevitable. If asupplier has an unrealistic drop dead date, he is likely to put out asystem that
has flaws he would have found with afew more weeks
of testing. In the end, this is going to inconvenience
you, and possibly cause you subscriber or regulatory
problems.
Apreferred approach is to take what the supplier
says skeptically. Challenge your supplier to show why
his dates are reasonable. Take the attitude, "I hear what
you are saying, but Idon't believe you can do it. Prove
me wrong if you can."
Sit down with the engineers doing the work and
understand how they see the schedule. Ask where the
risks are (they always exist, regardless of what the
salesman says), and how they are being mitigated.
Especially in the earlier portions of adevelopment program, don't be alarmed if something doesn't work, and
the engineers are not sure how to fix it. This is anormal part of any product development process. As long
as you can come back later and see progress, there is
no cause for alarm. Similarly, when the first equipment
is put in the field, there will be problems that will take
time to overcome. Again, this is normal and not cause
for alarm if the engineers are making progress.
Take time to understand how the system works,
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what it can and what it can't do. Written specifications,
whether generated by you or the supplier, are important. They should detail how something will work,
what specifications it will meet, and what else has to
happen for the system to work within your network.
Again, don't be alarmed if specifications change somewhat during development, but make sure every change
still specifies something that does the intended job.
Also, it's okay to include aphrase that says the equipment shall perform the intended purpose, even if that
requires it to meet something not in the specification.
Think about what you are being told about cost, performance, maintenance requirements, physical space,
plant requirements, how your subscribers will react,
etc. Are the answers reasonable based on your past
experience? Take time to learn about the system. Of
course, take time on your own to learn the background
information, so your potential supplier's people are not
unduly called upon to start from Ohm's law and work
up.

Development costs
Honor any nondisclosure agreements you sign. A
supplier realizes that you are (or at least should be)
talking to everyone developing similar products.
Remember that your supplier is spending literally millions of dollars to develop something new, and he has a
right to not have information handed to acompetitor.
To get an idea of the magnitude of R&D costs, an
incremental set of improvements in aproduct can cost
maybe $50,000 to $200,000. Something really new,
such as compression to the home, will cost hundreds of
millions by the time you install the first one, and
before anyone knows for sure that there is amarket for
It.

Proven in the real world
Finally, be prepared to work with asupplier in field
testing. This is crucial, because amanufacturer can't
possibly simulate all of the variables that will affect
equipment in the real world. He needs to get prototypes
out quickly, so that when you and he find improvements (you will), he has time to make changes before
he commits to final product.
An MS0 for whom Ihave alot of respect is hosting
anumber of experimental systems in his plants now.
Sure, he is spending afew bucks, and some of the new
stuff he's looking at may not make it. But when it
comes time to deploy on alarge scale, he'll have firsthand knowledge of what is real, what is hyperbole, and
what just doesn't work.
Watch your commitments and carefully manage
expectations (yours, those of your boss, and those of
your customers). New things must still obey that most
fundamental law of electronics, Murphy's: "Nothing is
as easy as it looks, everything takes longer than expected, and if anything can go wrong, it will, at the worst
possible moment." Healthy skepticism is still better
than unbridled optimism for something new. CUD
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FIBER LINE

Putting
fiber to the
Practical field
testing guidelines

By Todd Jennings,
Product Manager,
Siecor Corporation

past

Practical cost-effective guidelines for testing new and
previously installed optical fiber cables are needed to
ensure proper installation and long-term system performance. Straight-forward test procedures and guidelines
have been established based on 17 years of field experience and over 4,000 fiber optic installations. This article summarizes up-to-date information on common test
practice and documentation, available test equipment,
and field effects and limitations for testing in cable TV
applications.

Why test?
As the deployment of fiber optic systems accelerates
in cable TV applications, so do the demands for
extending headend to node lengths, increasing channel
loading, and improving carrier-to-noise ratio. To meet
these demands, new installations are routinely pushing
the limits for low attenuation, reflectance, and dispersion—specifying maximum fiber attenuation of
0.35/0.25 dB/km at 1310/1550 nm, non-reflective
fusion splices averaging less than 0.05 dB, and highperformance connectors with maximum loss of 0.50 dB
and return loss less than -55 dB.
Establishing minimum levels of testing is crucial to:
r" ensuring the installed quality meets the demanding
goals for current and future use
v# documenting initial performance as abenchmark for
future maintenance, upgrades, and reconfiguration, and
s/ minimizing downtime should asystem go down.
Implementing simple field-proven test procedures
provides solid proof of system integrity, prevents
rework, and ensures reliable system operation.
Figure la: Insertion loss test procedure; reference

What to test

Today's analog cable TV transmission systems require stringent
attenuation, reflectance and disperTest jumper #1
sion limits. The primary focus of
Preference = -8.0 dBm
field testing is attenuation—measured as end-toend
system
Figure lb: Insertion loss test procedure; check
attenuation and
Preference -Pcheck <0.5 dB
as discrete
Optical
OTDR composource
nent losses.
Test jumper #1
Test jumper #2
In many new
Adapter
P check — -8.4 dBm
installations, the
Optical
source
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use of fusion splicing and factory-terminated connectors minimizes the need to field test and document
component reflectances. For troubleshooting and acceptance testing of mechanical splices or field-installed
connectors, the OTDR should be used to measure individual component reflectance.
Although dispersion is an important system design
concern, it is not necessary to test in the field if the
guaranteed cable specifications are documented.
To make cost-effective decisions, it is important to
know what present and future value is added by both
specifying guaranteed component performance and
field testing installed performance. The following sections detail the purpose, procedure and field considerations for testing end-to-end attenuation, OTDR analysis, reflectance and dispersion. In addition, tools and
procedures for troubleshooting, upgrades and reconfigurations are summarized.
The most basic and essential test of an installed link
is end-to-end attenuation, the total optical loss between
the fiber's endpoints. Acceptable loss values are dependent upon the fiber quality, system length, wavelength
and number and type of connectors, splices and splitters. The end-to-end loss should always be less than the
link loss budget calculated in the system design.
Because of the stress and bending that cables can be
subjected to during installation, the attenuation of each
link should be measured after installation.

Attenuation test procedure
The attenuation of installed cable systems is tested
by the insertion loss method, as shown in Figure 1. An
optical source and optical meter are used to measure
the relative drop in the optical level (dB) between
entering and exiting the fiber.
Each connectorized fiber should be tested from
headend to node at 1310 and 1550 nm to account for
wavelength-dependent attenuation differences. If return
path transmission is planned, bi-directional attenuation
measurement should be performed.
Insertion loss test procedure:
Step 1: Reference. Connect ashort test jumper
between the optical source and the optical meter.
Record the reading as the reference power Preference in
dBm. This power level is simply the output power of
the light source coupled into the test jumper (see Figure
la).
Note: Never disconnect or adjust the jumper connection at the optical source after recording the reference
value. This will probably change the value and cause
final test results to be inaccurate.
Step 2: Check. Disconnect test jumper #1 at the
power meter and insert asecond test jumper. Verify that
the two test jumpers are good by ensuring that the
power Pcheck is within the guaranteed maximum mated
pair connector loss, typically 0.5 dB, of
--P
-reference. If
this criterion is met, continue to Step 3. Otherwise,
clean the connectors and adapter and repeat Step 2. If
the loss is still greater than 0.5 dB, replace the test
jumpers as appropriate and repeat (see Figure lb).
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we'll tell you more in no time at all.
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• FIBER LINE
reflective events such as connectors
(B) or mechanical splices (C) where
the continuity of glass is interrupted;
the higher the spike, the greater the
reflection. A fusion splice (D)
Test jumper #2
Cable system
exhibits apoint drop but no reflecLoss = -8.0 dBm -(-20.4 dBm) = 12.4 dB
tive spike. The final spike (E) on the
trace indicates the fiber end, beyond
Step 3: Test. Leave the two test jumpers attached to
which the trace drops off to the
the optical source and optical meter. Disconnect the
OTDR's noise floor.
two jumpers at the adapter. Attach the optical
source/test jumper #1 to fiber under test at the headend
OTDR test procedure
and the power meter/test jumper #2 to same fiber at the
Prior to installing acable reel, an OTDR can quickly
node. Record the power level in dBm as Ptest and caland easily verify the length and attenuation of each
culate the loss in dB. Repeat this step for each fiber to
fiber. It can also detect point faults or discontinuities
be tested (see Figure lc).
caused by shipping and handling. This inspection can
provide important protection against liability when
Attenuation test guidelines
multiple parties are involved.
To ensure accurate test results, follow these guideWhen fusion splicing is performed, splice loss estilines for the test jumpers, test equipment and system
mates from LID-based (Local Injection and Detection)
under test:
splicers should be documented. After installation and
Test jumpers—the fiber and connectors should be of
termination, OTDR signature traces should be docuthe same type and grade as the cable system.
mented on each fiber at 1310 and 1550 nm, verifying
Test equipment—optical sources should be stabilized
fusion splice loss and location. If field-terminated conlasers operating within ±20 nm of the 1310 and 1550
nectors or mechanical splices are used, the loss and
nm operating wavelengths; optical meters should proreflectance of each one should be tested with an
OTDR.
vide linear measurements up to +20 dBm and be traceable to the National Institute of Standards and
Signature trace documentation can be provided in
Technology (NIST) calibration standard.
either printout or file form. A benefit of saving OTDR
System under test—all system connectors and
traces in file form is the ability to perform more
adapters should be clean prior to measurement.
detailed off-line analysis and comparison, often saving
time and retesting.

Figure lc: Insertion loss test procedure; test
System attenuation (dB) = •
Prelerence

Test jumper #1

Asingle
signature trace
of each fiber
provides an
overview of the
entire system

Figure 2: OTDR signature trace
A

Distance: m/km

Ptest

OTDR testing

Although attenuation testing measures the total lump
sum loss between two endpoints, an Optical Time
Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) can measure the distance, loss and reflectance of each component in the
cable system from one end. The OTDR works like a
radar, sending pulses of laser light out through the
fiber, measuring the level and time delay of the return
signal, and displaying this information in agraphical
format. A single "signature trace" of each fiber provides an overview of the entire cable system (see
Figure 2).
As shown in Figure 2, the OTDR plots the optical
power level in dB on the vertical scale vs. distance (in
meters or feet) on the horizontal scale. The trace
declines from left to right, indicating that light is being
attenuated by the fiber, connectors and splices as it travels down
the length of cable. Linear sections represent continuous spans
of cable, with their slope indicating distributed loss over asection
of fiber. Steeper slopes indicate
higher fiber loss in dB/km.
Vertical drops (seen at points
B, C, and D) represent point
losses, such as connectors,
or fUkft
splices and faults. Spikes indicate

OTDR field effects
Loss measurement: In general, fiber attenuation
decreases with increasing wavelength. A typical singlemode fiber has an attenuation specification of 0.35
dB/km at 1310 nm and 0.25 dB/km at 1550 nm. Lower
fiber attenuation is indicated on the OTDR as ashallower slope.
Actual splice and connector loss are practically independent of wavelength. However, fiber becomes more
bend sensitive at longer wavelengths. For example, a
tight bend in afiber undetectable at 1310 nm may
cause asignificant loss when measured at 1550 nm. If
apparent splice loss is noticeably higher at 1550 nm,
suspect bending problems at or near the splice point. It
is beneficial to isolate 1550 nm bending effects and
correct them.
Detectable bends can affect transmission problems at
the longer wavelength and degrade the fiber's physical
longevity. For this reason, most system operators perform OTDR testing at 1310 nm (normally the transmission wavelength) and 1550 nm (to detect bending
effects).
Apparent OTDR splice loss measurements can
exhibit directional differences due to small-scale differences in the geometry (mode field diameter) and
backscatter characteristics of the two fibers.
Occasionally, the OTDR may indicate asmall increase
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in the backscatter level at asplice point as
shown in Figure 3, an anomaly commonly
referred to as a"gainer." Testing the same
splice in the opposite direction will indicate an
exaggerated loss.
The best measurement is achieved by averaging the results from both directions. If a
gainer is encountered, the splicer should
always attempt to maximize the gain.
Length measurements: Although the fiber

distance accuracy of OTDRs is typiFigure 3: Apparent splice loss "gainer"
cally on the order of ±0.01%, both
fiber overlength and index of refraction limit the fault-finding accuracy
of OTDRs. It is important to remember that the OTDR measures fiber
length, somewhat different than
sheath length for cables with a
fibers. During fault location, consider that the
designed fiber overlength to prevent mechaniactual sheath length will be shorter than the
cal or thermal stress from being coupled to the
fiber length measured by the OTDR. With a
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OTDR limitations
One limitation of the OTDR becomes evident when looking at closely spaced events or
points close in proximity to the OTDR. The
width of the reflective spikes represents an
OTDR's dead zone, ablind spot immediately
following each reflective event as the OTDR
recovers from receiver saturation caused by a
reflection. To allow measurement of the connection loss, atest fiber box is used to connect
between the OTDR output and the connecting
hardware.
A second weakness of OTDRs is seen when
attempting to measure through splitters and
branching components. The apparent OTDR
loss and reflectance values are erroneous and
confusing as the OTDR displays the cumulative backscatter from multiple fiber paths on
one trace. When test access is not available at
the splitter output, the OTDR can be used from
the opposite end or, on alimited basis, to identify and locate faulty branches.

Optical reflections

Going the extra mile ... for the last mile

50 Mary Street West Lindsay, Ontario, Canada K9V 457
Tel: (705) 324 2196 Fax: (705) 324 5474 Tel: (800) 465 7046 (U..

cable route diagram of known sheath lengths,
acable/fiber ratio can be calculated to a
known point, e.g. asplice point, and acorresponding cable distance and sequential mark
to afault estimated.
In addition, since the OTDR measures distance based on actual round-trip transit time, it
is necessary to supply the OTDR with the
most accurate index of refraction (to define the
velocity of propagation) when making crucial
distance measurements. Differing fiber suppliers and designs have slightly different indices,
directly impacting OTDR distance measurements. Consult the fiber or cable supplier for
the best values to use for agiven fiber type
and wavelength, and remain consistent in use
of that index.

iy,

Analog systems commonly used in cable
TV are inherently more sensitive to reflections
than digital systems. Consequently, new
installations normally specify fusion splicing
and physical contact (PC) connectors with
reflectance less than -55 dB, provided by
either an Ultra PC or angled PC polish. When
this is the case, field testing of reflectance is
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FIBER LINE
not required as long as the guaranteed connector
reflectance is documented.
Reflectance values of mechanical splices or fieldterminated connectors should be measured using an
OTDR, which calculates acomponent's reflectance
based on the height of its reflective spike relative to
the fiber backscatter level, as shown in Figure 4.
Most recent OTDRs provide this measurement automatically.

Dispersion
Optical fiber cables are specified for amaximum
dispersion coefficient (ps/nm-km) within an operating
wavelength window. Actual system dispersion is a
function of the fiber quality, length and transmitter
characteristics. Since dispersion is not adversely affected by installation, field testing is not required. Instead,
the cable manufacturer's guaranteed dispersion performance should be documented for use in system design
calculations, reconfigurations and upgrades.
Figure 4: OTDR reflectance measurement
R =B -10 log[(10

, -1)D]

Input power

Backscatter level

Aproperly
installed and
tested system
requires
minimal routine
maintenance
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When documentation on an existing system is not
available, the cable manufacturer can measure or
estimate the installed cable's dispersion performance.
Documentation plays avital role in the long-term
success of any cabling system with regard to system
reconfiguration, upgrades and maintenance. End-to-end
test results establish the initial integrity and performance of asystem. Documents of work performed on
the fiber plant can be used for liability protection in the
event that multiple vendors are involved. Equally
important, these documents establish "as-built records"
and can be compared to current conditions when troubleshooting.
Careful planning and accessible documentation also
help to avoid costly retesting or cable plant replacement when subsequent upgrades or reconfigurations are
undertaken. The following test results and cable
records should be documented and maintained in asystematic and accessible format:
Test results:
V End-to-end attenuation data—considered the primary
confirmation of system performance.
V OTDR signature traces—computer files or printouts of
OTDR traces provide agraphical summary of the location, loss and reflectance of mid-span components.

V Certificate of Compliance—completed by acontracted installer to confirm test performance, compliance
with stated requirements, and applicable warranty coverage for all individual connectors and splices.
Cable records:
V Cable specifications—specification sheet can be
provided by the supplier and defines the minimum
optical and mechanical performance guaranteed for
the cable.
V Cable route diagram—cable route information provided by the installer defines the location, route and connectivity of the "as-built" cable plant and should
include:
a) fiber routing and location information
b) fiber connectivity information
c) splice point locations
d) patch panel locations
e) cable lengths
f) cable part numbers

Troubleshooting and maintenance
Because of the quality and importance of information transmitted over fiber optic systems, ongoing service is critical. A properly installed and tested system
requires minimal routine maintenance. Ensuring proper connector care and cleanliness, and checking the
routing and protection of system jumpers are simple
safeguards that are central to preventing possible service interruptions.
In the case of system error or failure, troubleshooting and service restoration can be performed quickly
and easily. There are three key components required for
efficient troubleshooting.
Documentation: Initial test results and cable records
are essential to effective maintenance and troubleshooting. Contrasting current test results with the original
documentation quickly and clearly identifies changes
and potential trouble spots.
Test equipment: Using asimple power meter and initial attenuation test results to isolate faults will eliminate unnecessary service calls and minimize downtime.
If the fault lies within the cable plant, an OTDR can be
used to pinpoint its exact location.
Troubleshooting plan: A simple but effective flowchart or procedure can be used to quickly isolate a
fault to either anetwork transmitter, receiver, patch
cord or cable segment. The first step requires only a
power meter, test jumper and the "as-built" documentation.

Troubleshooting
Alogical troubleshooting sequence quickly and
effectively isolates and locates faults. First, the
received power level is measured and compared to the
received sensitivity specification. If the received power
is normal, the receive electronics should be diagncised
to identify the problem. If, on the other hand, the
received power level is low, the transmitter output
power should be measured next. A low transmitter output indicates aproblem with the transmitter output or
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Other test equipment

Figure 5: Cable system testing summary
,
Pre-Installation
Component specification

Cable reel inspection

Installation & acceptance
Fusion splicing
Attenuation test

OTDR analysis

Troubleshooting

Other applications
Upgrade/reconfiguration

Communication
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An optical power meter is used
to perform the first step in troubleshooting. Once afault is isolatSpecify maximum loss and reflectance of
none
ed to the installed cable link, an
connectors, splices and fiber.
OTDR is normally used to locate
the fault within the cable.
OTDR inspection of each fiber for length,
OTDR, 1310 or 1550 nm
In cases where afault is near an
attenuation and discontinuities (1310 or
using reenterable mechanic
anic
'
1550 nm).
splice or bare fiber adapter
.,
endpoint or inside the connecting
hardware, avisual fault locator can
pinpoint
attenuation problems withDocument LID-based splice loss estimates
Fusion splicer with LID
in an OTDR's dead zone. Visual
Document insertion loss of each
fault locators utilize avisible waveOptical source, 131
connectorized fiber at 1310 and 1550 nm
nm laser
length (approximately 650 nm)
from headend to node.
laser that glows red at points of
Perform bi-directional testing for return path
Optical meter
high loss such as tight bends or
transmission.
crimps,
faulty connectors or
2 test jumpers
splices, damaged components or
1adapter
pigtails, and fiber breaks.
For reconfigurations or
upgrades,
fiber identifiers can pasSignature trace documentation of each
OTDR with dual 1310/1550 n
fiber at 1310 and 1550 nm, verifying
sively detect the presence and
fusion splice loss.
Test fiber box
direction of signal traffic and a2
Measure loss and reflectance of each
kHz test tone mid-span, useful in
field-terminated connector and
positively identifying fibers targetmechanical splice.
ed for use. Some units incorporate
Optical meter to measure power levels,
apower meter that displays the relOptical power meter
isolate faults to transmitter, receiver, patch
ative core power when clipped on
4
cords or cable plant. If isolated to the
OTDR
to the fiber. The detected power
cable plant, use an OTDR to locate breaks,
level is dependent upon the couhigh losses or high reflections.
Visual fault locator
pling efficiency as well as the optical and geometric properties of the
Fiber identifier to confirm fiber and direction
Fiber identifier
fiber, coating, and coloring.
for mid-span reconfiguration. Fiber identifier
Although they provide only an
with integral power meter for continuity
approximation, measurements on
checks on splitters and in-line components.
either side of splitters and hardFiber communication during installati,
wired components can be used for
testing and restoration.
.
.
basic troubleshooting.
Fiber talk sets provide simple
point-to-point communication over
electronics. In these cases, follow the procedure in
the installed cable during installation, testing, maintediagnosing the electronics or call the appropriate vennance and restoration. Unlike walkie-talkies, they do
dor for assistance.
not create error-causing RF interference that can disIf the transmitter output is normal and the received
turb test equipment.
power is low, excessive loss is occurring in the cable
plant. Apower meter with atest jumper is then used to
Conclusion
confirm whether or not there is aproblem with the sysSimple end-to-end attenuation testing and OTDR
tem jumper.
analysis ensure installed quality and document perIf the system jumpers have acceptable loss, then
formance for future upgrades and reconfiguration.
the fault probably lies within the terminated cable
The same equipment, the optical meter and OTDR,
plant itself. Losses in the cable plant are most often
are primary tools for inspection and troubleshooting.
caused by damaged connectors, and cut or damaged
Other more specialized tools provide effective troucable.
bleshooting ability for avariety of system configuraOnce aproblem is isolated to the cable plant, ahigh
tions.
resolution OTDR is used to locate the fault. A compariFigure 5summarizes the test procedure and equipson of the original signature trace to the current OTDR
ment required for pre-installation inspection, installatrace can easily identify and locate afault or break. If
tion and acceptance testing, and troubleshooting and
the fault is determined to be near an endpoint, avisual
maintenance. CIED
fault can be used to pinpoint aproblem within splice
CNCTA. Reprinted with permission from the 1995 NCTA
trays, interconnect hardware and patch cords.
Technical Papers.
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Preparing
edrop
for digital
services

Is the weakest
link ready to
handle digital?

By John Grothendick,
Product Development
Manager,
Antec Corp.

D

espite new technological advances in all parts of
the cable network, the subscriber drop remains the
weakest link. The drop, which is the most labor intensive and costly part of the network, is probably the
least equipped to deliver interactive digital services.
Today, even with more forgiving analog signals, problems with the drop generate seven out of 10 service
calls. If today's drop generates so many problems,
imagine the failure rate if operators attempt to use
today's drop for tomorrow's more demanding digital
services. Customers will demand high quality, interactive digital services, or they'll go elsewhere.

What's emerging
Most advanced cable architectures today have driven
fiber optics deep into the plant, transitioning networks
from atree-and-branch beginning to star architectures
that rely on coaxial cable with no more than two
amplifiers feeding each home. Optical node sizes have
shrunk from the original 10,000 or 5,000 homes to
2,000, and now, to 500 homes or less. The fewer homes
served by asingle fiber, the greater the spectrum availability, and the lower the level of maintenance
required. Operators positioning their systems in this
way are future-proofing their networks for interactive
services and two-way digital communications.
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Yet, coaxial cable continues to provide the most
robust medium to the home in the delivery of voice,
video and data services. Agood, high quality drop,
installed and maintained correctly, could, theoretically,
download the entire Library of Congress in just 15 minutes (experts suggest that normal twisted pair transmission would take more than two years).
New modulation techniques are emerging that are
moving the industry toward digital transmission. In
today's analog world, amplitude modulation (AM) provides the most basic form of electronic signal delivery.
New advancements in Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
(QPSK), Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
and Vestigial Side Band (VSB) are beginning to
emerge. Each has been developed by adifferent manufacturer for the purpose of squeezing more digital
information into asingle 6-MHz analog channel. This
results in brand new considerations for cable operators
in establishing adrop system that will remain transparent despite the type of modulation technique used.
In order to provide areliable, seamless transmission
path for video, voice and data services, the drop system
must successfully pass a1GHz spectrum, digitally
compressed signals and two-way interactive services.
Most industry experts agree that a5MHz to 1000
MHz spectrum is required to provide all the services
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subscribers will be looking for over the next 10 to 15
years. Allocation of the 1GHz platform varies only
slightly among the major multiple system operators
(MS0s) involved in hybrid fiber/coax network deployment. A typical spectrum allocation may look like this:
V The traditional sub-low band has been expanded to
cover 5MHz to 40 MHz and will provide the return
path for telephony and other related smaller payload
deliveries in aQPSK modulation format.
V The traditional 50 MHz to 550 MHz band will be
reserved for forward analog signal transmission to
accommodate traditional receiving devices.
VThe spectrum area from 550 MHz to 750 MHz would
be used for digitally compressed video, digital music,
interactive games, advertising, etc. The modulation
scheme for these services would primarily be 64 and
256 QAM and 16 VSB, and will handle higher bit payloads of up to 45 Mbps or better.
V The upper end of the 1GHz platform would be
reserved for high-speed, two-way digital services and
PCN, with various payloads and modulation formats of
different "bit to hertz" ratios.
AM analog signals degrade on agraduated scale
before afailure threshold is reached. Digitally delivered
signals, with their associated modulation formats, will
perform at optimal level until their failure threshold is

realized. These thresholds become lower and lower as
the modulation format becomes more sophisticated.
Once the bit error rate threshold is reached, the signal
becomes virtually unrecoverable. Where an analog signal
will simply grow snowy or look "ghosty," bit errors will
create atiling or checkerboarding effect or incorporate
other artifacts that will virtually ruin adigital picture.
Of the advanced modulation formats, QPSK is the
least sophisticated and the most robust. It offers afailure
threshold of 3x10'6.That means signals can experience
no more than three bit errors per 1million bits (as tested
by abit error rate detector). Thresholds for QAM and 16
VSB modulation are in the 1027 or 10' 8 range (three bit
errors per 10 million to 100 million bits).
Antec has tested drop systems using the QPSK digital
modulation format at speeds of up to 2.3 megabits per
second. Components tested in the drop included cable
connectors, splitters, passives, amplifiers and hardware.
In atest comparing standardized, high quality drop components against non-standardized, off-the-shelf devices,
the low-quality components consistently performed
more poorly. The reasons primarily rest in alack of
proper shielding, impedance matching problems, high
attenuation, and substandard environmental protection.
Tests of 16 and 256 QAM as well as 16 VSB will be
performed within the next four months. These tests will
be done with avariety of payloads and in different
bands of the spectrum. The performance parameters
detailed in the remainder of this article are the results
from data collected when testing with the QPSK modulation technique.
The proper selection of drop cable, connectors, passive devices, house amplifiers, and related hardware is
critical to the long-term viability of adrop. Proper
installation and maintenance of each component can
mean the difference between ahigh quality drop and one
that will need to be modified, or at worst, completely
reinstalled when digital services become more prevalent.

Recommended performance parameters
Drop cable: In selecting drop cable, operators should
use cable no smaller than RG-6 for systems over 550
MHz. For drops spanning over 150 feet, operators should
rely on RG-7 or RO-II coaxial drop cable. Each drop
cable should be sweep tested to 1GHz to ensure that the
cable can handle signals from 5MHz up to 1GHz.
Operators should select drop cable offering a75 ±2
ohms or better impedance level. Impedance is determined by the distance between the center conductor of
the cable and the outer conductor, and is related to
structural return loss. This distance must remain consistent throughout the cable, from its installation at the tap
through its connection to the home. For this reason,
installers shouldn't bend cable more than 10 times its
diameter. Crimping the cable, bending it too tightly,
even stepping on it can make the cable oval in spots that
will impact its impedance and thus, deliver lower levels
of performance into the home.
Structural return loss is specified at 23 dB. Flexing
of the aerial drop will impact this structural return loss
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advanced
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is the least
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and the most
robust
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Installers
shouldn't bend
cable more
than 10 times
its diameter

specification, sometimes by as much as 10 to 15 percent. Poor structural return losses are the result of
impedance mismatching and can cause microreflections. In turn, this can cause bit errors and damage to
digital signal integrity.
For aerial applications, operators should use amessengered cable so the "messenger" provides the support and
removes strain from the coaxial cable itself. For underground applications, aflooded, polyethylene jacketed
cable is recommended for weather and water protection.
Shielding on drop cable is equally important. In
addition to the aluminum tape, drop cable should have
aminimum of 60 percent braid coverage to reduce the
impact of ingress (signals getting into the system) or
egress (signals getting out of the system).
Connectors: Connectors should offer shield effectiveness at 80 dB or better within the 5MHz to 1GHz
spectrum. This type of shielding will again prevent
ingress/egress problems. Acircumferential seal at the
port/connector interface is necessary in outdoor cable
applications, and the author's company recommends
using a360-degree compression connection at both the
tap and home connections (a hex fitting may reduce the
impedance or drop cable return loss by crimping the
cable). For the F-connections, use torque specifications
outlined by the manufacturer or tighten the connection

WIMP

with an extra quarter turn to ensure atight fit. Seal all
connections at the connector/cable interface to provide
effective weather protection and prevent ingress/egress.
Passives: Splitters and other passive devices should
effectively pass 5MHz to 1GHz and provide 110 dB
EMI shielding. Each passive should include a1/2 long
mechanical F-port to accommodate the deep threading
used for many premium connectors. Each passive should
also provide aminimum of 15 dB input/output return loss.
Select passives with arugged housing and backplate
(stainless steel or zinc with tongue and groove construction). Many of today's passive devices use printed
circuit boards which can radically improve electrical
performance, since PCBs standardize the manufacturing process. Check to see that the PCB is properly
mounted and grounded on standoffs that are well connected to the housing. Poor grounding, as well as substandard components, will act as asource of increased
return loss in asplitting device.
The primary problems during installation rest in
installer abuse of passives. In many cases, splitters and
the like are tossed into abox to jostle around during
transport, damaging the components.
It's important that passive devices be treated with the
same care as optical transmitters. While much less expensive, passives perform an important network task and
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won't perform as specified if they are damaged.
During the installation process, installers should assess which passive
should be used for individual subscribers. For instance, one home may
have three TVs, two located in roughly the same area; athird may be a
significant distance away. In this case, abalanced splitter may impair the
level of signals delivered to each TV. While the closest two will have a
proper signal level, the third may not. An unbalanced splitter then can
compensate for changes in the distance of each TV's location.
House amplifiers: Select atwo-way compatible amplifier that can
use the 5-40 MHz return path without modification. The amplifiers
should be sweep tested to IGHz, deliver less than 7dB of noise and
provide aminimum of 13 dB of return loss. Pay attention to CSO figures; some manufacturers of house amplifiers often do not provide this
information directly.
The Society of Telecommunication Engineers' Interface Practices
Committee is studying CTB and CSO parameters for house amplifiers
and will likely have specifications soon.
Hardware: Select hardware that is Underwriters' Laboratories listed
and which meets ASTM galvanizing specifications. Do not purchase
hardware that contains staples, clips, or anything else that requires use
of ahammer. Hammers are the worst enemies of good drop installers;
typically ahammer will hit the cable (even inadvertently) and result in
the impedance or structural return loss that leads to aless than perfect
drop installation.
Surge protection: Protection from surges in the form of lightning or
other "rapid rise time transients" remains another critical concern in the
drop. As new devices are added to the network—telephony interfaces,
broadband modems, etc.—inadequate surge protection may prove to be
life-threatening to asubscriber. It may no longer be acceptable to show
that the drop was properly bonded to alleviate the system operators
from surge damage liability. Not only may acustomer be lost to the
competition, but costly legal problems may also result.
Bonding the drop still remains the primary surge protection method
for the drop system. It's wise to check the National Electrical Code and
local ordinances on bonding to ensure that your system is effectively
bonded. If possible, attach ashort #12 or larger bond wire to the
grounding devices installed by the local power utility company. Avoid
severe bends in the bonding wire that would present extra impedance to
the surge going to ground.
In-home wiring: Operators are extremely concerned that homeowners can cable their own additional outlets. Operators are responsible to
the FCC for the disposition of the signal up to the subscriber terminal
device. Although totally controlling home wiring will be impossible,
there are still some measures that the operator can take to ensure its
quality. Public service announcements and bill stuffers can educate subscribers as to the importance of using system recommended equipment
and procedures.
Subscriber drops still comprise up to 75 percent of the investment
made in the broadband infrastructure. By installing non-compatible,
poor performing drop components—or failing to properly train installers
on how those components should be installed—the network operator, who
is otherwise building areliable and high-quality system, will suffer from
lower network performance at the subscriber's home. Without effectively
training personnel on proper installation, operators face increased operational costs for drop servicing, potentially lower revenues from consumers dissatisfied with the quality of services, and added capital costs
as new drops must be installed to handle future services.
Drops require quality components and aspecialized, well-trained
staff that can ensure that each drop is installed correctly and performs
effectively—at every single home. CUD
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PREPPING THE SYSTEM

Construction from a
Avoidtirnogiupl oe snots contractor's
point of view
By Jeff Michaud, Director of Marketing,
Cable Constructors Inc.

W

ith the advances in technology that have
bombarded the industry over the past few
years, the hype (and reality) of the information
superhighway and the inevitable merger of
two industries, the amount of construction that
is currently taking place seems to be at a
record-setting pace. A sales representative of a
major industry vendor told me recently that
his company had just set an all-time high for
yearly sales. That means contractors will be an
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integral part of many operators' projects. This
article will review the basic components of a
construction project from the perspective of
the contractor and highlight areas that tend to
cause problems in the average project. By
noting these potential trouble spots, many of
these issues can be avoided or minimized on
upcoming projects.

Project components
The average construction project breaks
down into the following components. The
milestones are mapping, design, permitting,

materials ordering, inventory control, construction commencement, quality control and
system acceptance. Examining each will
reveal some interesting points.
Mapping takes on two forms: strand mapping required for newbuild construction and
system rebuilds, and asbuilt mapping required
for electronic upgrades (utilizing existing
cable and replacing electronics only). Existing
system maps can be used in place of strand
maps or asbuilt maps, assuming the existing
system maps are up to date. This assumption
can be acostly mistake if the design is based
on what turn out to be inaccurate or outdated
system maps. The inaccuracy usually is not
noticed until the construction phase, which
often results in an inefficient redesign and
additional labor costs.
System design can be atrying experience
today. What is the best architecture for this
system (the $64,000 question)? Once someone
has answered that, and assuming they have
specified what equipment vendors to use, the
design team can start system design. Ideally,
enough design is required to allow timely
ordering of material in sufficient quantity to
support the number of construction personnel
as dictated by the construction schedule build
rate. More on that under materials ordering.
Permitting is afrequently underestimated
step in the process. This represents the one area
of the project over which we have the least control. Once the paperwork has been filed in the
required format, and the fee(s) have been paid,
it's necessary to wait until the governing
authority grants approval. In some cases that
means starting all over from scratch. Inquiring
if there are ways of speeding up the process to
produce aquicker turnaround time can have
one of three effects. The desired outcome, obviously, is for the turnaround time to improve, a
seemingly rare result. More likely, there'll be
no change, or worse, somehow the official has
become alienated, and now it takes longer than
normal. In any case, two out of the three result
in no improvement. It is best to plan ahead and
allocate sufficient time, if possible.
Permitting is also an area where, in most
cases, the local system personnel have athorough understanding of the requirements of the
different governing bodies. Introducing anew
party into the picture by having the contractor
handle permitting may prove counter productive.
Two types of permits tend to be overlooked
in rebuilds or upgrades: they are power supplies and pole permits. More power is required
of today's 750 MHz systems. Where once,
approximately 0.25 power supplies per mile of
plant were common, today, 0.45 is not uncommon. Thus, for a1,000 mile system, roughly
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200 new power supplies will need to be added.
The other type of permit often overlooked is
pole permits. New pole attachments are often
associated with new subscribers; however,
that's not necessarily the case anymore. In
rebuilds or upgrades, fiber optics and system
mergers justify connecting neighboring systems via afiber link, frequently requiring new
pole attachments in non-residential areas.
Some of these cannot be identified until fiber
design has been completed. Timing can be
critical if construction is right on the heels of
design. Don't forget that with new pole
attachments comes amakeready assessment.
Materials ordering can be handled one of
three ways. The operator orders all material,
the contractor orders all material, or acombination. An example of this would be the operator orders the electronics, cable, connectors,
power supplies and pedestals, while the contractor provides all of the strand, hardware,
lashing, bonding and grounding material.
Generally the electronics, cable, connectors
and power supplies are ordered off of abill of
material (BOM) that is produced during
design. Blanket orders for many of these items

[

will permit ordering prior to the existence of a
BOM, but areconciliation should be conducted as soon as aBOM is available, to ensure
the proper amount of material is on site allowing timely completion of the project. Other
material such as pole hardware, lashing, bonding and grounding is normally not specified on
aBOM, and ordering is accomplished on an as
needed basis. This, however, requires close
communication with the job site to ensure
proper quantities are on hand.
Inventory control is becoming akey component in the construction project, and material
delivery is one aspect of inventory control. It
is not amajor issue on asmall project, but on
larger projects, receiving materials can be a
major undertaking. Keep in mind that asmall
project, based on mileage, becomes amajor
project at accelerated build rates. Several
options exist to handle this task: one is to have
aconstruction warehouse which may be at a
separate site from the system warehouse. This
is worth considering, especially if current warehouse facilities would have ahard time handling the congestion of re-stocking the contractor periodically. Another option is to have the

contractor supply the warehouse and ship material to that warehouse either out of the operator's facility, or drop ship directly to the contractor. Yet another option is to have aturnkey
contractor who is responsible for all aspects of
the material process. With proper safeguards to
protect the operator from material overages,
this can be avery effective alternative and may
eliminate the need for temporary staffing to
manage inventory. Inventory control also
means monitoring shrinkage, waste, equipment
failures and goods damaged in shipping, which
when combined, can have asignificant impact
on the timely completion of the project.
Construction is amultifaceted process. The
preliminary stages involve establishing lines of
communication for all situations, review of
construction standards, review of staffing
requirements as they relate to the available
resources outlined above, coordinating paperwork and reporting procedures and material
logistics to cover the main points. Rarely are
all of the prerequisite components complete
prior to the commencement of construction;
rather, they are in various phases of completion. This requires the on-site management of

rowing plant specialist

As far as installers and linemen are concerned, Roger
Kennedy's new philosophy is: if you can't find them, create
.them. As owner of Kennedy Cable Construction, atelecom
.. contractor firm, Kennedy had no desire to re-visit what he
experienced last year-serious shortages of skilled personnel who had training in coaxial splicing, and even basic
construction safety practices. To remedy the problem and
head off further labor shortages, he has teamed up with his
local tech school, Southeastern Technical Institute, to offer
training and a Technical Certificate of Credit called
"Telecommunication Outside Plant Specialist."
The increased level of construction activity on the part of
'both cable companies and telcos has certainly exacerbated
• the labor shortage, says Kennedy and there's no end in
sight.
"I think that '96 will definitely be abig year for cable contractors," he explains. "We have some new projects that we
6, are starting, [including one] in Atlanta."
er
Kennedy already has big plans for the first crop of graduates: "I feel job placement can be readily available for the
first 100 students to complete the training," he notes.
Those who enroll in the new certification program can
look forward to training in four separate disciplines: outside
plant construction safety pole climbing and operations, map
reading and underground cable operations. To alesser
degree, some training in advanced technologies will also be
incorporated into the series, including instruction in new
fiber optic/coaxial architectures: everything from 450 MHz
systems to 750 MHz systems with 500 homes per node. All

p

1
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totaled, the series is worth 15 credit hours.
But instructors will hit the basics first, and hard. "A lot of
kids out there who have worked in the industry" notes
Kennedy, "have not even had any basic training in CPR,
first-aid and defensive driving skills."
The method of instruction will be amix of hands-on and
classroom training. Kennedy is generously giving the
course agood head-start by donating tools, climbing gear,
poles, line trucks and even space to conduct the outside
training.
The program has already been approved by the Georgia
Board of Technical and Adult Education for alaunch this fall
quarter, and eventually once the program is established,
Kennedy plans to seek SCTE recognition for the course.
The contractor has been hard at work developing the
project with Joe Woodruff, STI's vice president for
Instructional Services. Woodruff is eager to get the word out
that financial assistance is available for full-time residents of
Georgia who sign up for the courses. A state scholarship,
funded by the state lottery pays 100 percent of all the fees
that students would incur, explains Woodruff, including the
cost of tuition and books.
"This is agood opportunity for [students] to get training
that's short and sweet," adds Woodruff "And something
that they can go to work with almost immediately"
Classes for the fall quarter will begin October 2; the winter quarter starts in January; and the spring quarter will
begin next April.
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NEW POLYETHYLENE
ENCLOSURES.
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hannell Commercial's high quality ABS plastic enclosures are well
known in the industry and are used extensively throughout the
world. Now, we've added anew series of enclosures to meet the
needs of our economy-minded customers: The Economy Pedestal
Housing (EPH -)Series of high production, injection-molded
polyethylene enclosures for housing taps and splitters. They're
engineered and manufactured to our usual high standards in
our own facilities, but designed for applications where security
is not amajor concern.
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EPH Series enclosures feature consistent wall thicknesses
and include many of the other features found on our
most popular Signature Series (SPFr) enclosures. These
cost-competitive polyethylene enclosures have the highest
possible UV protection and are far superior in design
to any existing polyethylene enclosures found in the
industry today.
When economy is afactor and security is not a
major concern, take agood look at Channell's EPH
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Series of polyethylene enclosures. Call toll-free
today for complete information.
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PREPPING THE SYSTEM
both the operator and the contractor to coordinate their efforts to direct the available
resources of design, material and manpower to
areas that will be of most benefit. This is where
the team concept must come through. A lack of
communication is like having the quarterback
run aplay without telling the offense what play
he is running. A quality control (QC) program
will save both the operator and contractor time
and money. It identifies sub-standard work and

requires the crew(s) to correct such work within days of the inspection and subsequent notification. A timely re-inspection has aself-correcting effect. It sends amessage to the crew
that it will be accountable for the quality of its
work. For example, when correcting previously claimed production, the crew is not financially productive, which it would be had the
task been performed correctly the first time. In
the case of work paid by the piece, the crew is

MODEL T59'

The all steel
WIRING TACKER
that shoots

Insulated
Staples
The Arrow series
of insulated staples are specially
coated to provide three times the holding power. Insulation is made of super
impact-resistant plastic that remains
strong even under extreme low temperature conditions. The staples are
available in 3 different insulator sizes:
1/4 x 1/4 (6mm x6mm), 5/16 x 1/4
(8mm x6mm), 5/16 x
5/16 (8mm x8mm). Just
select the size for your
job, load it into the T59's
chamber and your
Arrow Wiring Tacker is
ready to secure awide
range of wire and cable
up to 5/16" dia. (8mm).
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patented jam-proof mechanism of the
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The TS 9 is finished in durable chrome to
withstand the bumps and scratches of
professional use.
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not paid for the corrective work conducted on
previously claimed piece(s). In the case of
hourly paid crews, the corrective work results
in no claimable production for the hours
turned in. This detracts from the total production applied toward abonus program. In either
case, the message is delivered loud and clear.
Any crew that goes through that procedure
will soon realize it definitely pays to make
sure the job is done right the first time.
The alternative is to fall behind with the QC
inspection. Chances are the crew(s) responsible for the substandard work are on to another
job site. There will be more substandard work
because apriority was not placed on quality
work. Now, another crew may have to complete all of the corrective work. It will not have
the chance for abonus, or would be making
more money on pieces in anormal production
environment. Under certain circumstances, this
can lead to difficulty in completing the corrective work, possibly delaying the completion of
the job. A delayed completion costs the operator money, perhaps through lost revenue from
postponement of additional channel launches
requiring the increased bandwidth brought by
the project. From the contractor's perspective,
by the end of the job most or all of the total
job revenue has been realized, meaning there
is no income available to offset the expense of
the corrective work. That means all of this
work expense comes directly off the bottom
line of the project. Assuming afully equipped
crew costs $1,000/day, 20 crew days of
cleanup at the end of the job is a2percent
reduction in gross profit of a$1 million job,
not to mention the money lost by that crew not
completing billable work on another job.
System acceptance completes the project
and signifies the end of the job. A good QC
program should translate into swift system
acceptance, assuming that the operator,
throughout the course of the project, has taken
the necessary steps to have assurance it is getting what it paid for. If the operator waits until
the end of the job to gain that assurance, it ends
up costing the contractor money by tying up
his receivable account. This also means ahigher corrective work cost since it is more timeconsuming to correct work that was completed
months before.
The service oriented nature of the contracting business means customer satisfaction is of
paramount importance to survival. That translates to completing aproject on schedule,
under budget and with minimum subscriber
complaints. By identifying potential problem
areas ahead of time, the contractor and operator
together can successfully complete the project within the prescribed requirements. CIED
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C ONSTRUCTION G UIDELINES

SUE group drafts
construction
guidelines
Singing off the
same sheet

By Dana Cervenka, Managing Editor

T
he SCTE's Basic Construction Working

Group, part of the Society's Construction and
Design Subcommittee, is forging full-speed
ahead to develop recommended construction
guidelines for the cable industry.
"What the SCTE wants to do, is to get,
more or less, one sheet of music that we all
follow," explains Gene Coll, working group
leader and VP sales/engineering with
Diamond Communications. While emphasizing that the guidelines being developed are
recommendations only, Coll notes that the
project was born out of apervasive lack of
construction standards throughout the industry. More than 20 years of diverse construction
practices in different systems, motivated by
economics and other factors, have left alegacy of systems that adhere to their own standard, but not acommon one.
Keith Burkley, chairperson for the
Construction and Design Subcommittee, and
vice president of construction with Time
Warner, developed the initial goals for the
Subcommittee back in 1992 at the SCTE Expo
in San Antonio. Those goals included drafting
arecommended construction practices manual
for the cable industry that is as generic as possible (and which can be used as an addendum
to acontract); and developing standards that
"are consistent with the training and objectives of the industry and the SCTE." The
manual should go along way toward establishing industry wide quality standards, consistent practices and self-policing methods. As
Burkley noted in his original committee
guidelines, "Self regulation—If we don't do it,
someone else might."
The new construction manual will cover
project management, cable handling and
equipment, aerial cable placement, buried and
underground cable placement,
enclosures/pedestals, bonding and grounding,
splicing and connectors, and activation and
testing.
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The chapter on activation and testing
should provide operators with help in dealing
with new technologies such as digital. A representative from H-P Calan and an engineer with
C-COR are putting their heads together to
come up with that one. It's abig job. As Coll
notes, "They are addressing every new type of
equipment, every method out there."
At present, all of the chapters are between
80 to 100 percent complete.

Honing splicing practices
Burkley says that of all the constructionrelated issues, coax splicing is the one that
cries out for the most fine-tuning. In fact, the
issue warranted so much
attention that
the working
group formed
aseparate subgroup to study
it. That group
includes three
major connector manufacturers, and two
coax suppliers.
At the
Working
Group's Las Vegas meeting, the emphasis was
on trying to ensure compatibility.
"We are really trying to come up with a
set of specifications based on the variables:
connectors, cable types and different vendors," notes Burkley. "In this exercise in
Vegas, we were putting afair amount of
effort into trying to genericize types of connectors with types of entries into different
electronic equipment and cable types. But it
gets difficult because you have so many
options."
The working group has also outlined several alternatives for grounding practices.
Marvin Nelson, director of certification
programs for the SCTE, has responsibility for
editing and supervising the production of the

"A slip of the

knife which just

took off acouple

of shavings of
copper is

significant"

construction guidelines. Like Burkley, he feels
that it was critical for the working group to
tackle splicing issues, especially with the
advent of increased technical demands on the
cable plant.
"Knowing that an inadvertent slip of the
knife which just took off acouple of shavings
of copper is significant," he explains, "when
we start talking about 750 MHz. You can get
by with it at 400, but you aren't going to be
able to at 750 or 1GHz."
Digital transmission, in particular, will be
acutely sensitive to less-than-perfect construction practices.
With that in mind, Nelson also cites the
need to educate people in the trenches about
the proper way to handle cable overall, and
that starts with the right way to unload areel
of cable from atruck.
"A lot of people don't have forklifts or a
loading dock to unload it from, so they just
roll it out of the back and let it drop," says
Nelson. "That does severe damage to the
cable."
Overall, the new guidelines should be abetter fit for the cable industry than the Bellcore
Bluebook, which is heavily referenced for
construction practices, but which doesn't necessarily directly apply to handling coax plant,
adds Nelson. "When you are on the pole, the
Bluebook would apply quite well. But when
you are talking about hanging and handling
techniques, then coax has awhole different set
of requirements—different from the way you
would handle twisted pair."

Converging industries
E.‘entuall), the recommended practices
which the group drafts could have agood
chance of evolving into ade facto standard.
That prospect is enhanced by the broad, multiindustry participation which SCTE committees
enjoy. All of the association's committees are
open to representatives from other industries,
including telcos and utilities.
For those who'd like to participate in the
working group's efforts, the group's next
meeting will be held at the Atlantic Cable
Show, this month, and Coll is urging both
operators and manufacturers to attend.
"Basic construction does not have the
glamour of fiber," notes Coll, which has
dampened participation, and consequently,
has hampered completion of the construction
manual. The goal is to have the manual ready
for engineering committee review by the end
of the year.
If all goes according to schedule, then the
document should be in print and mailable for
purchase sometime next summer. CED
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ComSonics' Revolutionary New
WindowLite Installer... The First
Meter Built for Installers
Out-Performs Any Other Installer's
Meter Available Anywhere.

Delivers
frequency range, level measurement
range, and accuracy levels that match
more expensive, full-service signal
level meters.
The only
installer's meter that can automatically
select and set six video carriers from the
full tuning range available.

Outperforms any other installer's
meter available anywhere ... with
full programmability and international
channel selection.
Best of all, the price is
right. You get more than your money's
worth with the WindowLite Installer.
For the first time, you can put affordable
breakthrough technology into the hands
of all your installers.

The Installer stands up to the most
gruelling and demanding conditions
faced by cable installers anywhere.
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BT's video-ond
eman d
technology trial
Video over conDer,
fiber and radio

By Alec Livingstone,
Lead Delivery Manager, BT

A family takes part in BT's trial in Kesgrave.
Photo by BT pictures.

According to the Sunday Times of April 21,

the information superhighway is alive and
well, not in North America, but in Kesgrave, a
"picturesque village" in rural East Anglia. The
event described by the Sunday Times was,
according to Larry Ellison, chief executive of
Oracle, "BT snatching its place in history by
being the first company to connect interactive
television to the information superhighway."
They were both referring to the launch on
March 1of BI's video-on-demand technology
trial: atrial which set out to answer the technical issues surrounding the viability of anumber of technologies key to the development of
interactive multimedia services. In the dark
days at the beginning of 1994, there were several developments which needed to be put in
place in order to make the first steps toward a

50

ever, our intention was to run atrial service in
areal telephone exchange, using existing
cabling infrastructures, and using as many as
practical of the operational processes which
would go to run areal service. Those include
producing the user handbooks and providing
helpdesk facilities within anormal customer
support environment.
The trial is based in Kesgrave, with avideo
server comprised of an nCube parallel processing computer playing video stored on a
magnetic disk. The value of the parallel processing computer software as implemented by
Oracle is in the ability of each processor to
reconstruct amovie from alarge number of
segments distributed across the total disk
array. By breaking up the movie in this way
and taking advantage of the disk controllers'
ability to manage arelatively small number of
simultaneous disk accesses, one copy of a
movie can be viewed simultaneously by many
customers all rewinding, pausing and playing
the movie without interfering with each other,
and never watching exactly the same segment
as anyone else.
Movies are encoded in real time at 2
megabytes per second using MPEG-1 coding
and converted to E-1 streams for transmission
to the home by optical fiber, ADSL on copper,
or 29 GHz line-of-sight radio.
Currently, there are around 60 customers
connected; three using radio distribution, two
demonstration sites in London connected by
megastream links to Kesgrave, one demonstration site located at BT Laboratories, and the
remainder of the customers served equally by
fiber or copper using ADSL. The technical
aspects of the ADSL distribution have been
described elsewhere; however, some of the
operational aspects of the service are worth
repeating.
Prior to the trial, besides concern over the
picture quality which could be delivered by
ADSL, there was considerable concern over
the possible impact on normal voice telephony. Indeed, as part of the trial planning

truly interactive, one-to-one video service.
1. Video encoding at two megabytes per
second.
2. Picture quality transmission at 2
megabytes per second over a
number of transmission media Figure 1: Video-on-demand
including twisted copper pairs.
3. Good picture quality
decoding and control from a
set-top box.
Video
But there was another overserver
riding consideration, which
was to run atrial service, not a
demonstrator. There have been
Film library
agreat many demonstrations
of video-on-demand technology from BT and anumber of
Telephone
network
suppliers over the years; how•••
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2Mb on
twisted pairs
or fiber or
radio
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How many headend channels
are enough?
central office, too. As an example,
our new COMMANDER upconverters

Perhaps 80 or 100 channels still

to,
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sound impressive. Until you realize
GI's next-generation COMMANDER 6
Modulators and Upconverters use

handle two standard channels
instead of one.

1GHz bandwidth to push the head-

That means you can effectively

end performance envelope to 161
channels (much greater with digitally
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double the number of channels you
offer in the same physical space.

compressed services). It's the new
standard for giving subscribers more
programming, entertainment, and

What about services?

information services.

origination, reception and processing

GI provides the full range of signal
products for the emerging tech-

What's more, GI's COMMANDER 6
Modulators and Upconverters offer

nologies—analog and digital video

you all the benefits of frequency
agility without sacrificing high

data, and other interactive services.

•

broadcast, digital audio, games,

performance.

Consider our headend prepackaging

What about digital?

custom-designed, assembled, tested,

If it seems far off, think again. GI's

and delivered using GI expertise.

service—GIs total system solution,

frequency-agile upconverters handle
both analog and digital signals right

So, if you're looking for headend
solutions with afuture, look to

now. So, you won't have to replace
General Instrument—the worldwide
them when you implement our industry-leading DigiCipher and DigiCable r" leader in end-to-end analog and
digital communications systems.
technology. Now that's smart.
Call to learn more about GI's next-

What about space?

generation headend systems—

GI engineers solve physical space

advanced enough to be their own

problems at your headend or

replacement.
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New GI COMMANDER 6 Upconverter

General Instrument

(215) 674-4800 (worldwide) • (800) 523-6678 (toll-free irr U.S.) • (215) 956-6497 (fax worldwide)
©1995 General Instrument Corporation
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for the U.S. network, not the
U.K. one.
Despite misgivings about
Customer center
the technology, most of the
Kesgrave
BT Labs
results have been extremely
encouraging. Installation of
\\
the customer equipment is relKesgrave
Martlesham
atively simple; the only failures we have seen have been
obviously catastrophic ones
28
Copper
with no need for any compli24
Fiber
cated alignment or tuning, as
one might expect with atechLondon
2
m/Stream
demonstration
nology which is stretching
sites
3
Radio
twisted pair distribution into
entirely new areas of our
process, there were contingency plans preexperience. The only minor complication
pared should ADSL cause customers probencountered is due to the size of the present
lems. The chosen ADSL technology was
generation of ADSL equipment, which requires
DMT-based from Amati, supplied in the U.K.
that in most cases, it be installed out of sight,
by Nortel. This technology is still relatively
usually some distance from the TV receiver.
new and has not benefited from some of the
However the video signal can be driven up to
integration work which has now been carried
30 meters, and there are no practical problems
out on the older CAP-based equipment. Nor is
in finding suitable domestic installations.
the network matching quite so refined, and the
Picture quality on the trial system is excelequipment installed in the trials is optimized
lent in the eyes of the most discerning cusFigure 2: Technology trial

tomers, the content providers. Certainly the
quality is comparable with the best VHS quality, and very much better than that which most
domestic equipment delivers. It is worth reiterating that to the homeowner, the picture quality on ADSL is exactly the same as that delivered over fiber. There are still disbelievers in
the industry, and principally for that reason,
the customer demonstration suite at BT
Laboratories is delivered from Kesgrave by
ADSL over copper, despite the fact that the
sites are five kilometers apart.
There is one word of caution on transmission quality. Pictures, or more accurately the
human brain, are remarkably tolerant of errors,
and the odd bit of information lost in transmission may not affect the customer's viewing of
the movie. However, it is not yet clear what
the long-term error characteristics of the medium will be, nor how tolerant some other applications may be. For example, the movie application is loaded into the set-top box when the
customer first connects to the server. That
application of course cannot tolerate errors and
is delivered using error correction which currently takes around 20 seconds. That may well

This Optical Power Meter
Is So Smart sIt Talks
to Your PG!
The New Model OPM 5Series optical power
meters operate at 850, 1310 and 1550nm
for use in all singlemode and multimode
applications. When connected to aPC,
the versatile OPM 5serves as alab meter
providing real-time readings and hard
copy output for documentation.
•Stand-alone unit stores
250 loss readings in the field
•Connects to PC or printer
•Ideal for batch and stability testing
'Auto-zero
•Use AC or 9V battery
Call for aProduct Catalog detailing the OPM 5
and the entire family of Noyes fiber optic test equipment.

1-800-321-5298
Noyes Fiber Systems
P.O. Box 398 •Laconia, NH 03247 •PHONE 603-528-7780 •FAX 603-528-2025
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FIBER SYSTEMS

Alltheright ingredients!
Strong, cost e féclive
Christy Grade Level Boxes...
now available from Channel!.
Christy Concrete Products, Inc. has been manufacturing boxes for underground construction of
water systems and utilities for nearly four
decades. Now, they've teamed up with
Channell Commercial to provide their concrete and FibrelyteTM products to
the telecommunications and
broadband communications
industries.
Christy uses an automated "dry tamp" process to
manufacture its concrete
boxes. To provide additional
strength, fibers are added to the
concrete mix. Additionally, a unique,
thermoplastic ring assures proper fit of
the non-skid lid and also protects the top
edge of the box from chipping. The result is less breakage during
shipment and reduced
liability problems with
installed boxes.

Christy's Fibrelyte boxes and lids complement
the concrete product line. Constructed of
proprietary composite materials, these
lightweight and high strength
Fibrelyte boxes offer many advan• tages over precast concrete.
In many applications,
Christy's concrete and
Fibrelyte boxes and lids
can be intermingled, providing numerous
combinations for
added strength
. while providing low cost
product solutions.
Christy quality concrete and tough Fibrelyte grade level boxes—the
right ingredients for your underground plant
requirements. Call Channell toll free today for
complete information.

Christy Concrete Products, Inc.
44100 Christy Street, Fremont, CA 94538

Marketed exclusively by Channel! Commercial Corporation
U.S.A.
CANADA
U. K.
ISRAEL
Circle Reader Service No. 29

800/423 -1863 •909/694-9160 FAX: 909/694-9170
800/387 8332 •905/567-6751 FAX: 905/567-6756
+1 44 171 589 3304 FAX: +1 44 171 589 1021
972 4341329 FAX: 972 4341387
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change as the error characteristics of the media
are better understood.
The other gratifying observation immediately after the first customers were connected was
that ADSL did not adversely affect the associated telephony to any great degree. As mentioned above, the ADSL equipment is optimized for the U.S. network, and it does affect
performance in the U.K. The manifestation of
the problem is ahigher than normal feedback

of the customer's own voice through the telephone handset, which leads customers to talk
more softly than they would normally. In the
vast majority of cases, this is not aproblem,
although it may be in certain situations where,
for example, there is ahigh level of background noise.
In summing up the performance of the technology trial to date, there are two major observations:

FILTERS
DELIVERED QUICK
• The most highly selective
bandpass filters.
• Notch filters which do not
interrupt adjacent channels.
• Pay-TV traps shipped
overnight.
• The broadest selection of
terrestrial interference
filters to improve C-band
reception.
• Custom filters designed to
your specifications.
ASK FOR OUR CATALOGS:
C/91 for CATV filters.
Fastrap/90 for pay-TV traps.
Supernotcher/90 for notch filters.
MTV/91 for terrestrial interference
filters.

MICROWAVE

FILTER

COMPANY

6743 KINNE STREET
EAST SYRACUSE, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •315-437-3953
FAX: 3/5-463-1467
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I. Picture quality is excellent. Although difficult to quantify, it is clearly much better than
VHS, and certainly in the ability to deliver
excellent picture quality using PAUSE, there is
no comparison. Qualitatively, the picture quality that can be delivered is probably better than
can be displayed by alarge number of domestic television sets. Of course, there are limitations. Extraordinarily busy frames are difficult
for the technology to cope with, but most
action sequences, including sports, are coped
with adequately.
2. The installation is as near to that which
will be encountered in real life as possible; a25year-old telephone exchange, existing copper
pairs, a"low-tech" environment for the server
and normal domestic telephone equipment.
For the future, there are, of course, enormous possibilities for the technology, but
refinements are necessary. What the video-ondemand technology trial has demonstrated is
some key components which move us much
nearer universal access to the information
superhighway. The trial has established that
high quality moving picture distribution is possible over copper, fiber and radio access methods. It has delivered that by effectively associating aPC with every television set. Acomputer in every home connected by a2
megabyte channel to limitless disk storage is a
mouth-watering prospect for application developers. Moreover, the access to those applications can be very simple.
The future for ADSL has to be one of cost
reduction and increased bandwidth. The technology trial currently uses DMT technology,
which is still very expensive. The next steps in
the evolution of this program may well be to
take abackward step in technology to CAP,
where there may be benefits to be derived in
cost and size, because the technology is more
mature. Also, in terms of performance,
although 2megabytes in one direction with 16
kilobytes the other way is an astonishing
achievement, long term, we may well need six
megabytes downstream if only to support more
than one television set, and anything up to I
megabyte on the back channel to support interactive games.
In conclusion, we have atechnology trial
which has been running for six months providing atruly interactive video-on-demand service. The next steps will require further
advances in servers, set-top boxes, and transmission and switching. The achievements of
March 1were amajor step forward; however,
in retrospect they were merely the first small
steps toward universal access to the information superhighway which will totally change
our lives. CIED
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(ICK CHANGE
_ARTIST
HCP2550 HETERODYNE CHANNEL PROCESSOR
CHANGE CHANNEL TO CHANNEL
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The R.L. Drake Company now offers you greater flexibility

in meeting the needs of your headend with the HCP2550
Heterodyne Channel Processor. Drake, long recognized
for manufacturing communication equipment of enduring
quality, has designed the HCP2550 to be an extremely
versatile heterodyne channel processor surpassing the
most demanding engineering requirements.
II1Capable of converting any
standard VHF, UHF, HRC, IRC,
or cable TV input signal to
HRC, IRC, or any standard
cable TV output channel.
BOutput frequency coverage
from 54 MHz to 550 MHz.
1111Selectable offsets,
AN ratio adjustment, and
RF output adjustment offer
exceptional flexibility.

R.L. Drake Company
P.O. Box 3006
Miamisburg, OH 45343
U.S.A.

IIISAW filtering eliminates
adjacent channel interference.
U Programming of input and
output channels is accessible
via front panel DIP switches.
RIF loop-thru connections.
II High output power to +60 dBmV.

Sales Office: 513-866-2421
Fax: 513-866-0806
Service & Parts: 513-746-6990
In Canada: 705-742-3122

Made in America by
Drake...A trusted, world
leader in communications
equipment since 1943.
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Introducing the
Electronic 1995 CEO
Broadband Communications
Buyers'Guide
The CED Buyers' Guide has

Your Key
to Purchasing
Power!
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long been recognized as the
most comprehensive listing
of broadband communications
products and services in the
industry. Now this powerful
resource is even better!
Available for the first time in
Windows format, the
"Electronic" Buyers' Guide
gives you:
•Access to hundreds of companies
and thousands of products
•An easy-to-use, searchable format
•Easy installation
•Printing capability for information
that you select
•A resource you can depend on!

$29.95
(Visa. Mastercard. American Express Accepted)

Order your copy today!

Call (303) 393-7449 Ext. #218
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Only One Sweep System
Leads aDouble Life!

Slealth Sweep...

Stealth Reverse Sweep...

STEALTH REVERSE SWEEP
PUT REVERSE SWEEP CAPABILITY
INTO YOUR HAND

Features Include:

The Stealth Reverse Sweep...The
latest sweep technology has been
enhanced to meet your reverse
sweep testing needs. Forward and
reverse path alignment can now be
done shnultaneously —and by one
person —with one instrwnent —the
handheld Stealth.

•Simple, user interface

Engineered for the interactive revolution, the :)tealth 3SR handheld unit with the reverse sweep
option both receives and transmits sweep for fast, precise, and
accurate measurement of balh the forward and reverse paths.
Eliminating awkward, complicated equipment setup results
in simplified testing, reduced fatigue, and less time maintaining your system. You'll wonder how we squeezed in so
much capability.

•Built-in sweep transmitter
•Sweep any reverse band from 5-1,000 MHz
•Fast, continuous reference sweep
•Stealth Sweep ...a Wavetek exclusive, tests without
interrupting viewer reception
•Signal analyzer for carrier levels. C/N, hum, tilt, and
spectrum display
•Automated FCC 24-hour test capability
The Stealth Reverse Sweep provides all the accuracy, speed, and
features you'd expect from the leader.
So, get the smallest, fastest, lowest priced, most capable sweep on
the market Get the Wavetek Stealth. Call 1
800 622 5515.
Wavetek... partners in productivity for over 25 years

Congratulations CED on your 20th Anniversary!
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Awe,
MicroStealth

Multi-Channel Testing
The Faster, Easier,
Comprehensive signal level meter
for cable TV installers.

y

Multi-Featured... For the first time,
installers can check all channels
quickly and accurately- ensuring
FCC compliance and reducing subscriber callbacks.
MicroStealth's scan mode displays multiple channels
simultaneously on asingle screen. Plus, measure up to
890 MHz for today's high bandwidth cable systems.
Easy Viewing... View the signal levels on adetailed,
high resolution LCD display -- afeature, up until now,
only available on higher priced signal level meters.

-- for under $900
„eel—am
Easy to Use... With the press of asingle button, cable
installers can easily get asnapshot of the system's
performance. There is even aone button
Go/No-Go function so you can be sure you are
within FCC compliance on every installation.
MicroStealths are lightweight, rugged and water
resistant, to withstand the abuse of every-day field use.
MicroPriced... The new MicroStealths are yours at
unbelievably low prices. Even the enhanced
MicroStealth MS1200 with 890 MHz frequency
extensions, full scan mode, FCC Go/No-Go, and printer
driver capability, is about half the price you would expect.
All the accuracy, speed and ease of use at aprice you
expect from aleader.

Call 1-800-622-5515
WAvŒTEK

Wavetek...partners in productivity for over 25 years.
@Wavetek Corp 1995
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Nk Saluting the Pioneers
ROGE

AFTER

spending the past few
weeks poring over
every issue of CED that exists in our extensive library, I've come away with anew
and profound sense of the technical issues

that have shaped this burgeoning broadcast
entertainment video industry for the past 20
years. Risking patronization of the pioneers, Isalute the engineering visionaries
who were bold enough to take risks and
help transform what was then asimple signal regeneration service using primitive
technology into anew source of differentiated programming and information.
Looking back at some early prognostications, it's clear the engineers of the
mid-'70s were pragmatic about the future.
In a 1976 commentary, NCTA VP of
Engineering Delmer Ports showed clear
vision and thinking when he noted that
fiber optics would be attractive for major
trunks, express trunks, rural extensions
and shared services. It would have been
easy to either dismiss the technology altogether or get caught up in the hype that
surrounds new technology. He did neither.
Israel "Sruki" Switzer was also correct
when he said HDTV would take several
years to manifest itself—and that the world
had yet to see ahigh-quality 525-line picture. We're still working on both of those.
Along the way came new and better
technologies to provide more channels
and clearer pictures, but more importantly, the cable TV industry has become an
integral part of the American culture.
Nearly two-thirds of all households can't
live without their MTV, their CNN or The
Weather Channel. Others tune in to The
Discovery Channel, C-SPAN, ESPN,
Nickelodeon and USA Network to be
informed and entertained. Where once it
was the big three networks that dictated
what Americans watched, the cable industry has allowed viewers to tune into what
they wanted to watch. And in some cases,
cable programs have actually been more
daring, more provocative and more successful than the fare offered by CBS,
ABC or NBC.
One needs to go no further than the day
Home Box Office beamed the Ali-Frazier

BROWN

fight by satellite to the world (which
occurred, ironically, the day before CED's
first issue was published). That singular
occurrence, often recognized as the watershed event in the industry, set cable TV
apart from all other broadcast services. It
allowed cable operators to affordably add
new, unique programming sources to their
channel lineups. This ability to give viewers product they had never seen before
allowed MSOs to penetrate into urban
areas where the broadcasters owned the
TV turf. Iwonder if the engineers at HBO
had any idea of the magnitude of their
efforts and wisdom. Isuspect not.
It's this and other examples of that
"can-do" attitude that
scream from
the pages of
CED over the
years that
leave me with
such asense of
awe. Prior to
the cable
industry's
adoption of
satellite services, there
were only a

Cable TV has

handful of
earth station
antennas. It
could be
argued that it
was the cable
industry that
made satellite
communications possible
for the rest of the world, by driving down
the cost of the hardware.

become part
of the

American
culture

And while they're often asore subject,
it was cable equipment manufacturers
who built set-top convertors so that viewers could have access td more than 12
channels of video. Inside those boxes
were high-quality tuners that were later
joined with other features such as timers,
audio controls, and on-screen
messages—features that cost subscribers a
4A •CED 20 Year Profile •October 1995

few dollars amonth and didn't require a
brand-new TV receiver.
Later, people would scoff at the thought
that HBO and other programmers could
effectively scramble their services to protect their revenue streams—before it happened. Similarly, before engineers from
the industry insisted that video could, in
fact, be transported over linear analog
lasers, the experts said it couldn't be
done. Then it was high definition TV and
digital compression—and General
Instrument turned the world on its ear.
Each of these tumultuous events are
recognized throughout the pages of CED.
Early issues of the magazine were devoted
to helping system technicians and engineers pass the FCC's proof of performance
and technical standards tests. From there,
content was devoted to helping the technical community understand new technologies as well as do their jobs better.
As new and more breakthroughs
occurred, CED covered them and
explained their meanings, as you'll see
from the following pages, which attempt
to encapsulate the most memorable technical occurrences since 1975. Along the
way, we've highlighted and recognized
those pioneers and visionaries who helped
mold the industry into what it is today.
From Warren Braun, Delmer Ports,
Gayheart Kleykamp, Ken Simons, Tom
Smith and Glenn Chambers, the first persons highlighted in CED, to Louis
Williamson, whom we throw our
Spotlight upon this month, you've read
about them here, first.
Never has the future seemed so
bright—or so daunting—for MSOs. The
business is about to change (yet again),
and only the strong will survive, but if
history is any teacher, it can be safely
argued the industry will soon take its
place as arespected player in the global
communications marketplace. And CED
will be there.
We're proud of our 20-year track
record, just as the MSOs should be proud
of the steps they've taken along the way
to become part of the American culture.
Let's see what the next 20 years bring.
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1975-1976
A
Glenn Chambers of ATC
in Appleton, Wis. is named
SCTE Man of the Year during its convention in Dallas. He's cited for his work
on FCC Proof of Performance Requiremerrs.
Len Ecker was named a
member of Jerrold's headquarters sales staff, reporting directly
to Jack Forde, manager of headquarters sales in Jerrold's CATV
Systems Division.
NCTA Vice President of
Engineering Delmer Ports
shows great insight into
the future in a column he
writes, called "Fiber optics:
A treat or a threat?" He
notes that the new technology will be useful for long
trunk runs and extensions
into rural areas, but it
"won't replace coaxial
cable for house-to-house
connections."
Sid Topok president of Scientific-Atlanta, says his company's
sales volume is scheduled at $45
million for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1976.
Frank Drendel buys
Comm/Scope (the first time)

PROFILE

By the time "communications/engineering
digest" was presented to the cable TV industry's
technical community, the Society of Cable Television Engineers was already six years old. It's first
meeting, on aSunday back in 1969, was asuccess,
and ashort while later some 200 people were
members of the SCTE, at $20 per year dues. The
purpose of the Society was not to form aunion, as
some surmised, but to foster education in the burgeoning cable industry. The Society remained
focused on organizational issues and keeping itself
afloat in the early years.
By the time 1975 rolled around, cable TV was
gaining favor and growing fast. Keeping up with
regulations and new technology was beginning to
be achallenge. Although the SCTE began publishing anewsletter in early 1975 to report on its internal growth, SCTE President Robert Bilodeau and
others believed there was aneed for another outlet.
This one would be for more technical discourse. It
was launched in October I975—ironically just one
day after HBO carried its first satellite-delivered
program, awatershed technical event.
"C/ED will be an outlet for technical exploration, examination and problem solving,"
Bilodeau wrote in the first issue. "It will also be a
communications vehicle between readers in the
technical aspects of our industry. In addition, it will
provide current information on our regulatory
requirements relating to measurements, proof of
performance and system operations as they relate
to the everyday system technician. In abroad
sense, it will be an ency• "N
clopedia of personalities
involved in technical and
related aspects of the
cable television industry."
That first issue was
Com
•
SoNics
focused on regulations,
with several reports related to the status of imporOne of the first ads
tant technical committees
to appear in CED
and groups, including: the
NCTA; the Cable Television Technical Advisory
Committee; the FCC; and the New York and New
Jersey state regulations as they related to cable TV.

from Superior Continental
Corp. for about $5 million
and is named president of
the company.

Estimated 1975 revenues for the industry:
$770 million, according to the NCTA
HBO subscription numbers grow from 60,000 to

communities and passing 10.8 million
homes. Nearly 190,000 miles of plant are in
place. Construction costs range from $3,500
per mile to $10,000 per mile. Pennsylvania
boasts the most systems (301), while California has the most subscribers (1.5 million).
Top 10 cable operators: TelePrompTer, TeleCommunications Inc., Warner, ATC, Cox, Viacom,
Sammons, CPI, United and Cablecom-General.
The first Canadian high-power AML
system was installed by the Alberta Government Telephone Co. The equipment
was purchased from Theta-Corn, a subsidiary of Hughes Aircraft. It was installed
and energized less than five days after
clearing customs. Meanwhile, Cablevision
Systems in Jericho. N.Y. installs the 100th
AML system in the U.S.
Technical sessions at the NCTA convention
include discussions of system reliability, two-way
cable systems, satellite transmission and earth stations, and FCC rules and regulations, proving the
old axiom that what goes around, comes around.
Starting in August. C/ED is published by
Titsch Publishing Inc., which also publishes Cable Vision magazine. Associate Publisher Judy Baer says little will change:
"C/ED will be the best. Ipromise. Iwould
settle for nothing less."
The first transcontinental, two-way, live Congressional testimony was delivered from Santa
Monica, Calif. to Washington, D.C. for House
Communications Subcommittee hearings, on a3.2meter horn antenna.
The cable TV signal leakage issue gains
the attention of the Office of Telecommunications Policy and the FCC when the "Harrisburg Affair" occurs. Two planes narrowly miss each other, and the cable TV system
is blamed for causing interference in the
mid-band frequencies that are shared with
the Federal Aviation Administration. The
incident sparks a lengthy debate and
series of discussions between several government entities to avoid similar problems

275,000 in more than 100 systems. Service is transmitted to 12 earth stations that serve 14 cable systems.

in the future. The FCC releases docket
21006, which calls for cable TV operators to
offset their frequencies by Jan. 1, 1979. It's a

According to the NCTA, the cable industry consists of 3,450 systems serving 7,700

pain, but the FAA wanted cable to abandon
the mid-band altogether.
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From the People Who Invented Leakage Detection ...

ComSonics Introduces

THE
Most Complete
Leakage Control
Package Available
Anywhere!
•Detects leaks more than 500 feet away!
•Self contained:
be Far-Field Probe, Dipole Antenna
ransmitter and TV Carrier Signal
•Sniffer I.D. Signal Discrimination
•Frequency Agile (2 Ranges)
•Tunable in lkHz increments
•Full function LCD
External Antenna connection
eoSNIFFER compatible
ickel-cadmium battery (user replaceable)
ustom-made Holster available
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eONICS, INC.

We set the standards.

1350 Port Republic Road, P.O. Box 1106
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 USA
(703) 434-5965, In USA: (800) 336-9681 Fax: (703) 434-9847
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19r77-1978
A
The Society of Cable
Television Engineers
announces plans to move
its headquarters from
Ridgefield. Conn. to
Washington. D.C. effective
April 1, 1977.
Award winners: Frank Bias,
VP of engineering of Tele-Vue,
was named SCTE Man of the
Year, while Communication&
Properties Inc.'s Jim Stqweil
and Scientific-Atlanta's Alex
Best were honored with NCTA
Technical Achievement Awards
for their engineering expertise
by FCC Chairman Richard
Wiley.
As of June 1977, SCTE
membership stood at 833
members, including technicians, engineers, managers
and manufacturers. In
addition, there are 17 "sustaining member" companies on the books.
By the end of 1977, SCTE
has I
,
115 members and an
annual budget of $33.000.
according tu SCTE President
Bob Bilodeau. Metnbers14
dues are $20 per year. The
SCTE estinutes there ate about
8.0(X) techffical personnel in the
industry.
In 1978, Jim Grabenmein,
the chief engineer at
Potomac Valley TV in
Cumberland, Md., receives
the SCTE "Member of the
Year" award. Meanwhi:e,
Cliff Paul of the New Jersey
Cable Commission is hired
as the sole engineer in the
FCC's microwave division.
Membership in the SCIE
tops 1,500 when Torn Townsend
of Fox Cities Communications
in Appleton. Wk. joins the
organization.

PR

Bell announces that afiber optics total communication system will be in operation in Chicago by
the middle of 1977. The system uses 12 fibers and
delivers voice, data and Picturephone between
central offices.
The cable industry rallies to fight the
Consumer Communications Reform Act,
also known as the Bell Bill. The bill would
preclude cable companies from competing with other communications facilities
or creating "redundant" circuits for services that are already available or proposed. The bill maintains that the Bell
company can provide services such as
security, fire alarms, home banking and
library access more competitively than
anyone else.
After asix-month search for anew vice president of engineering following Delmer Ports'
untimely death, the NCTA taps Robert Luff to take
his place. The 30-year-old Luff comes from the
FCC, where he was engineering assistant to
Chairman Richard Wiley. After his stint at the
NCTA, Luff goes on to similar positions at cable
MSOs and is presently chief technical officer of
Scientific-Atlanta's Broadband Division.
Following a wave of interest in lightwave technology, Irving Kahn announces
the formation of General Optronics Corp.,
which will manufacture and sell gallium
arsenide lasers, LEDs and related systems.
Kahn says the lasers will have a lifespan
of about 100,000 hours, or 10 times the lifespan of equipment built then.
Tele-Communications Inc. selects ScientificAtlanta to supply about 60 earth stations over the
next 30 months. The first place TCI plans to place
adish is in Corpus Christi, Texas.
The New Jersey Office of Cable
Television announced a plan to
interconnect the state's 270,000
subscribers with a CARS band
microwave system that would
supply a one-way broadcast
feed to more than 90 percent of
the subscribers in the state. The
action is important because it
opens up larger areas for advertisers, creating another source
of income for operators.

OF
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It's asubtle thing, but CE/D becomes C-ED.
The letters still mean the same thing:
Communications Engineering Digest, but the magazine gets anew graphic look. Toni Barnett, formerly of Jerrold, is named managing editor and
Ron Cotten of Cablecom General becomes technical editor.
At the 1977 Western Show, Sen. Ernest
Hollings says a subcommittee plans a
"major legislative initiative" on cable TV
to free the industry from "needless bureaucratic restraints."
Interest in addressability begins to show up in
1978. Delta-Benco-Cascade debuts its Intelligent Tap
System, which is aremote descrambling system. The
system was invented by Stern Telecommunications
and licensed to DBC. Other systems include Access]from Merrill Cable Equipment and the Magnavox
MX 4000 addressable tap.
SCTE President Bob Bilodeau (who is
also Suburban Cablevision's engineering
VP and a company founder) and HBO
Director of Engineering Development
Robert Tenten are awarded by the NCTA
for Outstanding Engineering Achievement.
More than 6,000 people attend the show in
New Orleans, where nine inches of rain
fall in one day.
There is great debate over the definition of a
"small" cable system in regards to regulation. Bob
Bilodeau suggests it should depend on the size of
the amplifier cascade; the FCC finally settles on
the 1,000 subscriber benchmark.
Milton Shapp, governor of Pennsylvania,
but best known to cable industry pioneers
as the founder of Jerrold Electronics,
received the first honorary SCTE membership during a meeting of the New Jersey
Cable TV Association.
The industry moves closer to deregulation when the FCC eliminates the
time-consuming certificate of compliance process, allowing cable systems
to begin providing service to customers after filing some basic identification paperwork with the
Commission. Prior to the action, the
FCC had more than 1,500 certificates
pending.
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Our Standard tor

Reliable Performance
f

or more than 20 years, Alpha Technologies has set the standard for reliable communica-

tions power. Like the next sunrise, it's astandard our customers have come to rely on. And while

our power may not yet match the certainty of the sun, we're getting closer all the time.

In'
ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

Reliable Power. Nothing Less Will Do.

Sales & service offices throughout the world. For more information, call: 1-800-421-8089 gr 360-647-2360
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Congratulations CED on your 20th Anniversary!

Argus DC Systems
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While others
continue to promise,
the trialed and true
CABLESPAN
telephony-over-cable
system delivers.
TM

While others talked, we listened.
While others still promise, we deliver
today. We deliver an advanced
telecommunication system that
provides basic and advanced
telephony services over your
broadband cable network.
The CABLESPAN system provides
the flexibility to economically serve
awide range of residential and
business applications. It integrates
seamlessly with your existing CATV
architecture while offering one of the
lowest start-up costs in the industry.
It provides incremental growth apace
with your subscriber penetration rate
—with ahost of unmatched options
to keep per-subscriber-cost low.
All of this and more. To assure
quality service, the CABLESPAN
system provides robust fault
recovery and comprehensive
monitoring, maintenance and
diagnostic capabilities. To meet
the future needs of your subscribers,
the CABLESPAN system provides a
platform supporting tomorrow's
multitude of advanced
telephony services.
Twenty-first century communications
technology is here. For aglimpse at
the future of your network,
see us at:
Alts Booth #40
Western Cable Booth #3130
Or call 1.800.445.6501
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1979-1980
A
At the beginning of 1979,
there are 1,100 approved
receive-only earth stations
in the cable TV industry,
and the number is growing
at a rate of about four per
business day. As of the
same date, there are 552
approved CARS band
microwave stations, and
the number is increasing
by one every other busi-

P
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In 1979. the average cost of asubscription to
basic cable service is $7.69.
The NCTA Engineering Department
begins publishing TechLine, a newsletter
focusing on engineering and technical
issues. The newsletter is still published
under the same name.
State-of-the-art cable TV amplifiers feature
teedforward technology covering the entire 45
MHz to 3(X) MHz band. Brand new set-top
descrambling convertors pass 30 channels and feature push-hutton or dial controls and hard-wired
remotes.

ness day.
RCAAmericom announces
that it will launch athird satellite by the end of 1979. The
new bird will be used exclusively by cable TV programmers.

Channel capacity becomes a huge issue
as programming ideas outpace the industry's ability to add bandwidth. Ted Turner
scraps his plans for a 24-hour, all-news
channel because there aren't enough operators who have room to add the channel.
Of course, a short time later, Cable News
Network is launched and the rest, as they
say, is history.

Times Wire and Cable,
since renamed Times Fiber,
introduces a complete fiber
optic earth station link consisting of 100 meters of
fiber cable, an optical
transmitter and receiver,
and all necessary connectors. It's priced at "under
$8,500."
Scientific-Atlanta Imoks up
with Homesat Inc. to sell and

After afive-year stint as president of the SCTE,
Bob Bilodeau of Suburban Cable. wanting to
become less involved in the everyday business of
the Society. is kept on as chairman of the organization because of his expertise. but passes the president's gavel to Harold Null of Storer Cable TV.
The action marks the beginning of atrend where
there's anew president chosen nearly every year.
The Cable Satellite Public Affairs
Network (C-SPAN) begins daily coverage of
the proceedings of the House of
Representatives. Brian Lamb, formerly a
Washington Bureau Chief for C-ED, is president of C-SPAN.

install earth stations at large
rural farms and ranches is 10
western states. The announcement marks the first legal direct
satellite-to-home distribution of
TV programming in the U.S.
The system. consisting of a4.6meter dish. installation aid service, costs about $20000.

Paul Levine is named publisher of C-ED and
Cathy Wilson joins the staff as an ad sales executive.

OF
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systems, the FCC expands the number of
frequencies available for use in the Cable
Television Relay Service (CARS) band to
include the spectrum from 12.7 GHz to 13.2
GHz, putting it on a shared, co-equal and
primary basis with TV auxiliaries.
During the NCTA convention, Frank Bias, VP
of science and technology at Viacom International,
is given the engineering award for Outstanding
Achievement in Operations, while Mike Jeffers of
Jerrold is given an award for Outstanding
Achievement in Development.
Oak introduces its "Total Control"
addressable system at the National Show,
heralding the beginning of the addressable set-top era. Meanwhile. Jerrold
unveils PlayCable, an education/game
system that uses a terminal made by
Mattel and an adapter built by Jerrold.
The Community Antenna Television
Association (CATA) holds its annual meeting
away from its home base of Oklahoma for the first
time. The organization appears to gear up for a
heavy lobbying effort on telephone issues and
copyright.
Qube, the nation's first real-time interactive cable system, comes on line in
Warner's system in Columbus, Ohio and a
few other cities. The technology captures
the attention of the news media everywhere, but a lack of suitable programming,
combined with the high cost, keeps the
system from catching on elsewhere.
Comm/Scope President Frank Drendel
announces the company has completed construction of its new 80,000-square-foot coaxial cable
production facility after yet another year of
record-breaking sales.

Interest in providing "non-entertainment
services" over cable TV systems rises,
especially in the areas of teletext, education and load management information.

Chris Weaver becomes vice president of
the NCTA's newly renamed science and
technology department, replacing Bob Luff.
The 28-year-old Weaver comes to NCTA
from ABC, where he was responsible for
technology assessment.

Comm/Scope is awarded apatent for bonded
laminated dropwire, which eliminates "tigerstriping," or minute cracks that occur when the coaxial
cable is bent too far.
Because of increased usage by cable

In rare cooperation between cable and broadcasters, NBC's Prime Time Sunday program
switches to Warner's Qube system to get immediate feedback on President Carter's energy w
address.
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rThe History of Satellite
LAUNCHING
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Perhaps no other single event in the
history of cable television contributed to
the medium's explosive growth as much
as Home Box Office's decision to put its
service up on asatellite in 1975.
It took awhile, though, for satellite to
find its niche in cable. Prior to '75, the
media had been toying with satellite technology, primarily using it to transmit live
news feeds and events. It was around the
same time that HBO was searching for a
solution to its distribution problem.
The programmer was forced to build or
rent space on towers, and obtain
service from common carriers in
order to establish amicrowave
network capable of carrying its
services from one point of origin
out to many around the country.
"What would have been
involved," recalls Bob Zitter,
senior vice president, technology
operations, HBO, "was essentially
replicating what AT&T had
already built for the three broadcast networks." An expensive
proposition, to be sure.
Enter Time Inc.'s Gerald Levin,
who proposed arevolutionary
idea to his board of directors:
invest in asatellite transponder
that would cover the entire country, so that cable systems everywhere could receive HBO's programming simply by utilizing asatellite
receive antenna. Though the investment
was significant, the board went for it, and
soon, HBO was renting transponder time
on aWestern Union satellite, eventually
migrating to RCA's Satcom I.
But there was at least one more roadblock to realizing the programmer's
dream of nationwide coverage. And that
was convincing operators to install a
TVRO antenna that was awhopping 10
meters in diameter, with aprice tag to
match: about $120,000. At that time, no
one in the cable industry was even looking at satellite. Though HBO was able to

Realizing that the service had abetter
chance if the size—and price—of the dishes
could be shrunken, HBO, in concert with
Scientific-Atlanta, set about trying to convince the FCC that more than adequate
signal quality could still be delivered with
receive antennas that measured only five
meters in diameter. Fortunately, the
Commission changed the regulations to
allow the use of the smaller dish.
The next step was educating operators
about satellite in general, and then establishing aleasing program, again in conjunc-

convince some ops to make the expenditure, the number of 10-meter antennas
deployed grew to only about 100.

anumber of companies in the early '80s,
the programmer selected acompany called
Linkabit, which would later be purchased

tion with S-A, to make dishes affordable.
HBO's new service was so successful,
that it became very attractive to cable
pirates, as the cost and size of satellite
dishes dropped. Zitter, who joined the
company in '81 as director of network
operations, and later became vice president, network planning, thus found himself faced with the task of acquiring a
satellite encryption system and then
rolling it out.
This would turn out to be no easy task,
as "no one manufactured anything that
would securely scramble satellite signals,"
says Zitter. Eventually, after working with
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BIRD
by M/A-Com, amanufacturer with experience both in encryption technology for the
government and with satellite transmissions from deep space probes. The contract
with M/A-Com was for the provision of
encoders for HBO's network origination
facility, as well as commercial decoders for
its affiliates, and consumer decoders for
the growing number of people who were
potential C-band dish subscribers.
Once the VideoCipher encryption technology had been deployed, HBO began
scrambling its networks on January 1,
1986. Other programmers enthusiastically followed suit, and soon,
VideoCipher became the de facto
standard for the cable industry.
Unfortunately, it quickly became
apparent that the VideoCipher II
system was being pirated, and it
took some time for VideoCipher to
deal with the problem. "Our
biggest concern was that during
this time period, there were hundreds of thousands, mounting into,
we believe, millions of boxes that
continued to be manufactured and
sold to pirates," says Zitter.
The problem was later inherited
by General Instrument, when the
manufacturer purchased M/A-Com.
"Ultimately, GI stood up in away
that we are pleased that they did,"
notes Zitter. The manufacturer
devised VideoCipher II Plus, and more
importantly, adifferent incarnation of the
technology: VideoCipher Recoverable
Security, or VCRS. While VCRS utilized
VideoCipher II Plus, which remains
secure to the present, it offered something
more to capture HBO's interest. That was
the ability to upgrade security in the
future without having to replace every
decoder in the field, by utilizing "a
replaceable security module based on
smart card technology," says Zitter.
"As amatter of policy, HBO has decided, from that point forward, that we
would only use anywhere in the world a
satellite encryption technology that is able
to be restored through the changing of a
card."

1981-1982
A

P

R

Wendell Bailey steps in as

Set-tops struggle to keep up with ever-

iee president of' engineering at
the NCTA, filling the spot for-

expanding bandwidth demands. Oak
introduces a 400 MHz home terminal with a
touch-sensitive keyboard, favorite channel
memory, optional parental control, infrared
remote control and electronic A/B switch
for dual cable systems.

merly occupied by Chris
Weaver for 18 months. Weaver
resigned "at the request of
NCTA President Torn Wheeler
because he testified without permission, according to press
reports.
For the first time, incompatibilities between
"cable-ready" TVs and
cable systems rear their
ugly heads. NCTA
President Tom Wheeler
contacts TV manufacturers
to try to solve the problem
Jerrold restructures its engineering organization to focus
more resources on developing
DBS terminals. Mike Jeffers is
put in charge of advanced
development: Frank Ragone
heads distribution products: and
Tony Aukstikalnis is put in
charge of the subscriber terminal systems group.
As pay services gain
popularity, so does
addressability. Tom Polis,

Comsat and Satellite Television Corp. file a
plan with the FCC to spend $600 million to provide at least three channels of premium television
direct to homes via small aperture satellite dishes
as early as 1985. It's the first formal application
for direct broadcast satellite (DBS) service filed
with the Commission. Receivers would cost $300
to $400, and the three-channel service would be
$25 per month.
The FCC authorizes the launch of 20
new satellites and grants construction permits for 25 more. It also begins exploring
the feasibility of spacing satellites within
3degrees of one another.
Scientific-Atlanta begins making coaxial cable
and touts the fact it is the "only full-line manufacturer of distribution systems for the CATV industry."
According to statistics compiled by the
NCTA, in 1981, the average monthly basic
cable rate is $7.99; there are 38 programmers; and the industry employs roughly
45,000 people in roughly 4,375 systems.
A.C. Nielsen says there were 23.2 million

an addressable system
over 15 years averages
$37,000 per mile, or four
times the cost of the cable.
Meanwhile, Gary Tjaden of
Cox Cable reports that
subscribers have learned
they can have free access
to pay services simply by
cutting a single wire inside
their set-tops. He estimates
that 20 percent of his subscribers tamper with the
set-top.
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through will be particularly important in 1983,
when Galaxy Iand RCA's Satcom III-R will be
located just four degrees apart.
CBS and NHK demonstrate high definition TV around the country. Because it's a
bandwidth hog, however, there is considerable debate where the 25 MHz-wide signals can reside.
According to aCED construction survey, the
cable industry spent $1.4 billion in construction in
1981 and was projected to spend $1.8 billion in
1982. In 1981, the industry installed nearly 72,000
new miles of plant, the survey notes.
Industry pundits, including CED's own
editorial staff, predict that "home security
will be the first of the non-entertainment
two-way cable services to become a separate profit-making business." Consequently, at least seven manufacturers
announce products. What can't be forecast,
however, is the fact that many of the systems aren't reliable, and consumers never
embrace the new service.
MDS service becomes MMDS as Microband
Corp. details its plan to offer amulti-channel
microwave, or "wireless cable" service.
Microband offers "Urbanet," asystem of pay-TV,
teletext, two-way interactive and other services.

subscribers, making cable TV 28 percent
penetrated.

Times Fiber is chosen by Caltec
Cablevision of Baltimore County, Md. to
supply a fiber optic system to tie three

Magnavox rolls out its "mobile laboratory and
training center" for the first time. The 46-foot
trailer houses $500,000 worth of 440 MHz distribution equipment, including aI6-amp cascade.

headends together. The 32.5 miles of fiber
make the system the largest fiber cable
system. Only 13 repeaters will be needed,
instead of 47 amps, if it were an RF system.
The cost? Roughly $750,000.

VP of engineering at
Comcast, notes that
installing and maintaining

OF

Since then, the Magnavox (now Philips Broadband
Systems) truck has logged hundreds of thousands
of miles and offered training around the country.
Zenith introduces a new 54-channel
addressable convertor with a secure
scrambling system, plus a remote control.
It's called the Z-Tac. Rogers Cablesystems
in Minnesota becomes the first customer a
few months later.
Hughes Communications announces it has
developed amethod for asingle earth station
antenna to simultaneously receive programming
from two satellites. Hughes officials say the break-

United Cable of Scottsdale, Ariz. is the first
cable system to deploy Jerrold 450 MHz distribution gear. GI was chosen to supply more than 500
miles of dual-trunk, single feeder equipment,
including atwo-way I-net.
In what is arguably the largest contract
ever written for cable TV electronics, TCI
chooses Jerrold to supply $100 million
worth of addressable set-tops and headend gear, to be supplied over the next
three years. The contracts call for 750,000
400- and 450-MHz convertors that can deliver up to 66 channels each.
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1983-1984
A
American Television and
Communications (ATC)
announces an agreement with
Toshiba Corp. to develop and
produce the Distributed
Subscriber Terminal system, an
outside-the-home addressable
system. A smiilar agreement is
penned with Matsushita for thc
development of ateletext
decoder. Time Video Group VP
Gerald Levin says, "It makes
great sense for us to become an
aggressive developer of hardware." Company executives say
they expect sales of $4() million
per year. A short while later,
:hose deals are dead and ATC
(Time Warner) learns alesson
about being in the hardware
market. Meanwhile, the industry
learns that off -prern se addressable gear is expensive.
Taking an opportunity tc
toot its own horn, Jerrold
announces it has supplied
more than half of the
addressable systems currently deployed. According
to "an independent
report," Jerrold led the
pack with 68 Starcom systems deployed, while Oak
was second with 41 systems installed. They were
followed by Zenith (with 39
systems), Tocom. Pioneer
and Octagon-Scientific (a
company formed by former
Magnavox executives),
respectively.
But not everyone is enamored
with addressahility. Ken Gunter
of Rogers/UA Systems said
addressability "has all the earmalts of being the mnost expenshe and unforgiving equipment
buy yet." And Bob Rogers of
TCA Cable notes that subscribers don't want the unsightly, complicated boxes m their
homes. Gunter urges manufacturers to keep working on offpremise solutions.
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Just a few companies that were displaying cable TV set-tops in 1983: KanematsuGosho, Magnavox, Telease, Tocom, RCA,
Texscan, Hamlin, Cabletenna and Eagle.
Following three years of research. HBO selects
the M/A-COM Linkabit technology to scramble its
uplink feeds, thereby thwarting millions of individual TVRO owners from receiving HBO programs without paying for them. Headend descrambling units cost about $2,000 each. According to a
CED news item, "the new technology, while not
foolproof, is believed to provide alevel of security
that will make any attempt at piracy unprofitable."
General Optronics develops the
Atmospheric Optical Communications
System as an alternative to microwave
transport. The line-of-sight system can
transmit up to eight channels of video,
plus voice and data, up to 10 miles. The
first commercial user is Mitre Corp. in its
McLean, Va. facilities.
After years of exponential growth, the construction market softens in 1983, signaling aslowdown
of the heady franchising days that dominated the
industry for several years.
The SCTE hosts its first Cable-Tec Expo
in Dallas—and it's a success. Nearly 900
techs and engineers turn out for the workshops, and 1,300 people visited the 22,000square-foot exhibit floor, where 115 companies were displaying their wares.
Jerrold introduces the Starcom V addressable
baseband descrambler, which tunes the entire 550
MHz bandwidth.
Texscan purchases the Sylvania
Division of GTE Communications Products
for $16.5 million. The acquisition immediately gives the combined company an estimated 26 percent marketshare in distribution gear. Jerrold responds by purchasing
Century III Electronics International to protect its identity as the leading supplier of
distribution gear.
A 1983 study from International Resource
Development predicts that utilities will begin stringing fiber to offer cable TV, telephone and other services. The report said the utilities will likely lease
the capacity of the network, making "both cable
and phone plant obsolete by the end of the century."
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Magnavox introduces power doubling
and parallel power doubling techniques
for cable TV amplifiers. The invention dramatically increases the signal strength
coming out of the amps.
Judy Baer, executive VP of the SCTE, resigns
from the organization, and President Tom Polis
moves the group's headquarters to West Chester, Pa.
Just three months earlier, the SCTE announced its
1982 revenues were $325,700, and that the Society's
deficit had been trimmed to about $17.000.
Coincidental with the rapid decline of
video games, General Instrument and
Mattel pull the plug on PlayCable, the
industry's first game channel, which had
found only 20 systems and 5,000 subscribers willing to ante up $12 to $15 a
month for 20 games.
United Cable's grand fiber optic experiment—the
Times Fiber Mini-Hub network it installed in
Alameda, Calif.—nears completion, after asixmonth delay. Oddly, the system uses fiber for the
drop portion of the network and coaxial cable for
the trunk runs. The system is fraught with technical
problems and is scrapped ashort time later.
A report from Strategic Inc. says that as
of the middle of 1984, there were only 20
activated two-way cable TV systems, but
predicts that by 1990, nearly 25 percent of
all cable systems will be two-way active.
The cable industry's top 50 MSOs had an estimated 3.4 million addressable subscribers at the
end of March 1984, according to Paul Kagan
Assoc. Today, that number stands at more than 30
million subs, or 52 percent of all cable subscribers.
After much hoopla surrounding its
launch. DBS in the '80s never gets off the
launch pad. CBS bows out, leaving
Satellite Television Corp. looking for a
partner, and two weeks later, Western
Union follows suit.
Gary Kim becomes editor and publisher of
CED magazine, following athree-year period of
time when George Sell, Fred Dawson and Peter
Evanow held similar posts.
Bill Riker leaves his post as director of
engineering at the NCTA to take the post of
executive vice president of the SCTE.
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on your 20th Anniversary!
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Memorable
LONG

LASTING

IMPRESSIONS

r

They say you only get one chance to make a
first impression. Never is that more true than in
the world of product advertising, where the delicate balance between "eye-catching appeal" and
"information value" often determine an ad's (and
sometimes, the actual product's) long-term success. And while the rules of political correctness
have changed, along with the use of color, type
styles, photography and computer generated
effects, advertising has always had aspecial relationship with CED readers. Here are afew of
the more "memorable" ads seen throughout the
pages of CED over the last two decades. Enjoy.

Pioneer: 1990

Pirelli Fiber
Optic Cables:
1994
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C-Cor Electronics: 1985

Northern Telecom: 1994
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Pioneer: 1980

Advertising
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Tocom: 1976

Wavetek: 1990

General Instrument: 1994
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The fiber for people
who don't know
their own strength.
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%two* Systems

Corning: 1990

AT&T Network Systems: 1995
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Reliable Netv.
Lectro Products' ZTT-UPS
series modular units with
its ferroresonant technology
and "no break/no data loss"
transferring capabilities
provide rugged, reliable
network powering. It's
technician friendly and field
serviceable. And because
it's totally modulan the
Lectro line of cabinetry
offers awide range of
installation possibilities to
meet even the most
complex network demands.

Ferroresonant
Technology
Rugged, reliable
system of network
powering... Minimal active
components... 2000:1
spike attenuation protects
against input utility spikes
and transient voltages.

No Break/No Data Loss

Looks Good

Provides clean, no break
transfer to inverter mode...
No Data Loss, high-speed AC
detector circuit senses loss
of AC within a1/4 wave
cycle...Absolutely no break in
eoutput wave form.

All aluminum construction
for corrosion proof
cabinets... Powder coat paint
available... Modular design
enhances neighborhood
aesthetics.

Field Selectable
Output Voltage
60 VAC or 90 VAC field
selectable outputs... Rated
at 15 amps... Compatible
with today's CATV and
Telephony applications.

work Powering
Modular Powering
Reliable 24, 36 or 48 VDC
units,,, You choose the
proper standby
reserve... Load matching
available.

Multiple Cabinet
Configurations
Cabinet size optimized
for location,,, Separate
generator cabinet
available... Separate fiber
optics electronics
cabinet... Compact design
power node.

Technician Friendly
All electronics located
on one, 2lb. pull-out
module.., Design allows the
user to replace inverter
module without disturbing
output waveform in the AC
mode... Easy access test
points on outside, front
panel... No exposed points
of electrocution.

The doors have been removed for photographic purposes.

Congratulations CED on your 20th Anniversary!

POWER

When It's All On The Line
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Lectro Products, Inc. 420 Athena Drive Athens, Georgia 30603

800-551-3780
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The NCTA and MSOs are buoyed by anew law

O

F

L

E

to reduce RF leakage and moisture

Easily the biggest issue
of the year is signal scrambling, which takes a lead

that for the first time provides acomprehensive

ingress. The connectors' average cost is

national cable TV policy. The main provisions

about 40 cents apiece.

role at every major conven-

allow cable systems to raise their rates five percent

tion discussion. The cable
industry wants program-

per year and require them to set aside some chan-

ming scrambled because
millions of backyard dish-

nels for leased access. Rate regulation would end
if cable systems have "effective competition," a

General Electric debuts the Control Central programmable universal remote control. The device
can be programmed to operate aVCR, TV, CD

term later defined to be areas where there are three

player and acable set-top. The units are slated to

es are being sold to people
who want cable program-

broadcast stations. That definition effectively frees
80 percent of the industry from regulation. The de-

carry a$150 retail price tag.

ming without paying a fee.
The cable industry even

regulation is set to occur at the end of 1986.
According to estimates from Paul Kagan

John Sie, senior VP at TCI, notes that
cable operators should adopt "VCR friendly" installation practices to help slow the

proposes to stop carriage
of any satellite program-

Assoc., the top 50 cable MSOs are expected

ming that isn't scrambled.

to construct about 51,000 miles of new and

said systems should be encouraged to help

In fact, the NCTA issues an

rebuilt plant by the end of 1985, down about

RFP on a scrambling sys-

10 percent from the previous year. The news
comes as little surprise to the industry,

consumers hook up their VCRs so that
cable subscribers will be encouraged to

tem to help spur programmers along, and eight

growth of the industry's key enemy. Sie

tape movies off cable. He further predicts

which is experiencing a general slowdown
in growth. Kagan further estimates that 3.9
million addressable boxes will be sold in

that the popularity of video rental stores
will wane in 15 to 24 months.

1985, down from 4.4 million in '84.

The popularity of VCRs, combined with the
complexity of hooking them up with TVs and

One-time cable TV equipment market leader
Oak Communications struggles to ward off bankruptcy as aresult of losses associated with its sub-

cable boxes, lead manufacturers to develop VCR
switchers, avaliant attempt to simplify connection
and clarify VCR recording off cable. The switch -

scription TV service called ON TV of Los

ers fail to catch on with consumers, however.

their own group, but that
effort fails when Turner
announces its intention to

Angeles. The company mulls whether it should
sell off its hardware business, in which it expects
to lose $9 million on $50 million in sales during
the year. The company was plagued with high fail-

tences a man to nine months in prison for
stealing services from NYT Cable in

use VideoCipher gear. In

ure rates in its TC-56 set-top, beginning in 1982.

Cherry Hill. The action represents the first

firms reply, including:
General Instrument,
Scientific-Atlanta, Telease,
TRW, Eagle, M/A-Com, Oak
and CableData. The programmers are unhappy
because they are denied
representation in the consortium and try to form

the end, the NCTA scraps
the consortium because
scrambling begins to happen anyway.
Ciencral Instrument acquires
M/A-Com's cable/home coinmunications unit ír $220 million. The unit is the sanie one
that supplies the VideoCipher
satellite scrambling and

Scientific-Atlanta jumps back into the
backyard market, re-starting the
"Homesat" service it had to suspend back
in 1980 because of legal questions surrounding the service. The good news is
that the price has dropped to about $3,000
for a 2.8-meter system.

A federal court in Camden, N.J. sen-

imprisonment imposed under the 1984 federal cable law, which made it a federal
offense to steal cable TV service.
HBO transmission is interrupted by aself-proclaimed "Captain Midnight - who jammed the pay
service's satellite feed for about five minutes during amidnight movie to show his displeasure over
HBO's scrambling practices. The high-quality

Though not completely dead yet. DBS service
suffered amajor blow when United Satellite

message read: "Good evening HBO, from Captain
Midnight. $12.95 amonth? No way!

Communications Inc. went off the air because it

(Showtime/Movie Channel Beware)." Federal

cable industry. With the acquisition. GI also gets Frank

couldn't make apayment for uplink services. TCI,
which had been negotiating to buy into the ven-

investigators get involved because of the ramifications the action has on all satellite communica-

Drendel. Who comes to the
company as president and CEO

ture, walked away from those discussions, but out-

tions. A few months later. John MacDougall. adis-

lined acooperative venture the cable industry

gruntled satellite dish dealer in Ocala, Fla., con-

of the 13roadband

could enter to get into the DBS business.

fessed to the crime and was fined $5,000 for his
actions. MacDougall did the deed during apart-

descrambling equipment to the

Communications Group, which
includes Jerrold and Tocom.

Yes, it's true cable operators recognized

time stint at the Central Florida Teleport.

a long time ago that their connections
need to improve. That's why Raychem and
Anixter introduced the EZF connector during the 1985 National Cable Show in Las

to merge their two cable manufacturing
units, following a similar deal between

Vegas. The new connectors were designed

M/A-Com and General Instrument.

Scientific-Atlanta and Times Fiber agree
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About the only thing it doesn't
deliver is pizza.
Congratulations CED on your 20th Anniversary!

Encrypted data
communications
from addressable controller
to subscriber.

Extensive
on-screen display
with display and
graphics capability.

Multiple
program guides
Interactive Electronic Program
Guide with grid-type presentation.

Near-video-on-demand
field-proven technology
with display schedule and enhanced
pause, resume and
review instructions.

Dynamic picture
shift encoding
for the ultimate in enhanced
signal security.

Virtual data channels
for additional revenue generation.

As you can see, the BA-V1000 Command Station comes with the works. From its on-screen display capabilities to the security of
dynamic picture shift encoding, the Command Station delivers great cable service. It's this kind of vision that keeps your customers
happy. And hungry for more. When you're ready to order, just call your Pioneer regional sales manager.

PIONEER'
Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc.

Northeast, 201-236-4186; Southeast, 614-777-7260; Mid-Atlantic, 614-777-7258; Central, 614-777-7257; West, 310-952-3063.

©1995 Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc., 2265 E. 220th Street, Long Beach, CA 90810
Circle Reader Service No. 62
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No retrospective would be complete without
getting comments from the engineers who made
it all happen. Over the next three pages, you'll
get aglimpse of today's most influential engineers as they appeared roughly 20 years ago as
well as their thoughts about the most tumultuous events since 1975. Then, just to put them
on the spot, we asked for their predictions of
the future.
Wendell Bailey, NCTA:
What was the most important technological development of the past 20 years?
It was probably what happened in fiber optics. The main thing was that it was cable engineers who figured out how to do this in analog.
Fiber had been there, but our industry's grasp
of what it took to make fiber work for us [is the
important point]. What we've discovered is that
the architecture which we've used is positioning us well for digital, also.
Looking around the network, is there
any one invention that you need that is
not in existence yet?
If there was areally good way to splice multiple fibers simultaneously, that would be very
useful. If someone digs up acable with 240
fibers in it, you are looking at 48 hours to
splice it. And that's assuming that you have
everyone sitting right there on the edge of the
hole. Imagine doing that in ahole, when there
are 250 of them, and both ends are mangled.
What will the industry look like in 10
to 20 years?
In I
0years, we will be the pervasive entertainment and information delivery medium. We
will have avariety of services to choose from. I
think by the end of 20 years, it's entirely possible that the affiliate TV system will no longer
exist, because networks will find that their best,
brightest future is in programming channels on
asatellite. And they will seek to have affiliations with cable systems, like they currently
have with broadcast. And all that frequency that
broadcasters are using will be given over to its
proper, most best use, which is for portable
communications.
Alex Best, Cox Communications:
If you ask me what's been the most important technological event afew years from now, I
would have two items that Iwould have ahard
debate between. One would be the linear laser,
and the other would be the development of digital TV. But digital is still yet to come. Linear
lasers are what enabled us to fiberize our systems. Lasers have been around for anumber of
years, but they were not adequate, from atech-
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nical performance standment was addressability, because until then it
point, to handle analog
was awkward to offer multi-tiered services.
television signals. And
Every change of service required atruck roll. It
the development that ocwas very labor-intensive to make any changes.
curred that made them
Ithink it was impressive to customers that they
capable of handling mulcould call acustomer service rep and request a
tiple channels of analog
new service, and with an addressable descramTV was the so-called linbling convertor, they could be authorized alear laser.
most while they were on the phone.
As for inventions I
As for inventions, Ithink it's areasonablyneed, once we go to digipriced, hybrid digital/analog set-top box. We
tal television, there will
are hearing some astronomical prices quoted
Best: "In 1975, I
be alack of cost-effecthese
days. The pricing is so high, that it's
was with Scientifgoing to be very tough to find sufficient revic-Atlanta. My title tive test equipment that
enue to support the cost of abox, let alone
was staff engineer, we can give to our service techs to be able to
make additional revenues.
and my responsibilities were devel- determine where aprobIf we look out 10 years, there will be more
oping headend
lem is occurring. For exconsolidation. There are going to be very large
equipment and set- ample, today we can
companies; there are going to be multimedia
top convertors. throw aTV set in the
companies that are offering services. And it's
truck, plug it in somegoing to be hard to tell if they are acable comwhere, look at the pictures and decide whether
pany, atelecommunications company, acomthe problem is at that point, or after that point.
puter company, or amedia company.
Once all signals are digital, I'm not
sure what they are going to grab
and plug into the tap to assess the
health of the system.
As for the future, in 10 years,
you will see most of the big cable
operators still carrying anumber of
analog television channels. You
will see us carrying lots of channels
of digitally compressed television.
Therefore, from atelevision product offering, we will replicate or be
able to offer more channels than a
DirecTV. A typical cable system
might have acouple hundred channels, probably 50 or 60 of them
analog. and 150 of them digital.
In addition, we will be offering
ahigh-speed LAN service and a
cablephone telephone service. A
big part of our business will be
Callahan: "In 1975. Iwas director of engineering with
ATC. Iwas responsible for engineering and design of the
wireless telephony.
cable systems that ATC was building, and for equipment
In 20 years, Ithink we will be
selection for those systems. Also. Idirected technical acalmost all digital. I'm not sure
tivities for some interactive experiments that we were
there will be any analog services
doing. We actually did something in Orlando in '71-'72
left on our cable. Video-on-decalled the Polycom interactive experiment, where we were
mand will be commonplace. You
demonstrating pay-per-view through the use of addresswill see aPC data service that not
able interdiction. "
only offers access to all the online
services at high speeds, but also provides
Jim Chiddix, Time Warner Cable:
video telephony capability. It will be just as
It may be alittle myopic of me. but in terms
commonplace that you make avideo phone
of technology affecting cable television, Iwould
call over acable plant, as you do avoice phone
have to say it was the development of broadcall today.
band fiber that was the most important development. That is afundamental technology alEd Callahan, Callahan Associates
lowing us to transform our networks from our
The most important technological developtraditional business to awhole array of new busi24A •CED 20 Year Profile •October 1995

Now's not the time to be scratching your head with questions.

op

uunderstand the ms
of your cable test equipÓr that your equipment is
CaLan.

asy-to-use, one button meaments give you accurate and
eatable results every time you
take areading. Plus, its abundant
data storage capacity lets you
C1996 Hewlett-Packard Co. TNIMID508/CED
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nesses and Ithink it's going to prove to be central to our business strategy as an industry in the
coming years."
As for inventions, Ifully expect innovation
and invention will continue and cable will continue to adapt new technologies in acreative
and entrepreneurial way. But Ithink we have all
the fundamental technological tools we need to
transform our network from atree-and-branch
video delivery system to amultiple network
transport structure carrying broadband analog
and avariety of switched digital services.
In 10 years we'll
be well on our way
and in 20 years
we'll be firmly established as amajor
piece of the communications infrastructure globally. While
the traditional business of multichannel
video delivery will
be highly compettitive, we will have a
piece of agreat
many other busiChiddix: "I was GM of
nesses and in sum
Cablevision in Watotal will be in a
ianae, Hawaii. We had
business position
3,500 subs. Iwas also
that will dwarf
chief tech and bench
where we are today.
tech—I rebuilt the
There are enormous
amps by myself. Ialso
opportunties behad started avideo
tape playback automa- tween here and
tion business, which I there. In addition to
eventually sold to Texs- providing apowercan."
ful array of entertainment and video services, both scheduled
and on-demand, Ithink we'll be in the business
of delivering any information that can be put in
digital form.
Walt Ciciora, consultant:
For me, the most important technological
development of the past 20 years was the remote control. It is the first technological development that recognized that human beings are
meant to use this stuff. And it makes choice accessible. Without the remote control, nothing
that followed would be of any use, or of any interest, and we would be nowhere.
Ithink we need what Icall atelevision integrating device that is microcomputer controlled. You plug in your TV, your VCR and all
of your consumer electronics equipment, and
the TVID knows what you like, and what you
want to do, and it makes sure that everything is
hooked up in the right way, turns on at the right
time. And it sets the clock.
In 10 years the industry will look just like it
looks now in Fairfield, Conn. There'll be two
coaxial cables into the house. Both will be providing phone, data and video. And the total
price will be less than what we pay now. However, both companies will be more profitable,
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due to productivity improvements and greater
efficiencies.
Ibelieve that computers will outsell TVs. The
computer penetration
will exceed 75 percent
of homes; however,
most people will still
not know how to use
most of what is there.
Computers will respond
to voice, so that people
who can't type are not
handicapped, and Ibelieve that television sets
will evolve to modular
units which plug into a
comprehensive bus.
Ciciora: "I was with
And microcomputer
Zenith as director of control will take care of
circuits and sysmaking sure that all the
tems research and
correct gozintas and godevelopment. Iwas
zoutas are properly
working for Zenith
research and devel- aligned. Adults will stop
having children, beopment on Teletext
cause they can program
when the information superhighway
VCRs themselves. The
was made of gravdecoder interface stanel."
dard will almost be finished. And Arthur C.
Clark's dictum will apply. He said that any
truly advanced technology is indistinguishable
from magic. Cable will be like magic because it
will finally be easy to use.
David Fellows, Continental Cablevision
The most important technological development has to be TVROs. The ability to receive
satellite programming allowed cable to differentiate itself from acommunity antenna system
and allowed the penentration of the major
metroplitan areas. Ikeep reminding people that
Bev (broadcast entertainment video) is the girl
we brought to the dance and we ought not forget her in our fantasies over these good-looking
businesses like telephony and high-speed data.
What Ineed is something that integrates
wireless and wired technology so that if Ihappen to have awire Iplug it in and all these services come pouring out the wire into my PC,
TV, telephone or home game system. But when
I'm not near awire, Itransition to aversion of
these services that is wireless.
Ten years from now there will be awhole
bunch of giants. There will be at most three
MSOs or groups of MSOs worth talking about.
One is the Sprint consortium and another is
Time Warner/US West. Maybe there's room for
athird one. And then there will be lots of little
companies just like there are lots of little telephone companies.
As for applications, Ibelieve in the analogy
that early TV was just radio with acamera
stuck in front of it. As we shift to programming
becoming more interactive, Idon't know what
26A •CED 20 Year Profile •October 1995
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that means. To start with, we'll take phone
books and encyclopedias and put them on line.
But then we'll add QuickTime movies.
Dave Large, Media Connections Group:
There are two important developments, and
they go together. One, of course, was the development of highly linear fiber optics, and the
second was advances in digital compression.
There is arelationship between system size,
bandwidth, noise and distortion, and fiber optics let us break out of that box. That gave us
the ability to do telephony and interactive seravices, which is obvously where we are all
headed in the future.

Large: "I was with Avantek in 1975 as asenior member of technical staff, responsible
for the line of cable TV test equipment."
What digital compression let us do is provide six to 10 times as many video streams as
we otherwise could in that bandwidth. That,
combined with the small node size, is what
makes the effective bandwidth per customer usable for switched services.
We need interoperability standards. We've
got five or six different things that think they
are going to use the upstream part of the network, two-way services, and what we know
from the studies that we have done is that there
are tremendous problems with ingress. And
probably the only way to manage that ingress i.
to bring the upstream transmitter out to the wal
of the house.
And there's going to need to be ahigher degree of standardization in digital video compression. All the levels of that, from the modulation to the error correction to the compressioi
to the enabling part of it. Idon't know that it
has to be totally standardized, but we certainly
need to move in that direction.
The future is going to be driven by regulation rather than technology, and that makes it
very hard to predict. Do Republicans win the
next election, or do Democrats? What happens
to the makeup of the FCC?
Bob Luff, Scientific-Atlanta
Ithink the hybrid fiber/coax architecture
was real important. It really began to tackle tht

A Proven Winner.
NetExpert is asure thing
for your OSS requirements.
In aclose race, choosing the right horse can
be tricky business. You need an edge — a
proven winner. In the race to bring new services to market —only NetExpert from OSI
is asure thing. Whether your business is
deploying new technologies or bringing
new services online to your customers —
NetExpert has
the power,
speed, and
durability to
get you to the
finish ahead
of your
competition.
Gaining the
edge with

All information about our nenvork can
he accessed graphically including
performance and service infbrinalion.

NetExpert
will ensure that the time required to provision and activate new services and customers sets new track records —every time. So,
when time is money and it's time to place
your bet — bet on a proven winner —
NetExpert software from OSI — the
company that gets you there first.
For information call 916-353-2400 and ask
for your regional sales representative.

„TEms
Set track
0 records when
. deploying new
serviàs with
NetExpert.
s›-sTE.,,04`
\
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When Time is Money.
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number-one technical issue facing the industry,
which was reliabilty. And hybrid fiber/coax
was the key element that allowed us to break
through the 550 MHz barrier, and look to 750
MHz. It has expanded the capabilities of our
core networks to provide awhole new tier or
generation of new products and services that
are clearly going to be key in amore competitive environment.
As for things we need, the issue is standards.
We went from these independent, entrepreneurial systems of the past, to MS0s, to full, interconnected two-way networks which traverse
MS0s, even traverse industries. We need to connect to the computer industry, the telephony industry ,and alot
more interconnection with our
own video entertainment industry.
We've forgotten that we live in
astandards
world, in the analog, NTSC environment. We've
just taken it for
granted. And we
haven't realized
that cable's creation of awhole
new product, telephony over cable,
there aren't stanIn 1975, Luff was vice
dards for that.
president of science and
And how we do
technology for NCTA,
interactive video.
where he was chief
In 10 years,
spokesman on all technolconsumers are
ogy, safety and technical
going to demand
regulation issues. "I was
alot more seamWendell Bailey before
less interaction
Wendell Bailey was Wenwith technology
dell Bailey."
than they have
today. We still, as an industry, haven't mastered
the set-top, VCR and advanced TV set without
amaze of wires and astack of remote controls
on the coffe table.
But 20 years from now, there's got to be
seamless connections to their computers, printers and telephony systems. The wireless folks
will want to be able to get acces to this while
they are mobile and while they are traveling.
People have to feel confident of the major investments they are making in stereo, large
screen TVs, HDTV, and computers.
Bill Riker, SCTE
From my experience, the most important development was satellite delivery of cable services. That made it possible for pay services to
be rolled out on awide scale and reduce the responsibilites of cable operators providing those
services to nothing beyond maintaining the
earth station.
The one invention Ineed is how to clone
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myself. I'm sure that's true of alot of
people in our industry who are just
well overworked and can't delegate a
lot of responsibilities.
In the future, telephone services
may or may not really be economically viable but the delivery of highspeed data could be more lucrative
than all the pay services combined.
Monthly fees of $30 or more is something we could conceivably charge and
something people would conceivably
pay. Iquestion whether going head-tohead with the phone company in telephony is important as something that
isn't being used out there—like abroadband data conduit.

ISSUES

Bill Riker (on the right) was headend engineer of Suburban Cablevision of Essex and Union counties in New
Jersey, where he oversaw the construction of several
AML hub sites.

Geoff Roman, General Instrument
Digital video compression is the most important technological development in the last
20 years. It will propel the integration of video,
voice and data services and dramatically increase the capacity of the networks and minimize the degradation of signals in storage or
transmission.
The missing invention is ameans of providing a"bullet-proof" return path. This issue is the
remaining hurdle to making the cable television
platform atrue telecommunications highway.
In 10 years, digital television will be widespread. Cable television will have made inroads
into the telephony market using both wired and
wireless platforms. It will be difficult to classify an operator as acable or telco as the range
of services offered by both will overlap. Wideband delivery of data to PCs will be asignificant revenue source and will lead to the development of true, interactive multimedia programming, as well as support ahost of business
and educational applications.
Within 20 years, HDTV will become a
major component of the service offering and
the transition of television from abroadcast oriented delivery system to aswitched-on-demand
will be well underway.
Archer Taylor, Malarkey-Taylor Associates:
Ithink three things were critically important.
Number one is when satellite happened. That
opened the door to passing nearly every TV
home, and we couldn't do it before. Secondly,
analog optical fiber was another important
thing that really changed the industry architecture and the capabilities. And the final one was
compressed digital, video and digital modulation. QAM and VSB. A combination of MPEG
QAM and VSB. All of these things are certainly the wave of the future, and they happened in
that 20-year period.
As for inventions, Ithink we need to eliminate the set-top convertor. From about 1970, I
called it anecessary evil. And it still is. We can't
do without it, but it has created all kinds of problems. The joint committee of EIA and NCTA are
working on the set-back device, and this may be
28A •CED 20 Year Profile •October 1995

an answer, but Ithink it is only apartial answer.
We also need away to navigate in aconsumer-friendly manner. And the final thing we
need is agood drop connector. It has to be
craft-friendly, foolproof, leakproof. have long
life and be agood impedance match. Iam talking about the Fconnector. F-connectors are the
Achilles Heel of reliability.
In the future, mergers and consolidation are
going to continue. Standard definition television
is going to replace HDTV because Ithink
HDTV is probably approaching death. We'll
have multiple programs on each television channel. And of course, we are going to have competitive video and local telephone delivery. And
finally, and this may be in the 20-year category,
rather than 10-year, is we are going to have combined video and PC displays that will be used
for both entertainment and PC operations.
Joe Van Loan, Cablevision Industries:
The thing that made cable mature was the
arrival of satellites. It opened up new sources
of programming and put living images in place
that had been occupied by character generators.
Ithink we need areliable F-fitting, because
it's the Achille's Heel in our search for improvement in network reliability. You only have
to look in the Dumpster in any cable system to
know it's the one thing that gives them the most
trouble. Certainly the glamour applications like
telephony and data transport will follow if we
fix our reliability problems.
We need to harness the VCR so people can
see programs they missed. A more user-friendly and intelligent user interface is needed.
We're coming along with advanced technology
that will deliver more programming, but unless
people can easily find it, they won't watch it
and won't pay for it.
HFC networks will continue. Telephony will
be commonplace. In 10-20 years, there may be
even fiber to the curb. Digital processing will
be largely in use. Primestar and DSS have
shown the public believes they recognize quality pictures. Whether that means millions of
new channels remains to be seen, but the trend
toward more diversity and freedom of choice
probably continues.

1987-1988
A
Following a few years of
discussion and experimentation, 1987 is seen as the
year ir_ which pay-per-view
is finally implemented
widely. New equipment is
introduced by Business
Systems Inc., Melita
Electronic Labs, ScientificAtlanta and Zenith to
enable PPV ordering.
Technically, the big focus at
the Nat:ona! Show is hardware
drat allows impulse pay-per-View
ordering. Jerrotd announces a
huge price reduction (Starfonz.
sidecars reduced to $20 each.,
Starvue drops to $15) in an
attempt tostimulate the nusker.
Jerrold introduces its
Starcom 7000 addressable
set-top, which integrates
the functions of the
impulse PPV sidecar into
the unit. Other features
include a VCR time:, last
channel recall and more
functionality via the
remote control. Jerrold VP
and GM Hal Krisbergh,
who helped spur the market by starting Cable Video
Stcre. a PPV programming
service, predicts a majority
of set-top orders will call
for that capability.
Inspired by the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology's $45 million
Medir, Laboratory. Jerrold sets
up an Applied Media Lab to.
'14 me industry investigate
consumer reaction to new serviocs like impulse PPV,
advanced TV systems and data
delivery. h also announces its
intention to develop and sa a
linear AM fiber optic trunk,ing
:system. A, short while later.
Catel and Arixter male similar
announcement s.

PROFILE

Bowing to pressures created by incompatibili-

system that converts signals to analog for

ties between cable service and consumer electronics gear, Denver's Mile High Cable system stops
scrambling every channel and instead offers a
standard basic tier of non-scrambled channels,
preserving scrambling for premium channels only.

about $1,000 per channel (an 80 percent
reduction in price). Ortel showed its first
AM laser, which launched video through
6.5 kilometers of fiber. Larry Stark of Ortel
says his company is working on a system
that will carry 42 channels of video over

In 1987, the average monthly rate for
basic cable is $12.18, according to Paul
llagan estimates. There are 73 cable programmers, and the industry spends $2.3 billion to acquire programming to fill the 7,900

15 kilometers with a carrier-to-noise ratio
of 56 dB and CTB greater than -65 dB.

cable systems located across the country.
By now, connecting aTV and aVCR to acable
TV descrambling convertor can become quite complicated, depending upon the functions ahomeowner wants to perform. To help, the NCTA
Engineering Committee publishes adocument that
illustrates 27 different ways to interconnect the
devices. Consumers are confused, upset and often
blame the cable system when their new, fully-featured TVs don't work the way they were advertised.
The SCTE opens its new national headquarters in Exton, Pa. It's just a short time
later when the organization buys the
building and retires the debt.
More than 1,100 people attend the SCTE's
Cable-Tec Expo in Orlando in 1987, where Rex
Porter is named the Society's Member of the Year.
VCR technology adds a new wrinkle:
Super-VHS quality. The pictures are indeed
better, and some cable engineers fear that
consumers will begin complaining about
poor cable quality. But consumers prove
again that they don't pay for quality, and
Super-VHS is a non-factor.
In arare miss, Archer Taylor predicts we'll see
widescreen TV in showrooms by 1993-with most
artifacts scrubbed out and scan lines virtually invisible at close range. His prediction
doesn't seem far-fetched, based on
the pace of technological development, but what no one could have
predicted is how the broadcasters
have retreated from HDTV since
then. In fact, widescreen TVs have
been introduced, but only in limited quantities.
Fiber optic innovation continued at a
breakneck pace. Catel
Telecommunications announces an FM

The FCC rules that cable operators must offer
viewers the option of installing ahigh-isolation
A/B switch as part of the must-carry rules.
Scientific-Atlanta debuts two new settops. the 8590 and 8570 models. The 8590
features audio volume control with visual
level indicators via LEDs so that TV viewers can locate the -optimum - level for
stereo separation. Other features include
improved scrambling, audio control even
when the convertor is turned off, parental
control and a VCR timer.
The formation of Cable Television Laboratories
begins as the cable industry sees the need for
research and development to occur outside of the
manufacturers' and MSOs' domains. NCTA's
Wendell Bailey, in his monthly CED column,
writes: "As cable's identity comes more into public consciousness, as the benefits and services
which we bring to consumers begin to be recognized by public policy thinkers as
well as our subscribers, the time
to pay attention to what part technology plays in our daily activities, as well as our future, is
now. ,,
CED's first annual salary survey found
engineers and techs consumed by three
major thoughts: low wages, a lack of adequate training and looming competition.
John Goddard, president of Viacom Cable, made a
few predictions at the 1988 Cable-Tee Expo. He said
that by 1993, basic cable penetration would exceed
70 percent; telcos would be offering video, but only
outside their telephony territories; and 15 percent of
the cable plant in the U.S. would be fiber-based.
Roger Brown is named editor of CED
magazine after Gary Kim departs to help
start Cable World magazine. Rob Stuehrk
comes to CED as publisher from
Communications Technology.
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1989-1990
A
Interest in fiber optics
reaches a new summit as
traditional equipment suppliers Jerrold and
Scientific-Atlanta were
touting their new fiber
optic systems, along with
smaller fiber companies
like Catel
Telecommunications,
American Lightwave
Systems and Synchronous
Communications.
Jones Intercable announces
its plans to upgrade Broward
County with TransHub III, a
fiber optic system manufactured
by Catel. Jones engineers
design anew architecture,
dubbed the Cable Area
Network, that actually keeps the
existing coax in place for backup, which can be used in the
event of afiber failure.
Although the CAN architecture
gains interest, few systems outside of Jones in Augusta and
Broward deploy it. And Catel
has problems meeting Jones'
timetable and never becomes a
major player in the market.
During the 1989 Atlantic
Cable Show, ScientificAtlanta announces that in
less than six months, cable
operators have ordered
more than 100 AM fiber
systems. Earlier. Anixter
announced its sales volume had already exceeded
100 systems.
Marking awatershed eN ent in
the development of fiber optic
gear specifically for cable TV
systems. Jerrold and Ortel Corp.
announce an agreement where
the Calif.-based Ortel will offer
high-power distributed feedback
lasers exclusively to Jerrold,
beginning in mid-1990. The
devices will be guaranteed to
provide a7dB loss budget over
15 kilometers.

P
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TCI jumps on the fiber bandwagon, announcing
that it has committed to purchase half of the
AT&T Laser Link product the supplier has in
stock as the MS0 deploys fiber throughout its systems in 1989. Anixter Cable President John Egan
says his company will produce 1,000 AM fiber
systems in 1989. Fiber links cost $30,000 each,
hut the price falls quickly as laser yields improve.
The FCC floats the idea of telephone
companies to operate as programmers and
cable operators over their own facilities.
The concept later becomes known as
"video dialtone." The cable industry
erupts in dissension, noting that it would
be impossible to guard against cross-subsidization. And without that protection, the
NCTA argues, the cable industry is at risk
of being swallowed whole.
Compact-disc quality audio over cable TV systems comes about. The three major players hoping
to find customers: International Cablecasting
Technologies, Digital Radio Labs and Digital
Cable Radio (Jerrold). Digital Radio Labs
becomes the odd man out as ICT hooks up with
Scientific-Atlanta to produce Digital Music
Express.
The cable industry's nose is bloodied in
the cable/consumer electronics interface
battle. After TV makers commit to build
millions of TVs with the MultiPort decoder
plug built in, cable equipment vendors are
reluctant to build the decoders, and operators stubbornly refuse to part with the revenue they've built over remote control
rentals. The decoder interface debate continues to this day, and Congress has gotten
involved.
In spite of an effort by HBO and some others to
get the cable industry to switch to Ku-hand satellites, the industry re-commits its fortunes to the Cband, citing reliability as akey issue.
Another bandwidth jump is made as
nearly all major suppliers of distribution
amplifiers show 750 MHz versions, while
debate over the merits of 1GHz gear swirls
throughout the technical community.
According to CED's annual salary survey, the
average manager makes $52,500 ayear, the typical engineer makes $37,5()0 ayear, and the average tech made $27,000 per annum.
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The countdown clock toward signal
leakage compliance begins as operators
have until July 1, 1990 to comply with strict
new leakage testing and monitoring
guidelines issued by the FCC.
Richard Wiley, chairman of the FCC's Advisory
Committee on Advanced Television Service,
announces that testing of all nine proposed and
accepted HDTV systems will commence June 4,
1990 and be completed by September 3, 1991. By
March 1990, consolidation brings the number of
proponents to six.
This time, DBS does take off. A consortium of nine cable operators, including
TCI, ATC, Comcast, Continental, Cox,
Newhouse, United Artists, Viacom and
Warner, hatch a plan to distribute cable
programming directly to homes via a Kuband satellite. The group is known as K
Prime Partners. It later becomes PrimeStar.
TCI almost singlehandedly starts an industry
recession by suspending all capital spending in
response to cable TV operations being classified
as highly leveraged transactions. The recession
will last for nearly two years, until those HLT
restrictions are relaxed, and MSOs get access to
cheaper money.
Meanwhile, the telcos get busy learning
about video, announcing several domestic
tests of fiber-to-the-curb. In addition,
they're majority partners, with cable operators in some cases, in the United
Kingdom, where cable franchising begins
to accelerate.
General Instrument raises everyone's eyebrows
with an 11th-hour proposal for an HDTV system
that's based on digital signal processing and compression. The DigiCipher system becomes the
foundation for video compression in general, and
TCI later announces its plans to deploy millions of
digital set-tops that will offer 5(X) channels. We're
still waiting for HDTV and for those digital settops.
Fueled by demand for more bandwidth
and better pictures, the industry finds
itself in the middle of a banner construction year. Equipment manufacturers report
record sales and backlogs, while operators
scramble to upgrade and extend their
plants.
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1991-1992
A
Interest in wireless telephony soars as the idea of
personal communications
services works its way
through the FCC notice of
inquiry stage. PCS is
viewed as another way
cable can compete with telcos in that market.
The FCC tries to leverage the
development of interactive TV
when, in response to aproposal
from TV Answer, it issues a
notice of proposed rulemaking
establishing an interactive videc
and data service band between
218 MHz and 218.5 MHz.
Later, the FCC hosts an auction.
several winners are disqualified
and little has happened to dwe.
TV Ansiwer become Eon and
became an answer in search of a
question.
Cox Cable in San Diego
hosted ahistorical event
when James Kennedy, Cox
chairman and CEO, placed
a call to FCC Chairman Al
Sikes in Washington, D.C.
via a PCS handset. The
call was picked up by a
microcell receiver and
backhauled over the HFC
cable plant to the local
telephone switch.
With everyone looking forward to fionibly transporting
PCS over cable networks, anew
focus is placed on the return
portion of the cable plant. Will
it be reliable'? Is it too noisy?
Can it be used for telecommunications services? All are open
questions that remain open
today.
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Testing of proposed HDTV systems slips from
the fourth quarter of 1990 to April 1991 as final
preparation of the Advanced Television Test Center
in Alexandria, Va. takes longer than anticipated.
Jerrold unveils DigiCable, a digital compression and transmission system specifically designed for the cable TV plant. The
system can compress five movie channels
or two live-action NTSC channels into a
single 6-MHz channel slot.
By early 1991, the cable TV segment is the
fastest growing portion of the fiber cable market,
according to Corning Inc. At that time cable TV
accounted for just 5percent of the North
American market, hut was growing 100 percent
per year.
Live compressed video feeds were the
rage throughout 1991. Scientific-Atlanta
was touting the benefits of vector quantization over discrete cosine transform (DCT
eventually won out with better pictures).
Skypix, which had just received a financial
shot in the arm from Home Shopping
Network, struck a deal with Glenn Jones to
test a new analog/digital receiver by early
1992. The test never happened.
The technical side of the industry wrestles with
the logistics surrounding the 1992 Olympics
Triplecast, which relies on traps to control the
pay-per-view event. While the technology apparently works, the Triplecast is abust.
TCI gives up on "on-premise" and interdiction systems because of the impending
Triplecast as well as atrend toward "payper-event" businesses. The company throws
out aton of money to roll out Jerrold
addressability in nearly every system to
capitalize on the Triplecast. The Olympics
are abust, and Mike Tyson will soon go to
jail. Snakebit again?
According to the NCTA, the cable industry
loses $3 billion ayear to cable pirates, mostly to
those who are in the business of supplying illegal
decoders. A couple of years later, that number is
amended to $5 billion ayear in losses.
The NCTA and a group of organizations
that represent the nation's cities reach an
11th hour accord on technical standards.
Among the key agreements: MSOs will
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improve carrier-to-noise to 43 dB, signal
levels shall be no less than 3dBmV at the
end of a 100-foot drop or less than 0dBmV
at the terminal, and new testing procedures will be carried out twice yearly. The
agreement comes just before the FCC
would have crafted its own policy.
In 1992, the average monthly price for basic
cable jumped over the $20 mark for the first time,
according to Paul Kagan Associates estimates. By
then, the industry is spending nearly $4 billion per
year to acquire programming, and the number of
systems in existence tops 11,000 as the penetration
rate exceeds 61 percent.
A bill introduced by Vermont Senator
Patrick Leahy mandates the use of a
MultiPort-like device to get rid of set-top
decoders in the house. Leahy wrote the bill
after purchasing a high-end TV for his
mother, then discovering most of the features won't work after a cable box is
plugged into it. Leahy's legislation is
adopted in modified form as part of the reregulation bill that eventually passes
through Congress.
Antec announces its network vision of the
future, dubbing it the Cable Integrated Services
Network. The 10-year evolutionary plan builds
upon a1
-GHz network with aflexible method for
controlling adigital portion of the bandwidth. The
concept embraces the Synchronous Optical
Network (Sonet) standard. Jerrold also touts the
benefits of a I
-GHz platform, dubbing it "System
2000." The company rolls out aspate of hardware
capable of handling increased bandwidths.
Ortel Corp. executive Larry Stark boldly
predicts that it will be routine for DFB
lasers to have transmit powers of 25 milliwatts within the next two years. He also
pronounces the 1550 nm wavelength
"dead" for cable TV use, noting that any
advantages gained through better attenuation and amplification at 1550 nm can be
overcome with better 1310 nm devices.
The most upbeat show in years is the 1992
Cable-Tee Expo, where manulkturers began
believing the MSOs were starting to spend money
on capital improvements again. During that show,
ATC's Ron Wolfe is named Member of the Year,
while ATC also took home the President's Award
fOr technological leadership.
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The History of Fiber
FIBER
The history books may reflect that the
fiber optic era in cable TV began in 1987
and 1988 when Jim Chiddix and Dave
Pangrac, two engineers from American
Television and Communications, began
pressuring equipment manufacturers for a
fiber optic solution to reduce long amplifier cascades; but in truth the process was
started long before that.
It really all started in 1970, when
Corning Glass Works (as it was then
known) was finally successful in reducing
fiber attenuation to less than 20 dB. "This
technology is moving out of the
laboratories into manufacturing,
into the plants and into the field,"
said Dr. David Duke of Corning
in 1977. "It's becoming apractical reality."
At about the same time, Delmer
Ports, then the vice president of
engineering at the NCTA, wrote:
"Just as microwave technology
was the center of attention in the
'40s, and as transistors erupted in
the '50s; then satellite communications in the '60s, now fiber
optics has emerged as the glamour technology of the 1970s."
What had happened? The military had installed several fiber
links in aircraft and on naval ships
to transport data and video over
short distances. AT&T installed a
144-fiber trunk in Atlanta to test the technology. And TelePrompTer Manhattan
Cable put in ashort trunk run as atest.
Fiber attenuation had actually improved to
1dB to 2dB per kilometer, which offered
hope, but still required signal regeneration
for runs of any reasonable length.
For several years thereafter, there were
numerous experiments with fiber, but
always the same dilemma remained: to
launch video via laser meant it had to be
either an FM or digital signal, and the cost
of converting from FM to AM or from
digital to analog was simply too high to
make fiber affordable for anything beyond
trunldng and point-to-point applications.
Early pioneers included TelePrompTer in
Manhattan and Lompoc, Calif.; and
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Cablecom in Joplin, Mo. and other systems.
Irving Kahn of TelePrompTer was absolutely convinced of fiber's potential. In addition to using the technology, he invested in
companies that manufactured the gear.
In one twist that today seems odd, but
which made perfect sense at the time,
Times Fiber designed asystem that utilized light emitting diodes (LEDs) which
could transport video in analog form. But
LEDs aren't as powerful as lasers, so
Times engineered asystem that did exactly the opposite of what MSOs are doing

today. Relying on acoaxial trunk run, the
Mini Hub system converted signals to
light at hub sites and transported them
over fiber to the home, where they were
detected and converted back to AM format for the TV and VCR.
Fiber optics was so tantalizing, yet so
elusive back in 1987, according to
Chiddix. The promise was there—enormous bandwidth, attenuation of just afew
tenths of adecibel, small, easy-to-use
cables that are immune to leakage or RF
interference—but linearity wasn't.
"Today's laser and photodiode technology
can be compared to fairly poor oscillators
and untuned detectors," he wrote back
then. "In the next few years, it may make
sense to construct fiber backbones ...".
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TV
By late 1987, ATC engineers are testing
the concept of fiber backbones and suggest
they could build one for about $27 per subscriber within the next two years. But they
need devices that can deliver aminimum
of 42 channels as far as 15 kilometers.
With that as agoal, manufacturers set
out on amission. Lasers are built by AT&T
and Ortel to achieve those early minimum
specs. Chiddix and Pangrac continue to
pound for better performance and lower
prices. Other MSOs join in the cacophony
and say they, too, would deploy fiber networks because they offer better pictures, increase bandwidth and
reduce maintenance costs.
As devices are made available,
operators begin installing trunk runs,
primarily to replace high-power
microwave links. By eliminating
these AML sites, operators can save
money on equipment, real estate and
maintenance. Names for these new
topologies appear: ATC calls its the
fiber backbone; Jones develops the
Cable Area Network that keeps the
old coax in place and adds aswitch
for redundancy; and Rogers
Cablesystems in Canada has its
urban transmission topology, complete with rings for survivability.
In 1990, fiber is pushed deeper
into the network after MSOs discover they can optically repeat signals and passively split them to node
locations in neighborhoods. This "fiber
trunk and feeder" concept (other terms
then were all fiber trunk and fiber to the
bridger—today, it's "hybrid fiber/coax")
eliminates trunk and bridger amplifiers
(thus making the investment in more fiber
possible) and reduces the number of
active components.
The concept, of course, becomes the
method of choice for MSOs. While other
options and operating wavelengths exist,
cable systems are all following the same
path, albeit at different speeds. As device
performance improves, the size of the
areas served by the nodes has gotten
smaller—typical applications drive fiber to
nodes serving 500 homes or fewer.
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BACK

1986: Bill Riker,
•SCTE
After taking
over the reins of
the financially
strapped, poorlyorganized Society
of Cable Television
Engineers, Riker
brought organization and an air of
professionalism to
the group and has
guided the transformation of the Society into a
hugely influential organization. His efforts have
paid off big: the SCTE just went over the
14,000 member benchmark and is planning to
move into abrand new headquarters this fall.
1987: Wendell
Bailey, NCTA
Often referred
to as "the engineer's man in
Washington,"
Bailey combines
his quick wit with
tremendous diplomatic skills to
solve awide variety of technological conundrums.
While he obviously seeks active participation
from engineering executives of member companies, Bailey is often the industry's point
man when it comes to thorny issues like signal
leakage, the consumer electronics interface
and dealing with Congress and the FCC.

1988: Jim
Chiddix, ATC
When Jim
Chiddix and Dave
Pangrac advanced
the notion that
cable systems
could use analog
distributed feedback lasers to
transport video signals over fiber
optic cable, the
experts called them nuts. After all, AT&T Bell
Labs said it couldn't be done. After proving it
could be done, and done well, Chiddix has to
be considered one of the brightest and most
visionary minds the industry has. Chiddix
went on to oversee the construction of the Full
Service Network in Orlando.
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1989: Nick
HamiltonPiercy,
Rogers
Cablesystems
A visionary
who isn't
afraid to roll
up his sleeves
and get to
work,
HamiltonPiercy leads a
team of respected engineers and
researchers north of the border. His stated goals—quality, service and innovation—led Hamilton-Piercy and his Rogers
team to develop anew fiber optic architecture, an advanced signal leakage
detection system and perform key work
related to high definition television.
1990: Dr.
Walt
Ciciora,
ATC
Imagine
spending a
year in
which you
log 100,000
air miles
and keep in
touch with
countless
skunkworks building technology that
one day may have an impact, all the
while staying focused as the industry's
leading expert on consumer electronics
compatibility issues. As VP of technology at American Television and
Communications, Walt did all that and
more.
1991: Dr.
Richard
Green and
CableLabs
Green and
the rest of
Cable
Television
Laboratories
have been
extremely

HONOREES
1992: Tom Elliot,
TCI; Ed Horowitz,
Viacom; and
Howard Miller, PBS
This triumvirate of
widely different personalities and businesses were able to
come together and
help define the coming digital revolution.
Although the rollout
has taken much longer
than anyone dreamed, the potential for digital
techniques to alter the course of how television is
created and consumed remains. These three shared
the vision and came together to shape the groundbreaking CableLabs RFP on digital compression.
1993: Dr. Walt
Ciciora, Time
Warner Cable
By forging an
agreement with the
Electronic Industries
Association over consumer electronics
compatibility guidelines, Ciciora's colleagues argue that he
singlehandedly saved
the industry millions
of dollars. While the negotiations are still ongoing
and sometimes get testy, Ciciora's diplomatic acumen is beyond reproach. Today, Ciciora is aconsultant and counts the NCTA and Pioneer as clients.
1994: Nick Worth,
TeleCable
The consummate
"nice guy," Worth
worked his way up
through TeleCable's
ranks to serve as the
entrepreneurial company's top engineer
for several years. His
commitment to building quality systems
while maintaining the
bottom line caught the attention of his colleagues
at other MS0s. After ICI acquired TeleCable, he
has since gone off to enter an MBA program.

successful at building consensus within the industry and presenting a
unified voice on networked video issues. And the timing couldn't
have been better as competition in the video marketplace is heating up, and worldwide standards
bodies have turned their attention to networked video. CableLabs has focused its sights on helping its member companies understand the technical issues surrounding new businesses.
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1993-1994
A
Scientific-Atlanta completes the acquisition of
Nexus Engineering Corp.,
one of its chief competitors
in the headend hardvrare
arena. The deal calls for
Nexus principles Basil
Peters and Peter van der
Gracht to become part of
the S-A management team.
Bell Atlantic and TCI stun
the world by announcing aplan
to merge their two companies.
TCI chief John Malone and
BA's Ray Smith get along
famously, but Wall Street reacts
negatively, sending stock prices
too low to support the deal. A
few months later, the deal is off
and the cable vs. telco war of
words resumes. Battlegrounds
take shape in California and in
Omaha.
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At the close of 1992, the cable industry suflers
ahuge blow when it is re-regulated, against the
wishes of President George Bush. who had vetoed
the legislation only to have it overridden by a
Democratically controlled Congress. The industry
is somber, but realistic, having seen the legislation
coming. Indeed, capital spending continues to
increase, in spite of unclear rate rules.
The great "cable vs. telco" debate is
muddied when Sammons announces it
plans to lease fiber capacity from New
Jersey Bell's video dialtone system in
Morris County. The system is slated to use
a fiber-to-the-curb system from Broadband
Technologies. However, the agreement
falls apart several months later after
Sammons tires of waiting for the FCC to
approve the plan.
Philips becomes the real Ghostbuster after its
ghost canceling reference signal is chosen as the
North American standard to eliminate those
annoying TV ghosts. The Vector system transmits
asignal in the VBI and compares the received sig-

Meanwhile, a number of
companies begin working
on systems that can deliver

nal with it to remove ghosts. The invention is
named "grand winner" of Popular Science magazine's Best of What's New awards.

telephony over cable systems. MSOs want to test
the gear and are itching to
get into the business.
CableLabs issues a telecom RFP, promising that
the cable industry will
spend $2 billion on infra-

In addition to announcing its plans to
roll out digital compression in its systems
beginning in 1994, TCI says it will offer a
slate of digital programs to other operators
from its national uplink center outside
Denver. The concept becomes known as

structure over the next several years. In the meantime, telephone companies
begin talking of competing
with one another as well
as with the long distance
companies, and vice versa.
Odd alliances are
announced regularly (some
work out and some don't).
It's a confusing and exciting time because few will
be able to accurately predict the future.

the "Headend in the Sky" and is primarily
aimed at small systems that cannot afford
to buy all the digital gear they would need
on a standalone basis. To carry this out,
TCI says it will spend upwards of $750 million per year over the next four years.
Tom Staniec of NewChannels is awarded the
industry's first Polaris Award, which recognizes
the "next-generation" engineer who has shown
innovation in his use of fiber optic technology.
The award is presented by Corning Inc., the SCTE
and CED magazine. In 1994, Jim Ludington of
Time Warner Cable wins the award.
Time Warner Cable announces its intention to construct a Full Service Network in
Orlando, and have it up and running by
the end of 1993. The two-way interactive
network will integrate ATM and Sonet
technology with traditional cable TV and

will include a host of interactive services,
including cablephone. The project turns
out to be a massively complex job of integration, and Time Warner suffers in the
popular press because of delays that push
the launch to the end of 1994.
Meanwhile, several of the seven regional Bell
operating companies announce comprehensive
(and expensive) plans to rebuild their networks
with broadband equipment in an effort to deliver
video and interactive services. US West, for example, says it will spend $13 billion to deploy broadband throughout its I4-state territory. Two years
later, the telcos tire of waiting for FCC approval
and retrench as they search for just the right technology to deploy.
Faced with apparent impending competition from the telcos, the cable industry
realizes it must change if it hopes to survive. Suddenly, there's renewed interest in
system reliability, network and workforce
management, operational support systems,
making the return path work and understanding switching technology as interactivity becomes the new buzzword.
After all is said and done, the battle to develop a
standard for HDTV comes down to amelding of the
best of the best. The "Grand Alliance," acooperative agreement between AT&T, General Instrument,
Sarnoff Research, MIT, Philips Electronics,
Thomson and Zenith, is charged with developing a
single system. It is presently being tested. The group
selects Zenith's VSB modulation format.
For the first time, high-power direct
broadcast satellite service commences
when DirecTv, a service offered by Hughes
and partners, begins beaming 150 channels to 18-inch satellite dishes. The first
million units sell like hotcakes despite a
retail pricetag that can approach $1,000.
The cable industry loses a few subscribers,
but it's not an epidemic.
Set-tops of the future are slowly being defined.
GI and Microsoft decide to build an operating system, while the DAVID system from Microware is
chosen by aconsortium of Compression Labs.
Zenith and Philips. Hewlett-Packard licenses
DigiCipher Il technology. Scientific-Atlanta hires
several engineers from the Apple/IBM venture
known as Kaleida to construct its own OS, called
PowerTV.
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1975

was avery good year!
CED was born, the
first trade magazine
dedicated primarily to the technical side
of the burgeoning telecommunications
industry, once known as
CATV—Community Antenna Television.
Judy Baer called it "Communications
Engineering Digest" when she began to
solicit articles and advertising. Judy had
been working at Phasecom with Bert
Rosenblum and Arie Zimmerman in 1972
when the FCC adopted the Cable
Television Report and Orden establishing
for the first time aset of technical standards for the still rather young cable television industry. In Paragraph 170 of its
Report, the FCC called for assistance in
developing standards in several areas the
Report and Order had not covered:
receivers designed for use with cable TV;
cross-modulation, ghosting and hum;
envelope delay, differential phase and
gain; and audio quality.
The Cable Television Technical
Advisory Committee (CTAC) was established by the FCC to provide expertise
from the industry. Hubert "Hub" Schlafly
was elected industry chairman. Judy Baer
applied for, and was hired as administrative assistant to Armig Kandoian, who
had been named CTAC executive secretary. The Final CTAC Report was issued
on May 30, 1975, and the advisory committee was disbanded. By this time, Judy
had already begun to lay the groundwork
for her new magazine.
On October 1, 1975, HBO leased asatellite transponder to relay coverage of the
Ali-Frazier heavyweight prize fight from
Manila (the "ThriIla from Manila") in the
Philippine Islands to CATV headends in
Jackson, Miss., and Kissimmee, Fla. With
that one, single trailblazing event, doors
began to swing open. Pay-TV would no
longer have to depend on bicycling video
tapes from city to city. Programs would no
longer have to be filtered through broadcast
TV stations. Program networks would no
longer be confined within the scarce spectrum limits of terrestrial broadcasting.
Most provocative of all, the viability of

TAYLOR

cable TV would no longer depend on how
many "distant signals" the FCC would
allow. With nine million subscribers, representing only 13 percent of TV households,
the industry could contemplate astaggering seven-fold growth in the years to come.
But 1975 was not all roses. Cable TV
growth had stagnated. Cable had already
been introduced in the small towns and
cities, generally remote from the big cities,
and wherever it could offer at least some
television programming not otherwise
available. It was not generally perceived
as viable in most of the major metropolitan areas where terrestrial broadcasting
stations already provided essentially all of
the programming available
from three
commercial
networks, the
public broadcasting network and a
number of
unaffiliated TV
stations.
Growth
stagnation
resulting from
saturation of
the feasible
market had
only slight
impact on system operating
revenue.
Subscribers
continued to
pay their monthly charges. But highly
leveraged operators relying on growth to
service heavy debt obligations were hit
especially hard. Equipment sales and new
construction dropped drastically. Brokers,
consultants and other service firms were
forced into layoffs and downsizing.
System sales, mergers and acquisitions fell
off sharply, as investors waited to see how
the situation might develop. It did not help
abit that the U.S. economy was in arecession in the 1974-75 period. What aterrible
time to start anew magazine!

TelePrompTer
was the

largest MSO
in the U.S.
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During the decade of the 1960s, Irving
Kahn had become aparticularly articulate
and effective spokesman for the cable TV
industry in the financial community. He
had left 20th Century Fox to establish a
new company to manufacture and market
adevice, patented by "Hub" Schlafly, that
would enable aspeaker to read from a
prepared scroll without looking away
from the audience. The company he
formed prospered as the TelePrompTer
became anearly standard fixture at conventions and rallies everywhere. Intrigued
by the possibility of distributing pay-TV
on CATV coaxial networks, he acquired
the franchise for Johnstown, Pa., and constructed the first of many systems across
the country. By 1975, TelePrompTer was
the largest multiple system operator in the
U.S., with over amillion subscribers.
However, trouble arose in 1970 over
renewal of the Johnstown franchise. The
mayor pleaded guilty to extortion and testified against Kahn, who was then convicted
of bribery. By 1975, he had served out his
three-year sentence and re-entered the cable
business in New Jersey. However, the
impact of the adverse publicity on the
largest MS0 in the business could do little
to enhance confidence in the industry.
Kahn was forced to sell his interest in
TelePrompTer, ironically at the top of the
market, and once grinned that here he
was, sitting in jail with $10 million in
cash, and nowhere to spend it.
Shortly after he had completed his
term, Irving Kahn was asked to address a
cable TV convention in Dallas. After the
introduction, he walked to the podium,
looked out over the audience and started
to speak: "As Iwas saying when Iwas so
rudely interrupted ...". All is not lost
when we can retain asense of humor.
1975 must be perceived as awatershed
year. By 1980, the growth foreshadowed
by that HBO satellite demonstration was
in full swing. The dark side of that year
has long since become history. We can
say with Charles Dickens as he opened
his A Tale of Two Cities: "It was the best
of times. It was the worst of times." And
CED was there.

Congratulations CED
on your 20th Anniversary.
TM
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TELECOM '95 PREVIEW

Panning for
gold
in Geneva

Vendors eager to
attend Telecom '95

By Leslie Ellis, Contributing Editor

I

tisn't often the case, but domestic cable TV
operators might learn afew things from the
world's largest telecommunications show,
Telecom '95, scheduled to run Oct. 3-11 in
Geneva, Switzerland. Telecom '95, often
dubbed "the Olympics of communications," is
hosted by the International Telecommunications
Union and held every four years. It promises an
astonishing amount of expense and vastness in
the vendor displays—with several measuring
multiple stories in height.
There are many reasons for the manufacturers to be there: To chase the international dollar,
to show their muster in the telecommunications
arena, and to capture the interest of the telcos.
There's asimilar logistical load, considering that the event, in attendance alone, is an
order of magnitude larger than the National
Show, with an estimated 200,000 people and
900-plus exhibitors planning to descend on

Geneva. Indeed, the population of Geneva will
more than double when the Telecom '95
bunch hits town. "This is acity where there's
about 18,000 rooms, and 200,000 people who
need rooms," laments one hardware executive,
who says he's staying about 45 miles away in
the foothills of France.
Alcatel Network Systems Inc., for example,
is sending 11 divisions to the show, and is keeping its technology plans under heavy guard, so
as to break new product news there; AT&T is
setting up six booths, aspokesman said.
What's it all about? "Defining new boundaries
for the 21st century marketplace," noted Sarah
Parkes, aspokesperson for the ITU, who
described Telecom '95 as anetworking powerhub for international regulatory frameworks,
emerging technologies and market opportunities.
It is the enormity of Telecom '95 that
excites traditional cable suppliers, many of
whom are planning afirst, whopping push of
their wares into the international telecommuni-

cations marketplace. The vendors largely view
Telecom '95 as nirvana for broadband opportunities, mostly because the "Connect!" theme
centers on global interconnect and convergence issues—their specialty.

What's hot: cable telephony
At the top of the convergence list: the delivery of telephony signals over cable plant, with
several manufacturers scheduled to make a
major product thrust in that area. Notably,
executives with Motorola Inc., Tellabs
Operations Inc. and ADC
Telecommunications—all of which are building
gear that allows phone signals to pass over
HFC networks—point to an increasing international interest in "integrated" equipment,
where video, voice and data signals ride
together on one physical network.
That trend supplants existing "overlay" configurations, particularly in the U.K., where
network operators build awholly separate distribution plant to carry different types of
telecommunications information. "Right now,
everyone wants an integrated solution. The
only reason they haven't done it earlier is
because the technology didn't exist," says Jim
Phillips, VP and GM of Motorola's
Multimedia Group.
Interest in HFC networks over perhaps more
costly but more stalwart fiber-to-the-curb and
related switched digital video designs is also on
the move, the vendors say. "In general, we're
seeing adefinite switch in interest toward HFC
networks, over fiber-to-the-curb topologies,"

Naviefing the Summits
Exhibitors and attendees in Geneva who need to rest their
feet or get out of show mode will likely want to take in the
promised flood of high-profile news announcements, strategic
and technical sessions at Telecom '95.
On the news front, expect big splashes from France
Telecom, MFS Communications, Tandem Computers, Sony
Corp., and others. Or there are two "Summits" — one for strategy and one for convergence issues.
The Strategies Summit will address regulatory legal, economic and policy issues, carrying atheme of "Breaking Down
Barriers toward the Global Information Society"
Tnning .ched,iIr1 frv dicri sccirm•

V Global Markets: Characterizing the Opportunities and
Challenges;
V Evolving Structures: Regulator for Growth and Change;
Resourcing for Growth: Capital Formation and Human
Resources;
V Telecom Futures;
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VStrategies

in Challenge; and
Agenda For International Cooperation.
In the Technology Summit, the focus will be "Convergence
of Technologies, Services and Applications," with afleet of
individual sessions.
Some of the highlights will include:
V Broadband Communication Services,
V Implications of Convergence for the Telecom Industry
VATM Deployment Experiences,
V Digital TV Interactivity and Multimedia for the Consumer
Residential Broadband Architectures, and
V Technical Standard- and Global Standardization, to name
just afew.
Telecom '95 will also shine as abeacon for
bookworms-because of afar-reaching "World Book and
Audio-Visual Fair" on telecom and electronics, located at the
entrance of Hall 4of the exhibition.
--LE.
1./ A New
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notes ADC's Rich Henkemeyer, pointing to
areas like Belgium. South Africa, France and
Italy as hot spots for HFC deployment.
And, says Motorola's Phillips: "We're seeing auniversal shift to HFC, because network
operators are starting to realize that [with
HFC] they have access to four to six new revenue streams-like voice, video, interactivity,
high-speed data, and picture phone-over one,
more affordable network."
Motorola will also use Telecom '95 as a
way to show the international marketplace its
commitment to the converging telecommunications and computing industries. Specifically,
Motorola plans to show off its Cablecomm
cablephone gear, in the works for the last three
years and currently being tested within TeleCommunications Inc.'s Arlington Heights, Ill.
franchise area.
"This is our chance to formally launch [the
equipment] in Europe, which we haven't done
yet-it's like our coming out party, - says
Phillips, noting that "primarily, our interest
outside the U.S. is in Europe and Asia."
"We're the last of the big guys to get into
the cable phone equipment marketplace, and

when we entered, we were slightly behind the
other players," Phillips says, adding that "right
now, we believe we're ahead of everybody."
Other manufacturers working on cable
phone equipment: Tellabs Operations Inc..
ADC, AT&T Network Systems. Philips
Broadband Networks Inc.. Scientific
Atlanta/Siemens, and General Instrument
Corp.. through an almost defunct relationship
with DSC Communications.
All of those companies will be showing off
their wares in Geneva, with the exception of
General Instrument Corp.. which is sending
personnel but not setting up abooth, nor
exhibiting with DSC.
The two hardware suppliers are in the middle of some complicated litigation, in asort of
hardware love triangle configuration. where
DSC is in the midst of suing competitor Next
Level Communications, which General
Instrument recently purchased. The acquisition
may well sink GI's and DSC's co-development
efforts, executive sources say.
Ronald Tapp, managing partner of Andersen
Consulting Inc.'s Communications Industries
Multimedia Group in Chicago, points to con-
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Tele. (317) 887-1340 Fax (317) 881-6790
Circle Reader Service No. 33

vergence issues as another hot topic for this
year's event. "There's amassive amount of
change being imposed on the communications
industry, driven by regulations and the coming
about of technology that enables convergence,"
Tapp says, adding that the past year has ushered in asort of global reality check on technology. for cost and performance reasons.
Manufacturers headed for the event-many
of which have been toiling on their exhibits for
over ayear-call Telecom '95 a"can't miss"
opportunity for touting an international
telecommunications presence.
"[Telecom '95] is mainly ashowcase-people notice if you're not here," noted Michael
Tyler, managing director of Eloquence Ltd., a
Berkshire, England-based manufacturer of digital multiplexers, exhibiting at the event.
Going into the show, most manufacturers,
including hardware heavyweights like Sony
Corp., Nokia Telecommunications,
ArianeSpace, Motorola Inc. and Racal
Electronics Inc., were leery of disclosing
specifics about their new product wares, opting
instead to save their news for delivery at press
conferences [see sidebar].
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But others, including the troupe of U.Sbased manufacturers headed for Geneva, were
anxious to get as much visibility as possible,
even if that means showcasing their wares with
other, more established international players,
like Scientific-Atlanta Inc. will do with
Siemens Stromberg/Carlson, and ADC
Telecommunications Corp. will do with Nokia
Telecommunications.
ADC signed adeal with Nokia earlier this

year to cooperatively design and market cable
phone products for hybrid fiber/coax (HFC)
networks, and will use Telecom '95 to hammer
that message home, says Henkemeyer.
"What we'll be showing is the ability of
Nokia's 2Megabit ACM-2 transport system to
integrate with our HomeWorx HFC platform,"
Henkemeyer says.
On the software side, Microsoft Corp. plans
to show how its far-reaching software products
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"slice through the telecommunications marketplace," says Bill Snyder, marketing manager of
advanced technology sales for the Redmond,
Wash.-based software giant. Specifically,
Microsoft plans to focus on Windows '95, its
backoffice suite of products, its Windows NT
server, and "everything that connects as aplatform for building out public network services,"
says Snyder.
"I think people are starting to understand
that the traditional public network model will
have to change—product life cycles are shortening," Snyder explains, noting the "Moore's
Law" of computing that dictates aquantum
leap in semiconductor processing capacity
every 18 months.
"For example, if you look at how quickly perceptions change about the World Wide Web and
the Internet, you see an incredible acceleration
of development and opportunity," Snyder says.
Microsoft will also discuss its "MITV"
interactive set-top operating system, being tested within the company's headquarters, and its
Microsoft Network service, including apresentation during an online services forum session during the 11-day confab, Snyder said.

Not all rosy
Several vendors, familiar with Show logistics
domestically, call the move into Telecom '95 a
mind-boggler. At the top of the gripes list: finding lodging, and the costs of making last-minute
booth changes. "It's areal pain," notes one
executive, adding that "this event has been
growing and growing since 1971, but it has yet
to graduate to abetter-suited city than Geneva."
To illustrate the hugeness, consider the
ITU's food estimates: 9,000 meals per day
served (up 3,000 from 1991), consisting of
150,000 rolls, 9,000 kg of meat, 1,000 kg of
fish, 18,000 kg of vegetables, 2,000 kg of
cheese, 70,000 sandwiches, and, perhaps mercifully, 15,500 bottles of wine.
One executive expended about 100 hours just
trying to find places for her company's staff to
sleep, bathe and change clothes, and admits to
checking out youth hostels and campsites.
Most vendors say their staffs will be sprinkled throughout Switzerland and France. "My
one-way commute to Telecom '95 is double
what my drive from home to work is, round
trip," laughs DSC's Adams.
Still, most of the battleweary call the logistics "a real learning experience," which they
plan to document carefully and remember for
their return to Telecom '99, which will also
take place in Geneva. "We're holding fast to
the fact that this is agood learning experience,
and that we'll know what to do and what not
to do in four years," laughs Snyder. CND
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NTERACTIVE A RCHITECTURE

Designing an
interactive
services architecture
Making the pieces of
the puzzle fit

By Mark M. Myslinski, Associate Product
Manager, GI Communications Division,
General Instrument Corp.

T
he interactive landscape consists of at least a

dozen identifiable service types, and the list is
growing by the day. Market research is being
performed on many aspects of interactive services, covering everything from the potential
business and the customer's attitude and willingness to "interact" with the TV, to the
appearance of the TV and the remote, and

collectively, thousands of applications. This
creates acomplex network that must be carefully designed, configured and managed to
prevent service blockage and provide consistently acceptable service to the subscribers.
These new interactive broadband networks
will require an interactive services architecture
to manage the onslaught of new applications
and services. This interactive services architecture must provide adefined structure that
provides application developers with adefined
set of resources for interactive service applications, as well as ameans for service developeven how much atypical arcade enthusiast
ers to define service operation and application
spends annually. Although primary efforts to
operations. This will assure that service perdevelop interactive broadband networks target
formance, such as availability and latency, is
near-video-on-demand (NVOD) and video-on- acceptable and guaranteed.
demand (VOD), the relative utility of those
Such an architecture can then make interactypes of services will immediately provide the
tive network deployment successful, and transbasic functionality and resources for awide
form the condition of "interacting with the
variety of other interactive services.
network" into network transparency. Thus, a
To support this, broadband network develsound interactive services architecture will
opers are designing networks that can connect
erase such conditions as "connecting to the
thousands of service providers to hundreds of
service" or "waiting for download" from the
thousands of subscribers, and which can run,
minds of the subscribers.

PHOTO BY STUART DEE, THE IMAGE BANK
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This article suggests aconcept for an interactive services architecture (ISA) that defines
logical views to provide the needed definition
and structure for complex interactive networks.
Some examples of how the network and application functions may be broken down,
assessed and managed accompany these logical views. From this effort, the reader can
begin to see how broadband interactive network developers might bring some common
structure and logical sense to the myriad technological advancements and complexities
being created and brought to market.
The ISA will include definition of the
"users" of this network, the resources available
to them, classification of services, and the performance expected for agiven level of service.
Ultimately, the ISA should define and use a
"network within the network" for each of the
interactive services. It should make the broadband networks aviable reality by providing
the performance necessary to make all the
interactive services atrue, personal experience.

How can this be done?
One major goal of the ISA should be to
support VOD at aminimum—and provide this

as abasic utility of other services. With the
advent of digital video compression and evolution toward smaller service areas, the ISA
must facilitate YOD capacities to satisfy virtually any demand success scenario.'
The development of the ISA must also support the challenges of today's cable industry as
it deploys broadband interactive networks.
These are:
V interconnection of headends
V standard interfaces to switching systems
V interconnection between various servers
V preparation for becoming broadband network providers
V automated service provisioning and transaction billing. 2
The ISA should also note the change in
the way these new services are offered, operated and billed. These changes will occur
over time, and will be based on the availability of the detailed, accurate connectivity,
control and usage information. The ISA must
enable billing systems to receive information
based on any combination of subscription,
time, per-use, resource usage and application
activity. The availability of this information
will fast become arequirement for the suc-
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cess of many new services that require flexibility in specifying how they are offered and
purchased.
The ISA can meet these goals by promoting
the uniform use of the content and signaling
bandwidth in the networks. This would include
use of the available bandwidth for secondary
on-line services such as initialization, PPV
data collection and program guide download.
It will be necessary to combine transport multiplexes and the distributed databases to uniformly address the available resources for all
interactive services. Examples of these
resources, which include performance parameters, are the bandwidth, datalink performance,
database storage, database access time and
latency. The ISA requirements for performance
should prevent conditions such as set-top
"boot up," because consumers simply will not
tolerate latency. 3
By creating asolid set of requirements on
the available system resources, the ISA could
prevent inconsistent use of the network by various applications to avoid performance and
capacity problems. As the requirements
address the resource-related performance parameters, the ISA can address two main figures
of merit: network efficiency based on how
much network capacity is devoted to data
transmission; and access efficiency, or the time
between the queuing and the transmission of a
packet. These requirements will enable the
ISA to meet its goals through:
V optimizing network performance
V enabling incremental investments toward
expanded or additional services
V providing an end-to-end solution that is not
optimized strictly toward aspecific service or
application. 4
While meeting these goals, the ISA must
have direct implication into broad design
issues, such as provision of the digital broadband services themselves. Further out, it
should have the ability to provide dynamic
connectivity between servers and fiber nodes
to match traffic and service demand patterns.
Applications such as movies-on-demand may
require support of avariety of data rates to
allow different types of source material,
encoded at different rates, to achieve aconsistent level of subjective video quality.
Furthermore, the parameters of communications sessions must be dynamically adjustable,
so that the shared digital bandwidth used for
point-to-point services can be allocated to various types of services as needed. 5
Included in the interconnection requirements, the ISA must support standard interfaces and configurations that will interface to
an ATM switch, aSonet backbone or other
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network configuration.
Before finalizing all this, the individual
operators—the ones who actually assign the
specific channels to various services and the
service mix—must help decide which paths the
operations data will take. This will permit
them to offer multiple services and assure
proper allocation of resources for such services.

External factors
The ISA, as currently imagined, would be a
manifestation of existing industry standards,
emerging requirements for open systems and
interoperability, and the need for logical management of acomplex network. The ISA
would enhance the network platform by throttling the use of various services on the network to the point each individual service and
its transactions are met with the same performance and integrity as any other. This could
only be accomplished if applications and services developed for the network are definable
relative to the resource burden they can potentially place on the network.
This definition, which can be structured by
actually classifying services, can help predict

how network resources will be affected. This
can provide application developers with a
modeling tool that will enable them to develop
their applications to fit aspecific classification,
and optimize its performance relative to the
allocated network resources.
There are several levels of service and
application which could be defined, and
which service classifications may be included
in their structure. Starting with the type of service it represents, this categorization would
arrange the services relative to whether they
are communication-based (i.e., point-topoint), data download, or transaction-based.
This level of scrutiny is important because the
operator needs to know if aservice generates
bursty or consistent traffic on the network. An
example of this categorization would be as
follows 6:
V Entertainment, including broadcast TV, payper-event, VOD, video games, program guides,
NVOD and interactive TV.
V Education, including interactive training and
distance learning.
V Public Network Communications, including
IXC access, Internet WWW, LEC/CAP phone
service and videophone/teleconferencing.
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V Transactions and information, including
home shopping, travel reservations, bulletin
board access, banking, yellow pages and
advertising.
V Private network communications, such as
remote access to office LANs, FX to PABX,
group work and telemedicine.
V Building automation, including security
monitoring, automatic meter reading and energy management.
The category attribute could be used in conjunction with the actual service type definition,
which could be defined as either data broadcast, data-on-demand or video- and data-ondemand.
This level of definition will help determine
whether the traffic generated is broadcast to
multiple end points (set-tops), and whether it
must be simultaneously or even program synchronous. As the definition is studied in more
detail, the implementation of the applications
transfer of video or data will be an important
factor to its classification.
Examples of this next level of definition are
store and forward, message-oriented immediate, or connection-oriented immediate.
To be complete, the classification must
include the type of media that aservice can
require to be transferred. This media definition
should be broken down as far as possible, to
optimize network performance. The appropriate and minimal bandwidth can then be allocated for the appropriate media. Examples of
these are:
V Voice
V Music/sound
V Line drawings/artwork
V Still pictures
V Motion video
V Text.
The realm of applications and services to be
classified must include commercial insertion
subsystems and addressable commercial insertion./ This consideration protects hidden
resource burdens such as operations that
require data return to the servers for detection
of cue tone, confirmation and flow control
information that regulates the rate at which the
server sends out the data.

The performance guarantee can only be provided through diligent definition of resources,
and judicious use of them. The ISA should
provide aset of constructs that will be used to
define the network, its performance and its
attributes.
Primarily, the ISA should provide element
definition for variable bandwidth for content
and interactive signaling, and definition of
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fixed latency. Secondarily, the resource definition should include parameters that affect performance, such as capacity, latency and cost.
By understanding what each application (or
service class) requires of the network, and
what flexibility it has in operating the network, the ISA configuration can optimize network configurations. The ISA will enable the
network capability and performance to be
defined because each element in the network
will be identified relative to the resources it
provides. By defining the individual transport
multiplexes, the ISA can define the specific
bandwidth allocated for video, data and signaling associated with aspecific service classification.
Through this definition of available
resources, the requirements of the applications
and the level of interactivity required, the ISA
will provide amodel to promote compatibility
of interactive services over different types of
network configurations. The ISA should even
define an open system standard and suggest
others to promote for amaximum interoperability scenario. The interoperability efforts
will include promotion of standard interfaces
for the content providers (VIPs), operators, the
WAN interface and the application interface at
the set-top. Standards could also facilitate
headend interconnection, which might include
astandard service layer interface, server interconnection and service provisioning and transaction billing automation mechanisms.
Control functions must also be supported,
which requires access to, and interaction with,
networks, databases and other processors
external to the network, including those located in regional or national distribution centers.
The real-time access will include actions not
communicated by the subscriber, such as
access control, security, metering and billing.
For example, avideo server may need to give
aset-top unit permission and access codes to
decrypt amovie or ask it to tune to anew digital channel for adifferent type of service.

Aconfigurable aspect of the network

W. Whitaker &Associates

11111.1.1 .
FIBER OPTIC CABLES
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A server may also need to access external
databases or service bureaus to verify acredit
card number or determine whether aparticular
type of merchandise is in stock and available
for immediate shipping. The implications of
all the real-time and interactive service activities cross all aspects of the network, and must
include actions taken by the application, as
well as the content of the real-time signaling
and the control messages sent to the subscriber.
The service providers, operators and application developers will all have to be supported
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in their drive toward interactive services with
networks designed to deploy mass amounts of
content and interactive signaling without bogging down the user or service provider with
network idiosyncrasies or delays. The infrastructure and performance of the architecture
can be made transparent, if modeled properly.
The modeling of the network, and its buildout, must be based on key components of the
network. This could be accomplished through
definition of operative points that are key to
the access and use of the system resources or
service facility. Examples of these components
are:
V Provision for flexible resources (i.e. bandwidth) that can be provided dynamically and
in real-time
V Common application interfaces at the service provider, the local server, and at the settop/network demarcation
V Service classification and resource allocation budgets
V Service mix/network modeling techniques
for network design and performance guarantee
(i.e. latencies).
These key components can be maintained
and optimized by deriving configuration and
build-out tables for anetwork and its associated service model and taking into consideration
take rates vs. load balancing for the network.
The rules-based table will use the performance
guarantee as the threshold for addition of
resources via components in the network, and
will make extendible use of TDMA and other
dynamic bandwidth mechanisms to provide
adequate resources. Once saturation is
reached, the ISA build-out will use space division multiplexing and frequency division multiplexing to provide alogical path to maintain
the performance guarantee, all based on the
number of subscribers on the network and the
service mix offered.
The ISA must take into consideration the
migratory aspects of the subscribers and interactive services. For example, as next-generation analog set-tops roll out, interactive services (more than just enhanced program
guides) will be tested on significant numbers
of subscribers for the first time. These set-tops
will provide new ways of using the VBI for
data transport, as well as out-of-band (00B)
channels that facilitate more interactive applications and the flexibility to download more
information than previously available. And the
new set-tops will also facilitate atwo-way,
real-time 00B channel for interactive services. The platforms provided by the interactive analog networks will invoke special forms
of interactive services tailored to these networks, with initial focus on broadcasting
1995
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applications to the set-tops.
The new digital networks will take the concepts and capabilities of interactive services to
levels beyond those of the analog networks
because compression technology will enable
advances in bandwidth utilization to overcome
analog network bandwidth constraints. The
new digital networks and high-end digital settops will also offer advanced processing, higher quality graphics, significant application
memory (4 to 6megabits) and adedicated
real-time OS. These platform advancements, in
conjunction with an all digital network which
is optimized for support of interactive services.
will lead to more complex applications development. The ISA must evolve with these technologies and constraints.

The need for documentation
OnLe the network tesinuce definition is
complete, auser's guide for various network
topologies and technologies can be provided
by the network vendors that uniformly
describes network resources, regardless of the
vendor used.
The Application Developers Manual will

enable such developers to understand the network capabilities and the resources and performance available for each of the application
classifications. Application developers can
then make note of network features which are
different across vendors and make those parts
of their applications modular and portable. The
operators can also gain acomfort level from
the use of these manuals, in that they can be
sure that the network is being used correctly
and uniformly across the available services
and applications.

In conclusion
The ISA is proposed as alogical concept
and structure that can be nurtured and collectively developed to bring consistency in the
development, operation, use and enhancement
of broadband networks. The benefits of collectively defining and using the ISA could enable
these networks to become more viable because
of portability of services, and to maintain a
layer for the growth of future applications and
services. This type of infrastructure could also
provide ameans for facilitating undefined service technologies. cep
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W

ith the rising cost and complexity of test equipment,
don't you think it's worth alittle extra effort to maintain your test gear?
You have confidence in your test equipment and the
technicians who use it, but do you wonder why there is
so much downtime due to equipment failure? Featured
in the following article are five easy ways to enhance
the life of your equipment and reduce possible downtime, as well as tips on how to find the right service
facility.

General maintenance
On all field portable battery operated equipment, the
number-one failure is the battery. To get maximum use
out of your equipment, taking care of your battery is
crucial.
V When using nickel-cadmium batteries, i.e., field
strength meters, run the battery down until the unit
shuts down and recharge as soon as possible. Do not let
it sit for more than four hours. With NiCd batteries, the
sooner you get them on the charger, the better.
V For equipment using lead acid batteries, i.e., sweep
receivers and analyzers, deep discharges cause more
damage than anything else. When the unit shuts down,
do not reuse it until the battery has been completely

recharged. Since most shut-down circuits monitor the
battery voltage, they assume afully charged battery is
being used. Batteries recover voltage without recovering capacity. Recharging your battery every night
should become standard practice.
V It is essential to keep display lenses and coverings
free of scratches and nicks. Most lenses are hard coated, but can only withstand "normal" usage. Ihave seen
equipment with severely scratched lenses used by technicians who think the equipment can "double" as a
worktable (they place tools or beverages on the lens).
This can lead to misinterpreted readings and eventual
breakage.
V Typical portable test equipment is water "resistant."
Ultraviolet rays, however, attack many of the plastic
and rubber products used to resist water. To help prevent this, keep the
equipment out of direct
sunlight when not in
use. Close the lid (if
provided) or store the
unit in atruck or a
shaded area whenever
possible.
V The penetration of
dirt into the seals is
also amajor concern.
Keep the equipment as
clean as possible.
After each day's use,
carefully brush off the
front panel area of the
unit. If the area is
muddy, use awet
cloth and wipe off the
lens, then follow with
any type of window cleaner (do not apply directly
onto the lens). This will keep dust and dirt from
being forced into the seals.
General maintenance will not prevent all equipment
failures, but it can eliminate some minor problems
that could create major repairs and downtime. Your
primary reason for owning test equipment is to help
serve your customers. Keeping equipment in good
repair not only makes your job easier, but helps save
money, too.

Even with proper
care, field test
equipment,
after all,

is only

machinery

Shopping for aservice facility

Keeping test gear in good repair makes your job easier and saves money, too.
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Even with proper care, field test equipment, after all,
is only machinery. At some point in time, it will require
service, whether it's just wear and tear, ascheduled calibration or amajor repair. When looking for arepair
facility, make sure that it provides "full service."
A full service facility should be able to repair and
calibrate all equipment and be N.I.S.T. (National
Institute of Standards & Technology) traceable. This
ensures that your equipment is also N.I.S.T. traceable.
Some manufacturers of test equipment do not authorize
outside repair facilities to calibrate their test gear. This
should not "force" you to their service center. There are
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See you November 5-8 as we convene to explore "Dimensions
of New Reality." Members, associate members and interested
professionals from all segments of the communications
landscape are welcome! Special feature - a Wednesday
morning combined general session with the start of the
Convergence '95TM Conference.
In conjunction with the
Convergence Technology Conference

Call the USTA Convention Office
(202/326-7282) for additional information
about special pricing for registrants of Convergence '95.
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TA Ps & DCs
many repair facilities that provide "equal or better" service, lower cost
and less downtime than the original manufacturer.
The most important criteria to be aware of when selecting aservice
facility are: environmental testing (be sure your equipment is tested and
calibrated at the maximum and minimum temperature specs), turnaround time, customer support, cost and warranty.
Environmental testing consists of heat soaking for 60 minutes at a
high end temperature, followed by cold soaking for 60 minutes at alow
end temperature. Environmental testing enables the technician to locate
any components on the verge of failure and ensures proper operation of
the unit through extreme temperature changes.
Past experience in manufacturing
and servicing portable test equipment
used in temperature extremes has
shown that most failures occur in the
worst weather, at the most inconvenient
time. Environmental testing has proven
effective in ensuring the equipment is
ready for any condition.
A reasonable turnaround time is crucial. The facility should be flexible in
meeting your needs. If you require
immediate service, can they accommodate you? If your equipment is out of
circulation for any extended period of
time, you lose money, and possibly customers.
Turnaround times may vary due to
different factors. If your equipment has
an intermittent problem, it may take
some time before the source of the
problem can be pinpointed. Availability
of replacement parts may also cause a
delay in the return of the equipment. Should this happen, that's where
customer support becomes acrucial issue. The service facility should
contact you immediately with any unforeseen problems so you can
adjust your schedule or make arrangements to fulfill your customers'
needs.
On the other hand, if the equipment only needs calibration and
does not require any repair, the return time should be minimal (one

Look for a

company that

charges a

flat fee for

the service

you need

week or less).
Cost may be adeciding factor in the service facility that you choose.
Some facilities do complete module replacement, as opposed to component-level repair. This can get very expensive—not only will you be
charged for these parts, but you may also be paying for parts that are
often repairable. Look for acompany that charges aflat fee for the service you need.
Does the service facility offer you any type of warranty on the completed work? If not, look for someone who offers warranty on parts and
labor.
Remember, when looking for aservice facility, to check out their
testing procedures.
Make sure you have acontact person who will answer any and all
questions you may have. When you call for any reason, you should be
able to speak to a"live person." And don't forget turnaround time. Do
not settle for second-rate service. If the service facility you use now
cannot or will not accommodate all of the criteria, find another service
facility! Even if the new facility is not the least expensive, if you feel
confident that it will give you the best service, then your money will be
well spent. CED
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Downlink High Quality and Low Prices
with DH Satellite's Complete Line
of Antenna's and Mounts.
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The DH 3.7m Spun Aluminum one piece antenna gives you
high performance gain, easy assembly with outstanding
stability and delivery to your installation site.
The ProMote III offers
our subscribers a 3-in-1
that's exceptionally
easy to use.
Lure Features Include:
esy set-up for CAT'!, TV's and VCR's.
omplete converter functions.
, ED identifies successful
''programming and operation
t'Only requires 2-AAA batteries.
Lever kind of creature your

CABLE
?FODUCTS INC

Fiber Is, the Pro&fete 3-in-1

800-777-2259

e watching TV comfortable.

CALL FOR PRICING
OR NEAREST 01ST.
(800) 627-9443

DH Satellite

600 N. Marquette Rd.
Prairie du Chien, WI USA 53821
Phone (608) 326-8406
Fax (608) 326-4233
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1GHz

The most popular broadband engineering
software is now available for:

NEGATIVE

Windows. 3.1x
Windows, NT
Windows. '95

POSITIVE TRAPS

New Drafting Assistant Import
Features:

and

FEATURES:

•For systems which may go to
1GHz in the future
•Higher channel capability
•Improved L.A.S. characteristics
•Temperature stable

EOL signals
Power supplies
Device-to-device footages
Housing and self terminators
Call now for details!
All versions are available to current customers for
immediate download on the Lode Data BBS

EAGLE COMTRONICS INC.
4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041
(315) 622-3402

(800) 448-7474

Telex #937361

Fax#(315) 622-3800

Lode Data Corporation
7120 E. Hampden Avenue
Denver, CO 80224
Tel: (303)759-0100 Fax: (303)759-0214
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•PC/APC >65 dB
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MULTI-FIBER DESIGN/TERMINATION

SAME DAY DELIVERY
Custom designed fiber optic
cables for CATV, Telecomm
and Datacomm applications.

ARIA

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

How many times in life do
you have a chance to get
it right the first time?
Not many, when you consider the odds. So
today we want to be sure you don't
make a poor choice that will
haunt you for the next
10 years.
Soon, you may be having to select power supplies for your
system. Like many others, you are caught in the dilemma
of which way your system is going to go over the next
several years. Why not choose power supplies that leave all
options open with the simple switching of a tap? The
PERFORMANCE retrofit Flexi-Powel m allows you the
choice of three separate voltages from one power supply.
Select either 60V, 72V or 90V RMS, whatever suits your
needs. Both ferro & inverter versions are now available.
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CALL JUD WILLIAMS AT 800-279-6330

5309 Randall Place
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CABLE TV PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 947, ROSWELL, GA 30077
AN EDWIN-ROSS COMAIUNICANONS COMPANY

Fax: 510-226-6242

Tricorder III:
Trunk Meter Capability

Tempo Beats the
Competition
Three Tones to Onel
0J0N3 0M33N.SI1 1.

Distribu i
on Meter Price

T

he newest member in the popular Tricorder

family, the Tricorder Ill measures signal levels,
carrier-to-noise and hum, and monitors

leakage -all of the tests needed to maintain a CAN trunk
or active distribution system. A new bag-mounted antenna
offers as much as four times the leakage sensitivity as
earlier Tricorders. You can even option up to calibrated
leakage measurement with our new CU option pack.
Trilithic
9202 East 33rd Street
Indianapolis, In 46236
800/344-2412
Fax 317/895-3613

TRILITHIC

The TA-3 multi-tone generator delivers three distinct tones all
at the same time from asingle unit. Tempo's TR-3 multi-toner
saves you time and money by combining three tone generators into one! The TA-3 also includes the standard features of
the average single-tone generator. Optional TR-3 adapter
allows multiple test connection combinations. For additional
information call your local distributor or Tempo Research at

(800) 842-2155.
Also available: TR-4 for
rey
eveese
ARcw

RJ45 & Data applications

1221 Liberty Way • Vista, CA 92083 • (619) 598-8900 •Fax (619) 598-5634
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Bellcore delves
topologies Into IIFC amid
support tor fill
By Fred Dawson,
Contributing Editor
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ell Communications Research, in an effort to expand
understanding of hybrid fiber/coaxial network technology, is generating data which appears to underscore
long-standing in-house preferences for more traditional
telephone industry topologies.
The RBOC-owned organization, now in limbo as
the Bell companies decide how to go about finding it
new owners, has added awide range of programs
devoted to testing and developing specifications for
HFC, responding in part to telco interest in the technology, and in part to aperceived opportunity to
broaden its customer base in the cable industry. But,
despite confirmation of many claims made by manufacturers for the flexibility and expandability of HFC,
leading staff members remain ambivalent about the
long-term advantages of
the cable-derived network owing to the noise
sensitivities of digital
modulation techniques,
ingress in sub-band
upstream communications and the vulnerability of system electronics
to power surges.
"Not all the problems
are obvious, and we're
certainly not the only
ones pointing them out,"
said Paul Shumate, execBANK
utive director for broadband local access and premises networks, who served
as guide to CED representatives in arecent tour of
three Bellcore sites in New Jersey. "For example,
CableLabs discovered things nobody realized about
coax," he said. "It turns out the least little imperfection
in the electronic components generates impulse noise.
This hasn't been aproblem in the downstream, where
the frequencies are relatively noise-free, but it is aserious phenomenon in terms of impact on the upstream
signal."
There are problems for downstream digital signals as
well. In one of several labs devoted to testing HFC,
Tom Chapuran, astaff technician, offered demonstrations of the impact of microreflections on downstream
signals, showing how failure to use 75 ohm terminators
at end points in household wiring can defeat digital sig-

nals. For example, in one instance the reflected impulse
from awall -plate terminated branch of coax knocked
out a16 QAM-modulated digital signal delivered in the
downstream channel at 180 MHz.
"It's ridiculous not to sell 75 ohm terminators as
part of amultiport device," Shumate said. "It wasn't
seen as sufficiently important in the analog environment to require it, but, with digital, it's adifferent
story."
All the problems shown in the demonstration could
be cured through adaptive equalization, Chapuran said.
But at 64 and 256 QAM, the problems are more acute,
and the going also gets tougher in the upstream environment, he noted. "You can't solve all the possible
problems with electronics," he commented.
Adaptive equalization also carries aprice beyond
basic costs, Chapuran noted. "The equalization changes
at different frequencies," he said. "It can take time to
acquire the equalization state when you're switching
channels, which can be frustrating to the viewer."
It's too early to say what the typical range of
premise wiring conditions is, or what their impacts are
on the various approaches to distributing signals in the
home, Chapuran added. "That's what we're finding out
here," he said.
In all their testing, officials were cautious when it
came to generalizing about real-world conditions, saying that much data remains to be collected before afull
range of specifications and recommendations can be
developed.
But the yellow flag is up, even when it comes to
using coax at the end of fiber-to-the-curb networks.
"As soon as you put coax in for broadband distribution, even at acurbside ONU (optical network unit),
you have new concerns about reliability," Shumate said.
Bellcore is looking at avariety of alternatives to
coax drops in the star/star fiber environment, including
twisted pair copper, fiber and wireless. Its longest experience, of course, is with twisted pair, and here, the
findings continue to support the long-held Bellcore thesis that there is much still to be mined from the telcos'
copper plant, though maybe not as much as some telcos
would like.
"We believe ADSL (asymmetrical digital subscriber
line) is much more amenable to interactive services
than HFC," said David Waring, director of business
development. ADSL, which originated several years
ago at Bellcore, delivers video and data at up to 8
megabits per second in the downstream, together with
bi-directional ISDN (integrated services digital network) and POTS (plain old telephone service) over
standard telephone lines.
A lot of testing now is focused on the technical variant of ADSL known as VDSL or BDSL (very high
speed or broadband digital subscriber line), which uses
similar but lower-level modulation techniques, such as
16 QAM versus 64 QAM, to generate much higher bit
rates over shorter strands of distribution copper. The
technology, supporting broadband digital service distribution to approximately 24 single dwelling households
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Introducing Diamond Transporr -The Most Space Efficient Universal
HFC System Available, Featuring Fan-Less Thermal Vent Design.
Imagine. With one 6-foot Diamond Transport' system in your HFC network, you can reach up to 200,000
households, or the subscriber base of acity about the size of Dallas. Or Atlanta. Or San Francisco.
Diamond Transport' features true universal shelving with front panel access that allows you to configure
transmitters and receivers any way you choose, up to 91 transmitters per rack! Plus, Diamond
Transport' gives you the flexibility of pre-wired racking as an option and you choose the rack.
You asked for better space efficiency, reliability and superior optical performance —so we gave
it to you. Diamond Transport". Now there are no limitations.
For acomplete capabilities portfolio on Diamond TransportTm, contact your Philips representative today.
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Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.

100 Fairgrounds Drive Manlius, NY
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from an ONU, vastly reduces the number of
ONUs in the FTTC design while making use of
existing distribution plant.
But there's apotential problem which
Bellcore officials decline to be very specific
about. Known as "far end crosstalk" or
"FEXT," the interference occurs across lines
over the first 100 feet or so in the transmission
path when too many VDSL transmitters are put
together in asingle bank at the ONU. There are

$5,

three ways to solve the problem, said Craig
Valenti, another technical staff member: shorten the range, which can cut the number of
households served per ONU by asubstantial
margin; use coax or shielded twisted pair at
the drop end, which keeps the signal-to-noise
ratio up by reducing attenuation, or "shape"
the spectrum using discrete multitone or
wavelet modulation.
Valenti declined to discuss details of perfor-

CommScope
General Instrument

CommScope, the world's leading coaxial
cable manufacturer, is pleased to present
athree day training experience—entitled

Circle Reader Service No. 49

"Introduction to CATV and
Broadband Technologies"
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This educational opportunity is scheduled to be held from October 17 -19, 1995
in Charlotte, North Carolina. The course
consists of two days of classroom style
hands-on training and aone day plant tour
of our manufacturing facility, located in
beautiful Catawba, NC. You will have the
to opportunity to connectorize various
trunk, distribution and drop products and
also see our manufacturing process for
both coax and fiber optic cables.
Hurry, don't miss this opportunity!
There is limited seating. All registrations
should be received by October 6, 1995. To
receive more information, please contact
Susan McAlister at (800) 982-1708.

mance of VDSL, including what the distance
limits are for 24 gauge shielded twisted pair at
51 megabits per second, which is the ATMcompatible speed many telco engineers appear
to favor. But with regard to the impact of
FEXT on overall advantages of VDSL, he said,
"It could be serious."
The upshot of the findings concerning use
of coax or copper at the end of fiber links,
whether in FTTC or HFC constructs, is that
Bellcore experts continue to see fiber to the
home as adesirable option, especially if the
cost curve continues to fall relative to the other
options.
"When we looked at MTH costs acouple
of years ago with respect to comformity to our
TR 909 (fiber in the loop) specifications, we
found adifference of $330 per household over
FTTC for narrowband, and about $500 for
broadband," Shumate said. "Today, there's
been so much progress in loop lasers and
other areas that the difference now looks more
like $460 for broadband and $220 for narrow band."
On further investigation, factoring in life
cycle costs, the cost difference virtually disappears, Shumate added. For example, by moving the powering to the customer premises
with backup power supplied by batteries, the
FTTH life cycle savings is about $200 per
household, he said.
"Maintenance and provisioning savings on
metallic drops add another $200 savings over
the 20-year lifespan," he noted. "The result is,
there's really not much difference now, and
the numbers will only get better going forward."
Chinlon Lin, director of broadband lightwave systems research, made asimilar point.
"When you look at the delays that have pushed
deployment back by at least ayear and take
into account the progress on FTTH, it starts to
look very good for FTTH," he said.
Meanwhile, FTTC is clearly back in the
ascendancy, albeit with adelay tied to unresolved technical issues and uncertainties
about broadband. With Bell Atlantic,
Southwestern Bell, BellSouth, Nynex and US
West signaling their preferences for FTTC,
the question suppliers and engineers face is
whether this position will hold before deployment begins in earnest, or whether, once
again, there will be amassive shift in telco
agendas.
If FTTC stays strong, and alot will depend
on the powering issue (see sidebar), the telcos'
evolutionary path to FTTH would be strengthened.
"Stay tuned," Shumate said. "There's still a
lot to learn."
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Bellcore makes headway on powering for FITL
powering optical network units in FTTC systems. This evolutionary path eliminates the
need to trench twisted pair copper in FTTC networks for powering purposes while supplying a
pipeline over which to deliver analog TV signals during the transition to digital media.
"Coax offers an elegant powering solution,

whether to implement broadband via HFC or
via FTTC, and, here again, powering the network is acritical issue. If FTTC can't be powered to everyone's satisfaction, the platform for
evolving to F1TH won't be implemented,
which would strengthen the HFC option.
Coax has emerged as astrong contender for
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Concern over the downsides of HFC amid
the improving cost parameters for FTTH may
lead to greater telco interest in all-optical networks, but first the carriers must solve the
powering problem.
While the issue has slowed FTTC deployment, it appears to be more nettlesome for
FTTH. In FTTC networks, as opposed to
FITH, power design alternatives to trenching
copper with fiber, such as coaxial-delivered AC
or DC to ONUs (optical network units), represent options that maintain the telco tradition of
powering the premises telephone.
For FTTH, the obvious alternative to running copper with fiber everywhere is customersupplied power backed up by network-supplied
batteries. Tough as this might be to accept,
given the many drawbacks associated with
today's battery technology, Bellcore and others
are working on ways to make backup support
for lifeline service more palatable.
One approach now under manufacturing
development in Henderson, Nev., Madison,
Wis., and four other places is the lithium manganese battery technology developed and
licensed by Bellcore for use in many markets,
including laptop PCs and other consumer
devices. "We think this technology will dominate the laptop computer battery market," said
Frough Shokoohi, aBellcore specialist in solid
state chemistry research.
Shokoohi said network backup power is
another potential application for the malleable,
cloth-like battery material, which can be folded
into compact packaging without losing its current-generating capacity. The technology meets
telco needs for long-life rechargeable batteries
in non-temperature controlled housings, she
said, noting that the lithium manganese batteries have two-and-a-half times the longevity of
nickel cadmium, and 12 times that of lead acid
batteries, while generating nearly twice the
energy per kilogram of nickel cadmium, and
three times that of lead acid.
"We think it is the lowest cost alternative as
well," she said.
Whether such performance capabilities, due
in the marketplace from Bellcore-licensed manufacturers within two years, will overcome
telco resistance to maintaining batteries in nonnetwork powered F1TH systems remains to be
seen. But Bellcore technical directors Paul
Shumate and ChinIon Lin believe the benefits
of eliminating metallic lines from the network
could prove persuasive once new backup
power options become available.
Meanwhile, the issue for telcos remains
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Telcos would have
to add alot of
surge protection
over what cable
already uses in
order to prevent
ONU outages

Ad Index

84

given its analog service transmission capability,"
Shumate said. "But it also serves as aconductor for
power surges, which is the primary cause of amplifier
outages." ABellcore study of CATV networks found
amplifiers go out for an average of 25 minutes per unit
each year, which means telcos would have to add alot
of surge protection over what the cable industry already
uses in order to prevent ONU outages, Shumate noted.
One alternative for powering ONUs now under intensive study at Bellcore and BellSouth involves use of
solar power panels. Bellcore has spearheaded solar
powering of curbside ONUs in narrowband FTTC
arrays at avariety of sites, including two pedestals operating commercially over BellSouth Telecommunications
facilities in Charleston, S.C. for the past two years.
"Since we started, we've had only one power failure,
and that was because of electronics in aline card rather
than lack of sunlight," said Bryant Davis, digital electronics support specialist at BellSouth's regional office
in Charlestoh. "I'd term the trial asuccess."
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BellSouth, with the most aggressive fiber-to-the-curb
(FTTC) deployment in the U.S., is looking for away to
avoid running copper lines in the trenches with fiber,
Davis said. "We're looking at AC and DC distributed
powering over twisted pair and coaxial as other
options," he added, noting that BellSouth just began a
year-long test of coaxial powering of FTTC in conjunction with extension of acable TV overlay.
The two solar-powered ONUs are part of a44-ONU
network segment serving the Dunes West residential subdivision. The panels supply 840 volts of reserve power
to alead-acid battery at the pedestal. Sun power in the
area is rated at about 425 watts per day per square foot.
Officials said an ONU uses about 3.4 watts on average, requiring about 81 watt hours per day, which means
the stored power in the battery can last through 10 days
without recharging from the sun. Bryant said the trial has
access to backup power from the network in the event of
an outage but that, in any widescale deployment. the
ONUs would be completely solar dependent. CED
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F3F3R' Trade shows

3Southeast Texas SCTE

Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
and Installer Certification exams
to be administered. Location:
Houston, Texas. Call Richard
Grahn (713) 579-6319 for more
information.

3-4 Introduction to Cable TV

Passive Fiber Optic System
Design. Produced by Siecor
Corp. Location: Keller, Texas. For
more information, call Siecor at
(800) 743-2671, ext. 5539 or
5560.

3-5 Advanced Broadband

Applications Engineering
Training. Produced by General
Instrument. Location: Phoenix,
Ariz. Call Lisa Nagel (215) 8305678.

3-6

7th Annual Digital Video
Workshop. Presented by the
Electronic Industries Association
with the participation of the
Consumer Electronics Society of
the IEEE. Location: The
Philadelphia Marriott. Call
Maxine Stone, EIA/CEG
Engineering Department (703)
907-7660.

5

Great Plains SCTE Chapter,
Testing Session. BCT/E and
Installer Certification exams to be
administered. Location: Bellevue,
Neb. Call Randy Parker (402)
292-4049.

October
10-12 Atlantic Cable Show.
SCTE-sponsored technical
sessions. Location: Atlantic
City Convention Center,
Atlantic City, N.J. Call
Atlantic Cable Show registration manager (609) 848-1000,
ext. 213.
10-1 2 Mid-America Cable
Show. Location: Overland Park
International Trade Center,
Overland Park, Kan. Call the
Mid-America Cable TV
Association at (913) 841-9241.

9-10 Fundamentals of the

Digital Network. Produced by
Nortel. Location: New York City.
To sign up, call: (800) NTTRAIN (select option 1).

10-12 Philips Mobile Training

'95. Location: Washington, D.C.
Call (800) 448-5171 to register
by phone (800-522-7464 in New
York State).

10-12 Wheat State SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E
certification exams to be administered. Location: Great Bend, Kan.
Call Jim Fronk (316) 792-2574.
11

Inland Empire SCTE
Chapter, Testing Session. BCT/E

and Installer Certification exams
to be administered. Location:
Moscow, Idaho. Call Roger Paul
(509) 484-4931, ext. 230.

11 Mid-South SCTE Chapter,
Testing Session. BCT/E and
Installer Certification exams to be
administered. Location: Time
Warner office, Memphis, Tenn.
Call Kathy Andrews (901) 3651770, ext. 4110.

12

Music City SCTE Chapter,
Testing Session. BCT/E exams to
be administered. Location:
Nashville, Tenn. Call Kenny
Long (615) 244-7462, ext. 392.

12

SCTE Satellite TeleSeminar Program. Topic:
What's New with Safety in
Telecommunications, from Expo
'94 in St. Louis. To be transmitted on Galaxy 1R, Transponder
14, 2:30-3:30 p.m. eastern time.
Call SCTE National Headquarters
(610) 363-6888.

15-19

NCF95/ProForums.
Produced by the International
Engineering Consortium.
Location: Hyatt Regency O'Hare,
Chicago. Call IEC Customer
Support Group (312) 938-3500.

1719 Digital Video and Fiber
Optic Networking. Produced by
C-COR Electronics Inc. Location:
State College, Pa. Call C-COR
Technical Customer Services
(800) 233-2267, ext. 4422.

17-19 Introduction to CATV
and Broadband Technologies.
Produced by CommScope.
Location: Charlotte, N.C.
Includes hands-on training and
plant tour. Call Susan McAlister
(800) 982-1708.
18-19 Antec Fiberworks
Compressed Video: Concepts
and Transmission (CVCT).
Location: Denver, Colo. Call
Karen Olheiser (800) FIBER-ME
for more information.
1819 Understanding Hybrid
Fiber/Coax Design. Produced by
Scientific-Atlanta Institute.
Location: San Francisco. For further information and to register,
call Bridget Lanham (800) 7222009, press 3.

24 Milestones and Mirages on

the Road to Convergence.
Produced by Datapro Information
Services Group. Location: Omni
Shoreham Hotel, Washington,
D.C. Call Catherine Scheimreif
(800) DATAPRO, ext. 2257 to
reserve aseat.

24-25 Introduction to Cable

TV Passive Fiber Optic System
Design. Produced by Siecor
Corp. Location: Tampa, Fla. Call
Siecor at (800) 743-2671, ext.
5539 or 5560.

25-26 Fundamentals of the

Digital Network. Produced by
Nortel. Location: Chicago. Call
(800) NT-TRAIN (select option 1).

7Cactus SCTE Chapter,

Technical Seminar. Location:
Dimension Cable Office,
Phoenix, Ariz. Topic:
Transportation Systems—Part 2,
with Ron Hranac of Coaxial
International. Call Harold
Mackey (602) 352-5860, ext. 135.

3days of informative, cost-effective, up-to-date
instruction for cable tv technicians.
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Chapter, Technical Seminar.
Topic: Signal Processing and
Headends, with speakers TBA.
Location: Ramada Inn, Palatine,
Ill. Call Bill Cohn (800) 5445368.
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Unattended/Automated Playback for Local Origination

Anti-Icing System "Turns Up the Heat"

For over adecade, TECH Electronics
has set the standard for highly reliable
and cost effective controllers for unattended/automated playback. The PVC
Family of Controllers offers full functional control for up to 16 VCRs with
three channel output. With the only
WindowsTm-based scheduling software
in the industry, creating and composing
playback schedules has never been easier. TECH Electronics can save your LO
operation time and money: Call (800)
572-4935, (770) 446-1416, or FAX
(770) 448-5724.

GeoKlein Industries' SteadyState antiicing system prevents the accumulation
of ice and snow on satellite dish reflectors. SteadyState uses aheating element
that is acontinuous core of semiconductive polymer which regulates its own
heat output as the ambient temperature
changes. The heater strip is supplied on
reels ready to be cut in length and is
easy to install, using pressure sensitive
adhesives supplied with the SteadyState
kit. For more information, circle the
Reader Service Number, or call
GeoKlein Industries 303-440-7770.

IF111\11Ar
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Cable Network ManagerTM

SystemSelectTm...Strength in Service

C-COR's Cable Network Manager
(CNM) ,mis the complete network
management system for the complex
communication systems of the 1990s.
The new challenges of network management include managing hybrid
fiber/coax systems, redundancy/failsafe control and inventory management. CNM manages all of these and
even records any accessories that are
installed. Call C-COR, the Network
Company, at 1-800-233-2267.

C-COR's comprehensive service
organization provides the support
you need to plan, design, build and
maintain today's complex communication networks. Whether it's network maps, abill of materials,
installation assistance, training programs or more, C-COR's customer
driven approach is designed to
serve you diligently, creatively and
promptly. Service is C-COR's
strength. Call C-COR, the Network
Company, at 1-800-233-2267.
Circle Reader Service No. 123

10 FREE Answers from Superior
CheetahTM provides an integrated network management solution that is
designed to evolve with your network
requirements. This solution offers flexibility, reliability and the ability to integrate equipment from multiple vendors.
Cheetah provides status monitoring of
headends, fiber nodes, power supplies,
amplifiers and end-of-lines. For the
FREE "10 Questions You Need To Ask
Before Ordering A Status Monitoring
System," call Superior Electronics at
(813) 756-6000.

... ....
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Vela Research for Video Servers, Encoders and Decoders

10
QUESTIONS
TO ASK
BEFORE
BUYING
A
STATUS
MONITORING
....

SYS
T
EM
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............

Vela Research Inc. designs and manufactures video servers, encoders and
decoders. Their Perspective 2000 video
server stores digitized video (movies,
video clips, commercials, etc.) in acompressed digital format (MPEG-1, MPEG1+ and MPEG-2) and can deliver multiple NTSC or PAL video outputs. Vela's
MPEG Encoder can compress and multiplex audio and video signals into MPEG
compliant data streams. Vela's MPEG
decoder boards are designed for awide
range of video applications. Contact Vela
Research at (813) 572-1230.
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New Package Describes End-to-End Network Solutions
Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.,
now offers apackage of product literature. ISO 900I-certified, Philips designs,
manufactures and distributes equipment
and systems to transport cable and data
signals. The package covers Philips'
Diamond NetTm and Diamond
TransportTm systems, Net ProphetTm
monitoring system, Spectrum 2000TM 1
GHz amplifier and the forthcoming
BCGTM (Broadband Communications
Gateway) and specialty pre-rack service.
Call 1-800-448-5171 (in NYS: 1-800522-7464).

Circle Reader Service No. 127

FREE Handbook
The FREE pocket size Cable TV Power
Supply and Battery Handbook contains
125 pages of information for installers,
maintenance technicians, system designers and cable TV engineers. Subjects
such as power supply evaluation, plant
layout, installation, maintenance and
common problems encountered in the
field are fully covered. Included is a
special section on battery selection,
management and testing.Performance
Cable TV Products, Roswell, GA
30077-0947 (800) 279-6330 e-mail to:
jud.williams@industry.net

Circle Reader Service No. 128

IDS Brings Two-Way Interactivity &Expanded Bandwidth

Capitalize on Your Network Potential

Marketplace needs are pushing the
communications industry towards the
convergence of video, voice and data.
ANTEC's Integrated Drop System
(IDS) has established exacting drop
specifications, fully compatible components and proven installation practices
to help radically improve the quality,
reliability and performance of signals
delivered through broadband network
subscriber drops. Find out how IDS
performance benefits 3ou and your
customers. Call I-800-TO-ANTEC x2666 for afree brochure.

ANTEC Corporation is an international
communications technology company
that specializes in the design and engineering of Hybrid Fiber/Coaxial (HFC)
based networks and the manufacturing,
materials management and integration
of products for these networks. From
the headend (signal acquisition and distribution point) to the home, ANTEC
provides all of the network elements
needed to plan, build, rebuild, upgrade
and maintain abroadband communications system. Call 1-800-TO-ANTEC
x-2666 for afree capabilities

IDS
Circle Reader Service No. 129
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Does Your EAS Equipment Meet New FCC Requirements?

The Fiber You Choose Makes aDifference!

The FCC has ruled that by July I,
1997, cable systems must have
installed and operating all necessary
Emergency Alert System (EAS) equipment to receive, decode and encode the
new digital emergency information,
and to transmit the required information across all cable channels. ANTEC
has the technology to meet EAS
requirements. Get the facts on the
NEW Emergency Alert System...Call
1-800-TO-ANTEC x-2666 for afree
brochure.

To learn more, order the FREE
"Coming Fiber Advantage" brochure.
Cable TV operators, here's your chance
to get the facts about Coming optical
fiber. Discover why your choice of fiber
is critical and how fiber geometry—the
physical dimensions of the glass—can
result in low-loss splices, the first time,
virtually every time. Corning wrote the
book on optical fiber. Now it's available
by calling 1-800-525-2524 ext. 543. Ask
for the "Coming Fiber Advantage"
brochure.
Circle Reader Service No. 132
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FREE information on our tools!

FREE Cable Catalog From RMS

Dur loch Ilioni 11.1111 Your Siva!
9ra itthnl Dr% lltr,lninnu.rUISaprr Highway.

RMS Electronics is aleading manufacturer/supplier of cable equipment with
over 50 years of experience. We have
been serving the cable industry for over
thirty years and are quickly becoming
the fastest growing supplier of cable
components in the world. The new
RMS American catalog contains an
extensive line of over 400 products
which are used in the construction or
rebuilding of cable television systems.
Call for catalog.
RMS Electronics Inc. (800) 223-8312
Circle Reader Service No. 133

Since 1979 Ben Hughes
Communication Products has been
manufacturing afull line of Cable
Prep® tools for the cable industry. The
hex crimp tool line includes those made
for fiber optic cables, CATV, MATV,
STV and standard RF connector applications. A complete line of coring, stripping/coring and jacket stripper tools are
available. Special tools can be made to
order. For more information call (203)
526-4337or Fax (203) 526-2291.
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Revenue-Generating MM2500 Set-top

ASerious Revenue Generator

Zenith Electronics Corporation's
MM2500 set-top unit features realtime, two-way interaction, in-band
transmission of conditional access data,
baseband SSAVI scrambling and
unlimited pay-per-view control. The
MM2500 is apowerful, all-purpose
analog set-top device that gives network providers full and diverse control
from the headend. For more information, call 1-800-788-7244.

Zenith Electronics Corporation's
new ScreenPlay"' authoring tool is an
innovative approach that combines
speed, flexibility, customized on-screen
displays and interactive capabilities
with set-top device technology.
ScreenPlay is the only analog, PCbased dialogue authoring tool that
offers the ability to quickly generate,
modify and edit on-screen displays and
applications. For more information, call
1-800-788-7244.
Circle Reader Service No. 135

Zenith's MetmAccesem System

Circle Reader Service No. 136

The Cable Tool Innovators

MetroAccess is acomplete, cost-efficient family of RF data communicaiton
products from Zenith Electronics
Corporation. It uses proven, highspeed technology for hybrid fiber/coax
systems linking businesses, communities, schools and residences for awide
range of applications including workat-home, distance learning, real-time
videoconferencing, Internet access and
on-line services. For more information,
call 1-800-788-7244.
Circle Reader Service No. 137

Ripley Company's Cablematic Division
offers acomplete catalog in cable preparation tools. The catalog displays tools
for jacket and sheath stripping, simultaneous coring and stripping, hex and
round full-cycle crimping, plus many
specialty tools including fiberoptic tools
and cable expanding kits. Using proper
tools promotes system reliability and
assures safe, fast, accurate cable preparation. Call now 1-800-528-8665 for
your free catalog. Ripley Company,
Cablematic Division, Phone (203) 6352200, Fax (203) 635-3631

Cate Prepatalion Toole

IMinuss.
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NCTI Spanish/English CATV Illustrated Dictionary

Panasonic Full Line Product Guide

The National Cable Television Institute
(NCTI) offers anew Spanish/English
illustrated dictionary of cable television
and broadband technology terms. The
first section presents English terms
with Spanish translation and Spanish
definition. The second section offers
Spanish terms with English translation
and English definition. Cost $29.95
plus S/H; quantity discounts. Please
contact: NCTI, 801 West Mineral
Ave., Littleton, CO 80120-4501, (303)
797-9393, Fax (303) 797-9394.

This Product Guide is for Panasonic's
Audio/Video product line that includes;
Cameras, VTR's and Monitors.
Explanations are given on advantages,
and facts for features and specifications
of D-3, M It and S-VHS products.
Includes all new products such as
Supercam and the AG-DS850, S-VHS.
HI-FI, Editing, Recorder-Player with
Digital Slow.
Panasonic Broadcast & Television
Systems Company
Phone (201) 392-4709
Fax (201) 392-6821
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New Catalog for Underground Utility Products

Harris/Dracon Tools, Test Sets, and Wiring Devices

Lenoir City, TN—COMPOSOLITE®
polymer concrete underground utility
products by Quazite are lightweight
(for reduced installation costs), strong
and reliable. Proven performance in
servicing CATV, telephone and electrical facilities, install it and forget it. A
wide range of splice/pull boxes with
light and heavy duty designs are available. Call 1-800-346-3062 for our
FREE catalog. QUAZITE 3621
Industrial Park Dr., Lenoir City, TN
37771

The accepted standard of the telco
industry, Harris tools and test sets
have been used by technicians for
over aquarter century. This 20page brochure details over 50 products for installing, repairing and
maintaining telecommunications
wiring. Also included are popular
items from the Harris Portable Test
Equipment line of test sets.
Harris/Dracon is an ISO 9001 registered company. For more information call 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext.
3111

COMPOSOLITE•
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Up In the air about aerial lifts

New CABLESPANTM Brochure from Tellabs

ARMLIFT, The aerial lift that provides
you with years of dependable service
— lifts built tailored to your needs.
With up to 34' working height, Armlift
offers avariety of power sources, two
speed operation on all units, gravity or
hydraulic bucket leveling, choice of
buckets and 720 degree non-continuous
rotation. Truck or van mounts with a
full line of equipment options. Armlift,
Div. of TG Industries, Inc. Call (712)
864-3737.

A new, full-color brochure from
Tellabs describes the benefits of the
company's CABLESPAN 2300
Universal Telephony Distribution
System, which allows cable television
operators to provide telephone and data
services using the existing CATV
infrastructure. Alternate-access
providers will also find the CABLESPAN system to be aunique, innovative approach to providing business and
residential telecommunications services
Around the world. To receive acopy of
the brochure, call 1-800-445-6501.

Circle Reader Service No. 143
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FREE 1996 Fiber Optic Test Equipment Catalog

Free Sprint/North Supply CAN Catalogs

Noyes Fiber Systems announces its
new FREE 1996 Fiber Optic Test
Equipment Catalog. The full color
catalog provides an overview of
the products and services offered
by Noyes Fiber Systems including
Optical Power Meters, Light
Sources, Loss Test Sets, Return
Loss Test Sets, OTDR's, Fiber
Scopes, and Fiber Identifiers. Call
Noyes Fiber Systems, PO Box
398, Laconia, NH 03247 (603)
528-7780, (800) 321-5298 or FAX
(603) 528-2025

Sprint/North Supply is aleading
nationwide provider of integrated solutions for voice, data, teleconferencing
and CATV product needs through its 11
strategically located distribution centers. We offer more than 30,000 products from over 1,200 manufacturers.
Let us show you asample. Ask for our
new broadband catalog containing thousands of products from 97 suppliers.
Ask, too, about the following catalogs:
Fiber Optics, Outside Plant, Tools, Test
and Supplies, and Security Products.
800-639-CATV, FAX 800-755-0556.
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FREE Catalog for Powering Broadband Networks

Cable SecurityTm provides Ultimate MN Security Package

Power Guard is the leader in providing powering solutions for advanced
broadband networks. If you're building
aCATV plant or an advanced broadband network carrying voice, video and
data we have apower supply to meet
your requirements. Power Guard can
offer the most technically advanced,
cost-effective systems on the market,
because we have invested more toward
research and development than all of
our competitors combined. For afree
catalog and to see how we can help call
1-800-288-1507.

Cable Security manufacturers of the
BeastTm box and distributors of Cable
ReadyTM ultra high security steel molding has merged the products together
for the ultimate MDU security application. When these product groups are
used together they will supply the
Telecommunication Industry with the
highest security level for multiple
dwelling units available today. Please
call 1-800-288-1507.

Circle Reader Service No. 147
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Fiber Optics—Special Applications

The Clicker Family

Education, Business, Voice/Data,
CATV, and Fiber Optics, 6terms not
often thought of at the same
time,—UNTIL NOW. Selecting the most
cost-effective products for these unique
fiber applications is essential for their
success. If you are in the various stages
of implementation, it's not too late to
call for the most cost-effective products
for these unique applications. GUARANTEED! Call for your free copy of
our white paper on these applications.
Cable Technologies International,
(215) 657-3300, FAX (215) 657-9578.

The Clicker Family, aunique, simple to
use 2, 3and 4function family of universal remotes that includes the most extensive library of cable codes on the market
today. Are you suffering from: Sagging
revenue streams? Confused subscribers?
Too many different remotes? Complex
remote operation? Too many buttons?
Then your solution is...The Clicker
Family. A family of universal remotes
for your video and cable needs.
Available for immediate delivery only
from Cable Technologies Intl, Inc.,
Circle Reade •Service No 149
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Versalift boom-tip-mounted bucket

ADC Homeworx Access Platform Overview

Put your operator two feet closer to that
hard-to-reach splice. And it provides
line access from 3sides of the bucket,
eliminating expensive rotators. Positive
hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid,
stable work platform, leading to
increased productivity and greater worker sAtisfaction, The VERSALIFT TEL29NE. For more information, contact
Time Mfg., P 0 Box 20368, Waco,
TX 76702-0368 Phone: (817) 776-0900,
Telex: (910) 894-5218, Fax: (817) 7767531.

This overview discusses ADC's
Homeworx platform, afully integrated
loop access and transport system with
telephony and video subsystems. With
the Homeworx platform, the subsystems
can be installed separately or simultaneously, depending on the service
provider's needs. The platform accommodates basic and premium cable TV
services, and allows service providers to
gradually add more sophisticated services, such as video-on-demand and
interactive television. ADC
Teclecommunications (800) 366-3891.
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Nortel's Telephony 101

New Catalog from TRILITHIC

Telephony is an attractive new revenue
opportunity for cable operators. But
with new opportunities come challenges, including the challenge of
understanding an industry long dominated by afew companies. Nortel, a
supplier to the industry for nearly 100
years, has prepared Telephony 101 as a
primer for new entrants on the business
and technology of Telephony and
Telco Talk, aglossary of acronyms and
definitions. For your FREE copy call
I
-800-667-8437.

From signal level meters to leakage
detectors, from frequency counters to
calibration equipment, the new
Instruments Catalog from TRILITHIC
has all of the products you need to test
and maintain your CATV/broadband
distribution system. Updated in
September, the catalog now includes
such popular new instruments as the
TRICORDER II and HI and the
SUPER PLUS leak/ingress locator, and
the current price list. Trilithic Inc.,
9202 E. 33rd St., Indianapolis, IN
46236 Phone (800) 344-2412

ne=
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Products ...flexible, reliable and affordable
Triple Crown manufactures the Titan
Series trunk/bridger amplifiers, AM
fiber transmitters and receivers, Minex
Series indoor/outdoor distribution
amplifiers, LA Series dual hybrid line
extenders and subscriber drop amplifiers. All amplifiers are available in a
wide range of gains and bandwidths, in
all international powering formats.
Hotel, hospital pay-per-view systems,
with interactive services. For more
information call (905) 629-1111.

adage.
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Broadband Products Catalog

_
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A I08-page catalog, divided into five
sections, covers the Reliable Electric
Division offerings of Pedestal Closures,
Multi-dwelling Unit Closures, Fiber
Node Cabinetry, Fiber Optic Products
and Accessories. The catalog features
specifications sheets with applications,
dimensions and ordering information.
Highlights include the new Slam Lock
series of enclosures as well as the
Access 360° metallic and non-metallic
pedestals. Reliance Comm/Tec, 11333
Addison, Franklin Park, IL 60131 (708)
455-8010

NEW! Amplifier Catalog

Full Line Coax/Wire Stripping Tools

Viewsonics Inc. full color amplifiers
catalog contains photos and specifications of all their amplifiers, including
the newest mini tubular amps with
10dB and I5dB gain, the mini 2-way
amp, and the 35dB amp with anoise
figure at 3.5dB. You'll find their amps
all over the world including places
you've never heard of, so call and/or
fax for your free Viewsonics Amplifier
Catalog today.

The Remarcable Co. manufactures a
full line of COAX/WIRE stripping
tools starting with our durable and precise Model #26 Cutter Head that
attaches to any of the following powered tools. The Model 824 Battery
Powered Hand-Held Portable Tool
lasts up to 200 strips per charge. The
Hand-Held Tool can also be powered
by the Model 827 A/C Power Supply.
Our Model 1246 top of the line
Production Tool is designed to deliver
the highest in quality and quantity. Call
315-461-8161 for more information.
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Scientific-Atlanta's complete line of broadband systems
Scientific-Atlanta's 1994 Broadband
Communications Products Catalog is available from your local Scientific-Atlanta sales
representative, by calling 800-722-2009 or
writing Bill Brobst at 4261 Communications
Drive, Norcross, GA 30093. The catalog
carries up-to-date information on ScientificAtlanta's complete line of broadband systems and cable TV equipment There's digital compression, telephony over cable, headend, distribution and fiber optics electronics
as well as subscriber products including
home communications terminals and management systems. We have what you need.

FREE: New Wavetek 1995 CATV Selection Guide
This NEW 20 page color guide presents afull line of sophisticated test
equipment designed to fit the evolving
needs of the cable television industry.
Products include the Stealth Sweep &
new Reverse Sweep Option, the Stealth
SAM, the new FLASH Mini OTDR,
signal level & analysis meters, frequency agile leakage detection, and bench
sweep gear. Call 800-622-5515
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DRAKE VM2552 Stereo Video Modulator

ESR1260 IRO Earth Station Receiver

Bring stereo audio into your cable system at an affordable cost. The Drake
VM2552 modulator incorporates BTSC
stereo encoding, providing asignificant
cost savings when compared to purchasing separate components.
Professional noise reduction circuitry
reproduces the BTSC signal with good
stereo separation and audio fidelity. The
frequency-agile VM2552 features frequency coverage up to 550 MHz with a
powerful output of +60 dBmV. Contact
Mr. Phillip Hawkins, R.L. Drake
Company, (513) 847-4523.

The Drake ESR1260 1RD is ahigh
quality commercial integrated receiver
descrambler with synthesized frequency
tuning of IF and subcarrier audio frequency. The VideoCipher® RS module
can be accessed directly through the
front panel, providing added convenience for the operator. Major operating
functions are also selected via the front
panel and programming is simplified
with liquid crystal displays of operating
parameters. The ESR1260 IRD's compact design optimizes valuable rack
space. R.L. Drake Co. (513) 847-4523.

VM2552
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Free Into: Multiple Beam Satellite Feeds

Cable Leakage Technologies, Inc.

To what degree are you ready?
Rainbow Satellite manufacturer of
multiple beam feeds for satellite antennas can answer and solve your needs.
We have developed afeed for receiving Cl, C4, GI, C3, and G5 utilizing
antennas manufactured by all the major
companies. Rainbow Satellite, PO Box
490395, Leesburg, FL 34749-0395.
Call Brian Wilkes today at 904-3268030 or FAX (904) 326-8058.

CABLE LEAKAGE TECHNOLOGIES (1-800-783-8878) offers anew
family of WAVETRACKER products.
The WAVETRACKER system has
undergone major enhancements, with a
new compact size, aVGA quality LCD
display, and aNEW LOW PRICE.
CLT's new Windowe based
A.P.L.A.S. Software offers ONE STEP
data processing, using the newest, most
current mapping product available.
The DELTAWAVE Differential G.P.S.
Base Station now offers 2to 5meters
accuracy.
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Complete End-to-End Solutions

Free Repair Component Catalog from QRF

ADC Video Systems offers hybrid
fiber/coax video/telephony transport and
distribution, high speed digital fiber
backbone transport, distance learning,
Px64 multipoint videoconferencing, TV1
broadcast quality video and cellular telephone transport. ADC Video System's
Family of products include:
Homeworxrm, DV6000TM, PixlNetTM,
Network Monitoring and Control
System, FiberFrameTm, SoneplexTm,
CityCellTM, and FN6000TM ADC Video
has the technology you need. Call us at
(800) 504-4443 or Fax (203) 630-5701.

Quality RF Services, Inc. is aleading
distributor of CATV repair components. We have alarge selection of
CATV hybrid IC's, electrolytic capacitors, resistors, pots, trimmers, transformers, transistors, diodes and much,
much more. If you use it to repair a
CATV amplifier or power pack, QRF
usually has it in stock for same day
delivery.
Also receive
Confidential Hybrid price list!!
For more information call (800) 3279767 or FAX: 407-744-4618
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Optical Links and "Simple to Use" Remotes
Call ABC Cable Products now for
information on the CBLinX fiber optic
transmitters and receivers that transport
point-to-point video, audio, and data
where high performance is required.
Also, our latest addition to our CATV
remote family of products. The
ProMote II and Ill Universal remotes
have the capability of operating CATV
converters, TVs and VCRs. Call now
and let ABC make your job simpler
and more cost effective!
I
-800-777-2259.

FREE Brochure on Javelin Series
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Aix Telecom Systems, Inc., is aleading manufacturer of broadband video
transport equipment. The Javelin 1550
Series includes the 1550-nm optical
fiber amplifier featuring dual pumps
and redundant power supplies for high
reliability. With output power of +21
dBm, the amplifier enables architectures which consolidate headends and
distribute signals more economically.
For abrochure on the Javelin Series,
please contact Aix at (708) 778-2900;
fax (708) 369-4299.
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Free Microwave Catalogue

Free Literature From Axsys—The Install Experts

Point-to-point 13 GHz & 18 GHz
Systems. Channel Master® manufactures acomplete line of 13 GHz and 18
GHz point-to-point microwave equipment for franchised CATV, private and
wireless cable. For afree catalog, write
to Channel Master, MICRO-BEAM®
Division, 1315 Industrial Park Drive,
Smithfield NC 27577 or call MICROBEAM® Sales Manager Glenn Martin
at 919-989-2234.
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AXSYS is awoman-owned business
that specializes in the design and installation of high performance fiber optic
networks for voice, video and data.
Applications have included telephone,
cable TV, 802 networks, process control and security. Our services include:
system design, aerial & underground
cable installation, premises wiring,
splicing/termination, project management, testing, activation, training,
emergency services, system maintenance & upgrades. Call (860) 774-4102
for information.
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Solutions for aConverging World

Free Broadband Powering Catalog

CSG Systems, Inc., is apremier
provider of customer and transaction
management systems and related services to the cable, telephony and wireless industries. The company serves
many of the nation's largest MSOs representing more than 17 million subscribers. CSG also provides services to
two video-dial-tone providers, amajor
on-line service provider and two direct
broadcast satellite system providers. In
addition, CSG provides marketing and
print and mail services to its customers.
Call 800-366-2744 for more info.

Call today for Comm/net Systems Inc.
Powering Product catalog. Included in
the catalog is technical information and
pricing for: Generator and UPS systems,
Headend power system design templates, DC to AC inverters, Rack mount
and bench-top AC power sources, Lab
power sources, Integrated power
sources and load boxes, Outdoor OTN
and power node cabinets, Standby and
non-standby power supplies and accessories. Call today (206) 623-8670 or
FAX (206-623-8684.

Comm/net Systems Inc
Broadband Powering
Products Catalog 1995-96
Cienerators-TrensIer Switches.
Headend Power Systems
Unintertuptible Power Supplies-UPS.
Batteries
DC to AC Inverters
Rack Mount Power Systems
Test Load Systems
Standby Power Supplies
Non.Standby Power Supplies
Power Supply Accessories
Outdoor Node Enclosures-OTN. Power Nodes.
Custom Design Services.
Communication Network Systems Inc.
Complete Power Conversion Solutions.
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Lectro's Zero Transfer Time Power Supplies

Kennedy Cable Construction for All Your Building Needs

Lectro's no break, no data loss
ZTT/LIPS power supplies are designed
to meet all your network requirements.
Our reliable 24, 36, & 48 VDC units
are available in 6, 9, 12, & 15 amp
models. All units provide ahighly regulated 60 Hz over awide load range in
AC and DC modes and are status monitoring capable. For information on our
full line of products, please contact:
Lectro Products
P.O. Box 567, Athens, GA 30603
1-800-551-3790 Phone
1-706-548-5493 Fax.

Kennedy Cable Construction, Inc.,
for aerial and underground line construction of CATV, LANs, telecommunications and fiber optic systems.
Splicing, upgrades, rebuild, new extensions of system, balance, sweep and
proof system. Call our office for more
information on your building needs:
Phone: (912) 557-4751, WATS: (800)
673-7322, FAX: (912) 557-6545
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Subscriber Management, Billing and Pay-Per-View System

Free Catalog Hennessy Outdoor Enclosures

CableWorksTm from CUO, Inc. is an
easy-to-use subscriber management,
billing and pay-per-view system that is
ideal for small to medium operations. A
flexible, global product, Cable Works
features national language support for
quick foreign language conversion. In
addition to enhanced reporting and
standard applications integration,
Cable Works expands readily to accommodate more stations or more subscribers. For afree demonstration disk,
circle this reader service number or call
(800) 541-8825.

Hennessy designs and manufactures
quality aluminum and stainless outdoor
enclosures/cabinets ideal for hub sites,
mini-headends and other electronic
equipment that requires protection.
Wide range of sizes available. Options
include: air conditioning, insulation,
heaters, receptacles, breakers, lights,
etc. Equipment can be 19" or 24" rack,
shelf, panel or custom mounted, 76
page catalog, application photos and
product demo available. For more information call Hennessy, (800) 950-7146.
Cele Reader Service No. 176
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Free Information on Digital Insertion Equipment

Switching and Control Products for Cable Companies

Testing our systems is something we

For 15 years Monroe Electronics has
provided the CATV industry with
timed and DTMF AN switching and
control equipment. Our Series 3000
products have aproven record of reliability. Monroe Electronics has quality
products to meet your switching needs.
For aFREE catalog phone 1-800-8216001 or FAX (716) 765-9330.

take very seriously at SDI. Every
StarNet Digital Inserter runs and verifies thousands of spots—before they're
shipped. Our quality control department
loads each system with commercials
and connects it to the live video feed.
And the testing is not done until the
system verifies insertions at over 99%
accuracy. We think our testing and
quality control is the best in the industry. With over 35 systems installed, SDI
is aleader in the digital insertion market. Call (801) 464-1600 for more info.
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"Unique" Products for the 21st Century!

Cable Construction Manual for CATV Broadband Systems

The Mega Hertz, 470 page, catalog
provides "unique" product solutions for
your changing 21st century equipment
requirements. Mega Hertz, aleading
national supplier for 20 years, can
guide you through your choices of
Character Generator solutions,
Commercial Insertion systems,
Emergency Alert (EAS) compliance,
sizing aStand-by Generator or
automating channel switching in your
headend. Mega Hertz 800-525-8386
(CO); 800-821-6800 (MO); 800-9625966 (GA); 800-922-9200 (FL).

CommScope is now making available a
revised and updated edition of its widely distributed and used Cable
Construction Manual for CATV and
Broadband Systems. The new manual
includes sections on storage, testing
and construction procedures for coaxial
trunk and distribution cables in aerial
and subsurface applications, fiber optic
cables as well as safety procedures.
For more information, call
CommScope/GI (800) 982-1708.

BARCO ROSA CATV Network Monitoring System

BARCO PULSAR CATV Modulator
PULSAR is aunique microprocessorcontrolled modulAtor for CATV headend applications requiring high output
RF signal quality, remote monitoring,
and automatic provisioning/alignment.
Complete software control enables
alternative signal routing and remote
configuration for back-up modulators
to quickly restore programming without the expense or delay of dispatching
atechnician to the headend. Call
BARCO at (770) 590-7900 or Fax
(770) 590-8836 for more information.
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ROSA is aRemote Control and
Diagnostic System (RCDS) for headend
and network performance monitoring
and automatic service restoral. The
RCDS Open System Architecture
(ROSA) provides network-wide monitoring and control through an easy-touse Windows graphical environment,
controls both BARCO and non-BARCO
network equipment, and interfaces to
most leading data base packages. Call
BARCO at (770) 590-7900 or Fax
(770) 590-8836 for more information.
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Free Catalog—Filters/haps for Broadband Systems

New Tyton Catalog From Sunset Enterprises

Catalog Vol. 1No. 4describes acomplete line of filters and traps for CATV
featuring the full line of "brickwall"
filters deleting single or multiple channels without sacrificing adjacent channels while passing up to 1GHz. A
selective line of bandpass filters is also
described which suppress adjacent
channel, off air interference while
maintaining low loss in the passband.
Other products are: notch and bandpass
filters, co-channel eliminators, pay-TV
traps, bandsplitters, CARS band filters
and terrestrial interference filters. Call
Microwave Filter Co. (315) 437-3953.

Sunset Enterprises, aleading distributor of TYTON Cable Management
Products is proud to introduce the new
Tyton Product Line Catalog containing
Cable Ties, Identification Cable Ties,
El-Ty Aerial Support Spacer Ties,
Mount Bases, Nail Clips, Masonry
Clips, Siding Clips, TClamp, Wire
Duct, Lightguide Fiber Optic Enclosure.
Surface Raceway, Laser Tag, Fiber
Optic Cable Markers, Markable
Taplock, Barricade Tape and Surge
Protection Products. Call for FREE catalog. 800-900-9879. Fax 609-478-0516.

Filters
For Broadband Cable Systems
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FREE Catalog on Pre-assembled Cable-In-Conduit

1995 FREE Budco Catalog

For over thirty years the Integral
Corporation has been the leader in preassembled cable-in-conduit (HDPE).
Integral produces awide variety of conduit products which are described in
our literature catalog; such as coax
cable-in-conduit, fiber optic cable-inconduit, rope or pull tape-in-duct, service drop-in-duct, or aerial messengeron-duct, "Lubaduk" pulling lubricant.
For catalog or information, call
Integral Corporation at (800) 5272168.

The 1995 Budco Catalog is packed
with more products than ever before
from fine names like: •Brady •Cable
Pro •Diamond •F-Conn •Klein •
Times Fiber •Ben Hughes Cable Prep
•Cable Ready •Engineerig Unlimited •
Jameson •Ripley Cablematic •Tyton •
and many more. We will ship your
stock orders within 24 hours. Call
Budco at 1-800-331-2246 for your free
catalog today.
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Fiber Optic Test Equipment Catalog 1995-1996

Optical Links Literature

The new Catalog covers all EXFO's
products including OTDRs, power
meters, light sources, visual fault locators, talk sets, etc. EXFO manufactures
fiber optic test equipment for different
industries and application such as LAN,
Telco, CATV, Lab, and military. Call us
to receive afree copy at 1-800-663EXFO.
EXFO E.O. Engineering Inc.
465 Godin Avenue
Vanier, Québec, Canada, GI M 3G7
Phone: (418) 683-0211
Fax: (418) 683-2 I
70

AEL Industries, Inc. offers afull set
of product data sheets on their
AELINK family of products entitled
High Performance Optical Links for
the Cable and Cellular Industries. Line
performance information, power
requirements, and physical characteristics are described in detail. AEL
Industries, Inc., 305 Richardson Road,
Lansdale, PA 19446-1485.

• ......•••••••••••••••••..............
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Fujitsu's BroadwayTM Full-Service Network Video Tape

Digital Insertion Systems From SeaChange

Voice, data and video. You can do it
all. Fujitsu's Broadway line of products
and services builds the end-to-end
broadband network that allows you to
make your customers' dreams come
true. Our Broadway video shows you
how we can help you deliver the most
reliable video, data and voice services
available today. Fujitsu-800-777FAST (ask for "Broadway")

SeaChange Technology provides a
dramatic transformation in the way
video is delivered. Through advances
in data networking, software engineering and service performance,
SeaChange Technology has become the
leader in digital insertion systems. Its
open system architecture, based on
standard components and the Windows
NT platform, provides afault-tolerant
system that is scaleable and modular to
meet future demands and emerging
applications. Call (508) 287-4499, ext.
275. SeaChange delivers.
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The issue: Signal theft
One of the biggest operational headaches cable operators have to deal with is signal theft. The National
Cable Television Association has estimated that the
cable industry loses about $5 billion every year to

unauthorized viewers of cable signals—a whopping 20
percent piracy rate. What do you think about signal
security?

The questions:

Fax us at:

1. What is your system's current penetration rate for
basic subscription services?

7. How concerned is your system's management about
local signal theft?

u

Li
Below 35%

35%-55%

56%-75%

Over 75%

Very concerned

LI

Not concerned

Somewhat

service theft in your system?

8. Has your system filed charges against anyone for
service theft over the past year or so?

Less than 5%

Yes

2. What would you guess is the current level of basic

5%-15%

16%-25%

Over 25%

LI

LI

LI

Don't know

No

3. What is your system's current penetration rate for
premium services (of all basic subs)?

9. What hardware do you have in place to battle piracy?

Less than 50%

Scrambling

50%-75%

75%-100%

4. What would you guess is the current level of premium service theft among basic subscribers in your system?

Less than 5%

5%-15%

16%-25%

Over 25%

5. How much revenue does your system expect to lose
to signal theft during 1994?

Less than $20,000

Traps

Set-top descramblers

Locking pedestals

LI

LI

No

Don't know

11. How much would you be willing to pay, per settop, for avastly improved security system?

Over $50K

$10-$25

$26-$40

$41-$50

Your comments:

6. What recent steps has your system taken to reduce
signal theft?

None

System name:

Location:
Less than $10

LI

Your name and title

LI

$20K-$35K

$36K-$50K

Make acopy of this page
and fax it back to us at the
number above, or mail it to
CED, 600 South Cherry
Street, Suite 400, Denver,
Colo. 80222.
*Every month, we'll pick
one response from those we
receive and award $50. See
official rules below.
Names won't be published if you request your
name to be withheld, but fill
out the name and job information to ensure that only
one response per person is
tabulated.

None

10. Do you think set-top manufacturers could do more
to make their scrambling systems more secure?

Yes

303-393-6654

Your MSO:

Your lob function:
Regular audits

Offer amnesty

Daytime phone fr:
Started security program

Other

Official rules: No survey response necessary.

Enter by returning the completed survey via
fax or mail to the locations indicated above, or print the words "CED Return Path" on a3"x5" card and mail it
along with your name, address, daytime phone number and signature. To be eligible for the drawing, entry
forms must be received by 5p.m. on November 30, 1995. CED is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail.
One entry per person. Forms mutilated, illegible or not in compliance with these rules shall be considered
ineligible in the sole discretion of the judges. Odds of winning depend on the number of entries received. A
random drawing from eligible entries will be held on or about December 1, 1995. Winner will be required to
provide his/her social security number and proof of identification and is solely responsible for all federal,
state and local taxes incurred. Prize is not transferable to any other person. Sweepstakes participants agree

to waive any and all claims of liability against CED magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC
Inc. and its affiliated and independent contractors for any injury or loss which may occur from participation in
this sweepstakes or receipt of the prize. Winner consents to publication of his/her name for publicity purposes without further compensation. Participants must be 18 years of age or older. Employees of CEO magazine, Capital Cities Media Inc., Capital Cities/ABC Inc. and its affiliated and subsidiary companies, and their
respective employees, agents and independent contractors, and their immediate families are not eligible to
participate. Void wherever prohibited, license required, restricted or taxed by law. Sweepstakes sponsors
reserve the right to change or modify the sweepstakes rules while the sweepstakes is in progress.
Participation in the sweepstakes constitutes acceptance of all sweepstakes rules.
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The issue: Set-tops
Three-quarters of those
responding to the set-top survey said it will be at least
two years—and maybe
longer—before they expect to
deploy new digital set-tops
in their systems that will take
advantage of digitally compressed signals and dramatically increase the number of
programming choices available to consumers.
In the meantime, operators will be deploying new,
"advanced analog" boxes to
offer new features to consumers. MSOs are split,
however, when it comes to
speculating about which of
those features are most
important to viewers.
Interestingly, most respondents said the government
should not standardize digital
set-tops and offer them for
sale at retail outlets, but a
majority said that would be
OK for analog products.
When it comes to the standardization process, it
appears interest in the
process is low, based on the
small numbers who said they
were familiar with VESA
and DAVIC, for instance.
Finally, an overwhelming
number of respondents said
they welcome the addition of
new set-top manufacturers,
and they also believe that
more companies translates
into cheaper set-tops because
of competition.
Congratulations to Rocky
Nelson of Time Warner
Cable in Memphis, Tenn.,
who won $50 last month just
for filling out this survey. To
enter your name in an
upcoming drawing for $50
cash, fill out the questionnaire on the previous page
and send it in!
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Congress wants to standardize them, and consumers
often dislike them, yet cable systems are preparing to
deploy millions of new analog and digital set-tops to

act as gateways to new services. Yet there are myriad
issues related to their deployment. This survey explored
what you think about set-tops.

The results:
1. Does your system presently use addressable set-top
descramblers?
Yes

80%

No

Don't know

20%

0%

2. How old are the set-tops you presently use in your
system, on average?
Less than 1year

1-3 years

4-7 years

0%

36%

32%

7+ years

33%

3. Is your system going to use the new "advanced analog" set-tops (such as GI's CFT2200 or S-A's 8600x)?
Yes

No

28%

Don't know

20%

52%

In next 6months

Next year

1997 or later

0%

20%

72%

9. Mitsubishi, NEC and Sony are just three new companies that expect to build set-tops for cable and telephone companies. Do you welcome new vendors to the
market?
Yc

76%

Program guides

On-screen messaging

\irtual channels

Other

No

4%

Don't know

16%

10. Do you think the addition of these companies will
help reduce the cost of digital set-tops?
Yes

4. If so, what new features do you think are most
important to consumers?

28%

8. How soon do you expect to begin deploying new
digital set-tops to subscribers on your system?

72%

No

8%

Don't know

16%

36%

20%

16%

Your comments:

5. Do you think Congress should standardize digital
set-tops so that consumers can buy them at retail outlets?
Yes

No

36%

Don't know

56%

8%

6. Do you think asimilar standard should apply to analog set-tops as well?
Yes

No

Don't know

52%

40%

8%

7. How familiar are you with the VESA and DAV1C
organizations, which are both developing standards that
will impact your system in the future?
Very

Somewhat

Little

0%

Not at all

12%

52%

32%

"In three years, Ihave upgraded my PC four times.
How long will adigital set-top last before processing
speed or RAM becomes an issue? Applications always
seem to outpace hardware capability."
—Stephen Whitlock, Sammons Comm., Petersburg, Va.
"I cannot believe the government can justify placing
[set-tops] into the hands of individuals. You don't mandate locks and then pass out keys to everyone."
—Bob Baker, TCA Cable TV, Clovis, N.M.
"The only real way we can compete with DBS will be
with digital quality and national ads advertising that
fact."
—Celio Da Costa, Comcast, Burlington, N.J.
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People on the move
Jones Futurex Inc., amanufacturer and
marketer of data and facsimile encryption
devices, has named
Christopher Bowick as
president. Bowick will
continue in his role as
group vice
president/technology and
chief technical officer for
Jones Intercable Inc.
Bowick, who joined
Jones Intercable in 1991,
C. Bowick
previously served as vice
president of engineering for ScientificAtlanta's Transmission Systems Business
Division. Bowick's monthly column, "From
the Headend," had been featured in CED for
eight years.
ADC Telecommunications Inc. has named
Carleton Brown as president of ADC Video
Systems (formerly American Lightwave
Systems). Prior to joining ADC, Brown was
president of ATx Telecom.
Also, James Granger has been named by
ADC as vice president and general manager,
Access Platform Systems Division. Granger
joined ADC from Sprint/United Telephone of
Florida, where he was vice president of consumer markets.
Jerry Conn Associates Inc. (JCA) has promoted Dave Showalter to president. With that
promotion, Showalter
will be taking on all the
operational responsibilities as the key facilitator
to the management team
and associates. He succeeds former President
Tom Carbaugh, who will
remain as chairman of
the JCA board of direcDave Showalter
tors, and will concentrate on the creation of new business opportunities.
Keith Schneck has joined AM
Communications Inc. as president, COO and
CFO. Prior to joining the company, Schneck
spent eight years at Integrated Circuit Systems
in positions including executive vice president
and COO, and senior vice president, finance.
In arelated announcement, Alvin Hoffman,
asignificant investor in the company, has been
elected as adirector.
United International Holdings Inc. (UIH)
has announced that Robert McRann and

the Latin American telecommunications marketplace.
Superior Electronics Group Inc. has
named David
Frankenfield to the
John Porter have joined UIH as managing
position of vice president
director, and COO, respectively, of the compaof sales. In this position,
ny's multi-channel television ventures in
Frankenfield will be
Australia. McRann comes on board from Cox
responsible for managing
Cable Communications, where he was asenior
the national sales force
vice president, and for the last 13 years, generfor the Cheetah product
al manager of alarge cable system located in
line. He will also direct
San Diego, Calif. Porter joins UIH from Time
support and sales to
Warner Cable, where he was adivision presiDavid Frankenfield MSOs and telephone
dent in Columbus, Ohio.
UIH also announced that Donald Hagans, a companies. Prior to joining Superior,
Frankenfield was national sales manager,
regional development executive for the compabroadband products at Alpha Technologies.
ny, will be appointed chairman of the board of
And Jim Schulz has been named as the
the Ventures.
director of technical services for Superior
Dynatech has appointed Craig Soderquist
Electronics Group. Schulz is now responsible
as president of the Dynatech Video Group.
for customer service, applications engineering,
Soderquist joins the company from General
field installation and support groups for the
Instrument Corp., where he served as vice
Cheetah product line. He has more than 17
president, new business development.
years of experience in the cable industry as a
The R.L. Drake Company has named
manager, engineer and cable technician. He
Michael Brubaker as senior vice president of
was most recently chief engineer for Paragon
marketing and sales. Brubaker will work as a
Cable in Minneapolis.
contributor in research and development of
Sheri Stinchcomb has been named to the
products that meet market demands, and will
position of director of network planning for
oversee all domestic sales and marketing
Cox Communications. Prior to joining Cox,
efforts. He will also oversee sales and marketStinchcomb gained eight years of experience
ing operations at Drake's sales offices in
on the technical side of the business with
Barcelona, Spain and Peterborough, Ontario.
Southwestern Bell in Dallas, Oklahoma City,
Brubaker has been with Drake for 22 years,
and most recently, in St. Louis. In her new
most recently serving as vice president of sales
position at Cox, she will be responsible for
and marketing.
directing and coordinating the company's entry
William D. Wilson has been named vice
into wireless and wireline telephony, as well as
president-video services for GTE Telephone
new business development.
Operations. He replaces Robert Calafell, who
Randall J. Larsen has been promoted to
was recently named senior vice president-cortechnical director, Cable Integration for Cox
porate planning and development for GTE
California PCS. In his new role, Larsen will
Corp. Wilson, who currently serves as vice
provide various engineering and project manpresident and controller for GTE, returns to
agement functions associated with providing
Telephone Operations to implement astrategy
PCS over hybrid fiber/coax. He will also serve
he helped formulate while he was vice presias aliaison between the technical and operadent-business planning for the telephone opertions departments within Cox California PCS
ating group from 1989 to 1993.
and local cable operators in southern
Bryan 011ila has been named as vice presiCalifornia and Nevada.
dent of sales, Zenith Network Systems. 011ila
Amphenol RF/Microwave Operations has
will be responsible for directing the company's
named Maurice Covino to the newly-created
sales activities for analog and digital set-top
position of business unit manager—CATV
units and data communications products servConnectors for Amphenol's CATV Connector
ing traditional cable operators, wireless cable
Group. Covino will be responsible for leading
systems and telephone companies, as well as
the engineering, manufacturing, product manfuture DBS products. He will also oversee
agement, and sales and marketing activities for
Network Systems sales operations, customer
CATV connector products. He joins Amphenol
service and field service. Most recently, 011ila
from Gilbert Engineering, where he was
had served as regional manager, South
recently the president director general for its
America for Comunicaciones Broadband, a
French subsidiary. CED
Scientific-Atlanta/Antec joint venture serving
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NEW PRODUCTS

Dual tuner/dual
decoder
LONG BEACH, Calif.—The Cable and
Broadcast Systems Group of Pioneer New
Media Technologies Inc. has announced the
Dual Tune/Dual Decode Double Vision
Command Station home terminal. The new
terminal fulfills FCC regulations for simultaneous viewing and recording capabilities and
provides the capability for intuitive on-screen
menus.
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Pioneer New Media Technologies'
Double Vision Command Station

The Command Station has two separate
tuner/descrambler combinations—one for the
television, and one for the VCR. The terminal
also features abuilt-in output switch, which
allows users to watch aprogram without disturbing the VCR tuner. Display and programming features of the Command Station
include: an on-screen control display which
shows what channels are selected and what
programs are scheduled to be recorded; the
VCR tuner is made without an on-screen display, so there is no danger of interference with
recording; program timers allow viewers to
program the VCR and order pay-per-view at
the same time; an on-screen prompt notifies
subscribers if there is acharge for aprogram
they have selected for viewing or recording;
automatic loading of program times from onscreen electronic program guides eases the
programming procedures for viewers; the
VCR controller automatically prompts the
VCR to record aselected program at the
appropriate start time, so users no longer need
to set record times on both the set-top box and
the VCR. And finally, the time of day can be
displayed on the front panel of the terminal, to
ensure taping at the correct time.
Circle Reader Service number 67

Fiber cabinet

ATLANTA, Ga.—GC Technologies is
offering apreterminated wall-mount cabinet
designed for fast, easy cable installation. With
"on-location" installation, end-to-end factory
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Handheld signal level meters
testing and pre-splicing of external fiber, GCT
converts afull day, three-person job into a
one-person, three-hour task.
In addition, with environment-controlled
factory conditions, each termination is guaranteed to be reliable and free from operator
errors, according to GCT. This ensures greater
life expectancy and peak performance with
return losses available at better than 65 dB on
premium polish terminations.
Circle Reader Service number 68

INC connectors

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—ADC
Telecommunications Inc. has announced newgeneration TNC connectors.
The connectors feature several improvements over traditional TNC connectors,
according to ADC. First, to ensure proper
alignment during termination, the connectors
feature agold-plated locking center conductor.
Second, the center insulator design gives the
connectors atrue 75-ohm impedance. This
improves transmission reliability in digital
applications by eliminating any impedance
mismatch in the network. Third, the connectors feature half-inch crimp ferrules with the
cable size clearly marked on each one. And

finally, ADC's family of TNC connectors can
be terminated with industry-standard crimp
tool and die sets, eliminating the need to purchase new tools and dies.
Circle Reader Service number 69

Duct lubrication

ELYRIA, Ohio—ARNCO Corp. has
announced Perma-Lube, permanent duct lubrication.
The Perma-Lube process instills aproprietary lubricant throughout the entire length of
the inner wall as the duct is being co-extruded
with acolor-coded jacket. The process is
employable on all types of duct: smoothwall,
ribbed, wave ribbed and corrugated types.
The ducts are safe for all types of cable; the
lubrication is dry, so it won't attract dirt or
other foreign
material in the
duct, and won't
lose its effectiveness in wet
conditions. The
lubricant is also
environmentally -friendly. For ARNCO Corp.'s Permsextreme pulls, a
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The SL754 Handheld Channelizer Signal
Level Meter

SIOUX FALLS, S.D.—Sencore Inc. has
announced the new SL754 Handheld
Channelizer Signal Level Meters. The SL754
is designed to be an affordable answer to
equipping the service tech, according to
Sencore. The new line of signal level meters
provides users with the ability to tune to any
cable TV channel in the spectrum 5to 810
MHz, including sub-band channels.
In addition, frequency tuning allows the
user to tune to any frequency to measure
pilots, DMX carriers, convertor control signals or other carriers used in today's systems.
The SL754 also allows switching between
FCC standard, HRC, IRC, VHF/UHF, PAL A,
PAL BIG, PAL I, Japan, Israel, Germany and
Belgium channel plans, or building acustom
channel plan from the keyboard.
The large, two-line LCD display is easy to
read, even in extremes of bright sunlight to
cold weather. Attenuator functions are automatic and provide direct signal level readings
from -35 dBmV to +60 dBmV.
The SL754 also allows users to make CNR
and A/V measurements.
Circle Reader Service number 66
compatible supplementary Hydralube cable
lubricant formulation is available from
ARNCO.
Circle Reader Service number 70

High-security MDU enclosure

AURORA, Colo.—Electronic Metal Products
has developed the Max line of high security
enclosures. Depending on acable company's
particular security needs, the Max box is available in two styles: Max, the maximum security
MDU for areas requiring stringent security;
and Econo-Max, amedium security MDU for
installations that do not require maximum
security. The Diversified Locking System prevents lock-picking, is recessed for maximum
protection and can be customized for each
cable system.
Circle Reader Service number 71

Low pass filter

The unit has apassband from 50-806 MHz
and an insertion loss that is typically less than
1dB. A minimum of 40 dB rejection is
achieved for signals in the 860 to 1000 MHz
band. Type "F" female connectors are standard. Special configurations can be quoted
directly from the factory. Dimensions for this
model are approximately 1x1.5 x4inches.
Circle Reader Service number 72

Patchcord attenuator

ORISKANY, N.Y.—New to Fiber Instrument
Sales' line of fiber optic products is the
Patchcord Attenuator, for use in optimizing
equipment's detector performance.
The FIS
Patchcord
Attenuator is
built to meet
low reflection
attenuation
requirements
in 5dB, 10
FIS Patchcord Attenuators
dB, 15 dB
and 20 dB versions. Typically, 5dB and 10 dB
versions hold a+0.5 dB tolerance, and 15 dB
and 20 dB versions, a1dB tolerance. APC and
Ultra versions are available, achieving -60
dBm back reflection.
The attenuator is custom-built, allowing user
choice of fiber length, style and connector type.
Custom attenuation is available upon request.
Circle Reader Service number 73

SAW filtered modulator

VENTURA, Calif.—Holland Electronics
Corp. has introduced anew, fixed frequency,
SAW filtered modulator, model SAWM, for
use in systems with up to 60 channels.
The new SAWM takes advantage of the
fixed frequency approach to provide good S/N
stability and reliability, while providing SAW
filtering to maintain flatness and a60 dB spurious harmonic rejection up to 450 MHz. The
SAWM provides a50 dB output and is agood
balance of performance and price for those
systems requiring 60-channel operation,
according to the company.
Circle Reader Service number 74

Lightwave receiver

EAST SYRACUSE, N.Y.—Microwave Filter
Company Inc. has introduced the Model 3322806/860(40) low pass filter, used to protect
UHF off-air antenna reception from cellular
telephone and mobile communications interference.

WEST TRENTON, N.J.—EPITAXX
Optoelectronic Devices Inc. has announced the
development and production of apigtailed
receiver module characterized by extremely
low-noise equivalent power.
The receiver circuitry consists of an InGaAs
pin photodiode and pre-amplifier and is pack-

aged in a14-pin dual-in-line package with a
200 pm step-index fiber pigtail. A high optical
coupling efficiency of greater than 95 percent
is achieved by coupling the large core fiber to
a120 pm diameter InGaAs photodiode by a
proprietary lensing technique.
A hybrid pre-amplifier circuit, consisting of
discrete transistors, was developed for extremely low noise performance. The pre-amplifier
has atransimpedance gain of 2Gigaohms, an
integrating frequency response and power dissipation of less than 100mW. When cooled to -50
degrees C, the receiver module has an NEP of
less than 7fW/rt Hz at 1300 nm, over an operating bandwidth of 85 KHz.
The receiver module can be customized for
the particular application. Various types and
sizes of fiber can be utilized, as well as different
sizes of InGaAs photodiode active diameters.
The pre-amplifier circuit can be modified,
depending on NEP, bandwidth, gain and
dynamic range requirements. EPITAXX can
also develop additional analog circuitry such as
equalization, amplification, filtering and variable gain control. The receiver can be used as a
discrete device or multiple receivers can be configured into aone- or two-dimensional array.
Circle Reader Service number 75

7-880 MHz RF preselector

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—Trilithic Inc. has
introduced apreselector that offers return path
filtering in addition to the industry standard
range of 55 to 880 MHz, according to the
company. Band 1has six individual fixed filters which are channels T-7 through T-I2.
Bands 2through 5are tunable filters; 55 to
110 MHz, 110 to 220 MHz, 220 to 440 MHz,
and 440 to 880 MHz, respectively. Each filter,
whether tunable or fixed, has ahigh selectivity
shape factor of 2.2:1 for 30 dB to 3dB.
The portable field case houses all six filter
bands, as well as an optional 20 dB preamplifier
powered by arechargeable NiCad battery pack.
Included with each VF-5 at no additional cost is
acomplete 75 ohm BNC and Fconnector set.
Also new from Trilithic is the EVS-30, a
compact, cost-effective solution to EBS
switching (FCC Part 73.G). Each 5.25-inch
rack enclosure provides 30 independent A/Btype video/RF switches, all toggling on the
closure of asingle TTL contact. Several EVS30s may be chained together to switch as
many channels as may be required. Each
switch may be connected to one alternate
source or to separate sources, and may be configured to default to either the primary or EBS
source on loss of power.
Circle Reader Service number 76
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Exide Electronics forms growth group
RALEIGH, N.C.—Exide Electronics Group
Inc. has announced the formation of its
Emerging Technologies Group. The company
formed the group to more aggressively position
itself in newly emerging, high-growth technology markets. Initially, the group will focus primarily on converging interactive communications markets.
Exide Electronics recently strengthened its
position in the communications industry with its
acquisition of Lectro Products Inc., acompany
specializing in power protection for both cable
TV and telecommunications applications.
The primary market sectors served by the
communications unit of Exide Electronics' new
Emerging Technologies Group include cable TV
service providers, telephone broadband service
networks, telecom powerboard system
providers, and selected computer and data communications equipment manufacturers.
Including revenues from the newly-acquired
Lectro, the communications business unit alone
is expected to have sales in excess of $20 million in 1996.
Warren Johnson will now assume leadership
of the company's Emerging Technologies
Group. During his 17-year tenure with Exide,
Johnson has held senior management positions
in operations, corporate development and
finance. The Emerging Technologies Group will
be headquartered in Raleigh, N.C., and will
share Exide Electronics' facilities and support
resources. In addition to Lectro Products, the
Emerging Technologies Group will integrate
operations that manufacture rectifiers and inverters marketed under Lortec, Exide Electronics
and private-label brand names.

GI to provide digital satellite network
SAN DIEGO, Calif.—Educational
Management Group (EMG), aunit of Simon &
Schuster which delivers live, interactive television services to schools nationwide, has selected
General Instrument Corp. to provide adigital,
interactive educational network. Scheduled to
launch digital service last month, EMG will ultimately provide 30 to 40 original programs daily
to more than 1million students in 3,500 U.S.
schools via the digital satellite system.
Teachers use EMG as an "electronic background," fully integrated with their lesson plans.
Classrooms can communicate with educational
experts, and journey on electronic field trips to
places of interest throughout the world. Through
EMG's programming, students have traveled
electronically to the Amazon to study rain forest
species; to Hong Kong to observe world cultures; and to New Zealand to interview Antarctic
researchers. Students also view live presenta-
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tions given by professors and experts complete
with live Q&A sessions.
EMG will deploy GI's DigiCipher satellite
uplink system. GI's DigiCipher Multiple
Channel Per Carrier (MCPC) system will provide atotal of 20 channels, transmitting 13
hours of regular programming per day to the
Continental U.S. and Hawaii. After-hours transmissions will feature rebroadcasts of programs
shown earlier in the day. EMG can be viewed
on Spacenet 424 in the clear.

S-A, YTT sign $16 million contract
ATLANTA—Scientific-Atlanta Inc. has signed
acontract to supply China's nationwide satellite
communications network to Yunnan King Modle
Tobacco Telecom Corp. (YTT), the telecommunications subsidiary of Yunnan Provincial
Tobacco Company, China's largest manufacturer
of tobacco products.
The $16 million network calls for the installation of aScientific-Atlanta SkyRelay VSAT
(Very Small Aperture Terminal) network to connect more than 2,200 manufacturing, distribution and retail locations throughout China to
coordinate the purchase of raw materials, to
conduct tobacco auctions via the network, and
to monitor processing and production of tobacco
products for delivery to amassive network of
retail outlets. The companies have agreed to cooperate to provide after-sales service for S-A's
other customers in China, and to conduct other
joint activities related to Scientific-Atlanta's
range of products and technologies.
While the network will be used primarily for
data and voice communications, the contract
also includes some S-A MPEG-based digital
video compression encoding and decoding
equipment for YTT to use in exploring the use
of video and videoconferencing within the network. In addition to providing comm services to
Yunnan Provincial Tobacco Company, YTT
plans to offer network communications services
to other businesses throughout China.

Continental launches Aussie digital system
SYDNEY, Australia—Optus Vision, ajoint venture between Continental Cablevision Inc., Optus
Communications, the Nine Network and the
Seven Network of Australia, was expected to
activate its cable television service last month.
"Optus Vision will be the first commercially
available cable television service in Australia,"
said Martin Hannes, managing director of
Continental Cablevision Asia Pacific, in aprepared statement.
"Deployment of the digital broadband network, which will have full two-way capability
for video and telephone, is well ahead of schedule and is now expected to pass 250,000 homes
by the end of this year, a150 percent increase
over earlier estimates," added Hannes, who also
noted that the HFC network will pass more than
3million homes in major Australian cities by
the end of 1998.

Apple picks C-Cube's MPEG video decoder
MILPITAS, Calif.—C-Cube Microsystems
Inc. has announced that Apple Computer has
selected the company to provide the core digital
video technology for Apple's new MPEG Media
System, introduced in mid-July. The user-installable MPEG Media System card uses C-Cube's
CL450 MPEG decoder to deliver full-screen,
full-motion video and CD-quality sound to the
Apple Macintosh for the first time.
Apple's MPEG Media System offers users
real-time MPEG stereo audio. The card will work
with the Macintosh Performa 630, 5200 and 6200
systems and will be incorporated into the
Performa 6230CD. The MPEG Media System
will enable Macintosh Performa users to playback interactive games, entertainment, educational titles, reference works and interactive training
titles.

Reliance CommiTec sale finalized

SEAL BEACH, Calif.—Rockwell International
Corp. and K-Tec Holdings Inc., an affiliate of
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. (KKR), have
PFI begins construction of fiber network
finalized the sale of Reliance Comm/Tec, a
FOLSOM, Calif.— Competitive Access
wholly-owned subsidiary of Reliance Electric
Provider PFI (Phoenix FiberLink Inc.) has broCompany, to KKR's K-Tec affiliate and the manken ground for the construction of afiber optic
agement of Comm/Tec for $475 million.
telecom network in Salt Lake City, Utah to proUnder the terms of the sale, Comm/Tec will
vide telephone service to business customers.
become an independent, privately-held company
The $9-10 million metropolitan area network
focused on the telecom business worldwide. The
uses fiber optic cable to provide high-speed telecompany provides power, connection, protecphone and computer data transmission service.
tion, enclosure, transmission and loop test prodThe initial phase is scheduled to be completed
ucts, systems and turnkey service support to
by the end of 1995. The system will be built in a telecom companies serving the local subscriber
ring architecture and utilize Sonet (Synchronous
loop.
Optical Network) technology to provide 99.99
Comm/Tec became part of Rockwell as a
percent reliability. It will support voice, video,
result of Rockwell's acquisition of Reliance
data, ATM and frame relay.
Electric last year. CIED
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White S'andi

Mammummummein
1-800-Jumpers
CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
F to F, N to N. BNC, RCA, F-81
Belden
FtG-56
Gilbert AHS
Times
RG-59
LAC
Comm/Scope
RO-11
Off Shore
lntercomp
RG-213
Amphenol
RG-214
We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths.
Fax: (602) 582-2915. Ph (602) 581-0331

335W. Melinda

Drive, Phoenix, Az 85027

COMMUNICATIONS & ENERGY

E

Quaeity Repair at Competitive Pricing

CORPORATION

COMMUNICATIONS
&ENERGY CORP

FILTERS & ANTENNAS FOR CATV /SMATV /MNIDS /LPTV

R EPAIR

CENTER

CATV and other video systems. MMDS & LPTV
Transmitter Channel Combiners and other broadcast

Jerrold Addressable Repair Specialist

filters and Terrestrial Interference filters for TVRO systems.
Tel 315-452-0709
Fax 315-452-0732
US/CAN 800-882-1587

7395 Taft Park Drive
East Syracuse, NY 13057
Contact:

Steve Shafer or Vince Cupples

OM M ERCIAL ELECTRONICS & SUPPLY
> Your complete electronics source <
HYBRIDS

SE \11CONDUCTOBS

\VIBE

CABLE

FUSES •CONNECTORS • HAND TOOLS

MULTIMETERS AND OTHER

TRANSFORMERS •SURGE PROTECTORS

TEST INSTRUMENTS

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLIES

moo

800-247-5883
ffià

0

DP5, DP7 & DPV7 / Panasonic 1402, 1403

c

Remote Repair (URC 450, 550)
For more information contact:

TCI
AFF111-

GTS GTS ENTERPRISES, INC.
• Fiber Fusion Splicing Specialists
• Optoelectronic Equipment Installation
• CW Proofs to 750MHz
• Upgrade/Rebuild Construction
• Computer Drafting and Design
PH (404) 591-1670

I& Technical Services. Inc.

•CALAN EQUIPPED -1GH z

•SYSTEM MAINTENANCE & REPAIR

•COMPUTERIZED REPORTING

•750 MHzSWEEP EXPERIENCE

•ELECTRONIC UPGRADES -RESPLICE

CINCINNATI, OHIO
FAX: 513-583-1140

800-457-4569

THE

PREMIER

MAGAZINE OF

• FX (404) 591-1484

THE MAPPING INNOVATORS

An Engineering Services Company dedicated to:
•SPLICING & ACTIVATION

• Woodstock, GA 30188

DESIGN
EXTENDER

Since 1986

•SWEEP -BALANC E
'-PROOF

Free delivery
& pickup in

certain areas
TKR Repair Center
Tel: (908) 583-2026 • Fax: (908) 290-1677
25 Industrial Drive • Cliffwood Beach, NJ 07735

508 Industrial Drive

A Division of CE!

Professional Installation

REPAIRS & SALES

In Warranty Repair

Manufacturer specializing in fast delivery of Filters for

ADivision of GLA International
Strand Mapping
As Built Mapping
Rebuild Mapping
Fiber Optic Routing
MDU Surveys
Map Digitizing
System Design

Est. 1982
FTF-FTSA Design
Fiber Optic Design
Lode Data -AutoCad
Lynx, Focus, CabieView
Microstation (DGN) Experts
File Conversions DWG -DON -DXF
CAD System Sales &Training

425 Woods Mill Rd. South Ste. 300 Town &Country, Mo. 63017
Phone: 314-579-4627 or 800-875-8786 Fax: 314-579-4628

BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY
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Integrated Network Services, Inc

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

016or

Covering North and South America

ENGINEERING .DRAFTING & DESIG N
e Consulting
C Xact Software
e Base & Strand Mapping IN Novell Authorized
e As-Built Mapping
ID Premise Wiring
e Design & CADD Drafting
Se Habla Espanol

-NATIONWIDE BUYERS CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR

800-852-6276

Offices in Alpharetta, GA and Santiago, Chile, SA.
Contact Bruce Lane 404-442-8738
2001 Westside Drive, Bldg. 100, Suite 100 Alpharetta, GA 30201

P.O. Box 96, Argos, IN 46501
Phone: [219) 892-5537 •FAX: [219) 892-5624

NATIONWIDE INSTALLATIONS
NaCom acontractor with over 24 years experience
offering outstanding customer service for:

al
•
•
•

Residential Premise Wiring
MDU's
Drop Buries
DBS

Mapping and Engineering Solutions

NaCom

Call (800) 669-8765 Ext. 3046

Building Communication Systems Throughout America

"Mapping the 21 st Century's
Information Super Highway"
Cable TV •Power •Gas •Telephone •Water/Waste Water
Services include:
Consulting • Data Conversion

• GIS/Facility Mapping

Data Base Design • Field Walkout • Fiber/Coaxial Design
CADOSTAR' m (Applications softwareforAutoCad" and MicroStaticrC)
MICROWAVE

FILTER

COMPANY

Filters for CATV, Wireless Cable, LPTV, TVRO
•Super Selective Bandpass Filters
•Channel Deletion/Reinsertion Filters
•Pay-TV Traps
•Channel Combiners
•Antennas

CADDSTARtni
GIS Software

•Terrestrial Interface Filters
Contact Terry Owens, Sales Manager
6743 Kinne St., East Syracuse, NY 13057
800-448-1666 •(315) 437-3953 •FAX (315) 463-1467 or 437-3893

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
©

COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION
• Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
• Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
• Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

For more information contact:

405 N. Reo Street • P.O. Box 20112 • Tampa, FL
Telephone: (813) 289-4119 • Facsimile :(
813)

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
•Headend Services
- COMPLETE HFADEND RELOCATION SERVK
- RERACK AND REWIRE
- OPTIMIZE
- PROOF

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
• System Sweep
• Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
• Complete Turnkey
Project Management

•FCC Proof Performance

1-800-292-0126
605-426-6140
I
PSWICH, SD

v..
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- RF PROOFS
-VIDEO TRIANUAL PROOFS

•On Site Training
•Design and Drafting

- STRAND MAPPING
-ASBUILT MAPPING
- SYSTEM DESIGN
- MAP M ANAGEMENT & SYSTEM UPDATES

quality service performed on atimely basis

L

33622-0112
287-3674
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C.O. Finder!TM For Windows

Base Mapping •Strand Mapping •As-Builds •Make Ready •
Digitizing •Broadband Network Design •Fiber Optic Network Design

Telecommunications Network Information

New England Distributor of American Digital Cartography Maps

Keep up on thousands of North American
Number Plan changes every month !
Use the database ALL Telco's use for
network management & design.

IN
Micro5tation
Lynx CAPO
FOCUS

AutoCAD
Lode CAPO
Lode DATA

NPA, NXX, Exchange, LATA CLLI, Telco,
Mileage, SMDS, Frame Relay,+ 150 More!

ei2vicAno

$75 One-Time, $240 Quarterly, $495 Monthly
Officlal FCC NECA N4 Compleant

P.O. Box 365 •North Springfield, Vermont 05150
Voice: (802) 885-9317 Fax/Modem: (802) 885-9328

Stuff Software 407-290-2301, Fax: 290-0079
Home Page & Working Sample Software: http://www.gdi.netistuff/stuff.html

•Door to Door Sales
•System Audits
•Converter Placement
Campaigns

RCH
CABLE

CEN-COMM COMMUNICATIONS INC.
SURVEY

DESIGN__

AUTOCAD
e ar--

609-786-1701

FIBER
CABLE NETWORKING

301 Route 130 South /Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Fax 609-786-0121

C.A.T.V.
COAX

"GLOBAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN"

Serving the industry since 1977
•

CALL:

1-800-819-6939

Quality Cable & Electronics Inc.
1950

N.W.

44TH

Street Pompano Beach, Florida 33064

wing

(.1- ELECTRONICS INC.

New IUsed

ono

"EJN--v--ERTEes

nEADENDS
DROP MATERIAL
UNE EQUIPMENT

All Equipment ICompetitive Prices

Phone: 305'978'8845

Toll Free: 800-978-8845

Fax: 305'97808831

CALL OR FAX US TODAY WITH YOUR REQUEST! CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE UPON APPROVAL!
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C LASSIFIEDS
PRODUCTS, SERVICES let EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
TEST EQUIPMENT
Reconditioned Wavetek, HP, Tektronix end more. Signal Level Meters,
Sweep Systems, TDR's, Power Meters, Spectrum Analyzers, Frequency Counters
and
Fiber
Test
Equipment.
Guoranteed
to
meet/exceed
manufacturers specs. 90 doy warranty standard.
SATELLITE ANTENNAS
Used Scientific Atlanta, Andrews, Vertex, RSI and altiers, 7meter 8. up.
PTL Cable Service, Inc., USA
Phone (407) 747-3647
Fax (407) 575-4635
BUY-SELL-TRADE

The

ce

os

Industry

44

Service
Since
1966

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable
JUMPER CABLES •
FMale
•AG -59
•FFemale
P.O. BOX 9707 .HELENA MT 59604

t.

•Rubber Foot/
Leather Top
•Thick Felt Liner

Idea/onics
Sup to 90 channels

•Dual Shanks
•Extra Tall Heel

.14 day delivery

•Air Claw Sole

•compatible with all headends

•Steel Toe Available
Call for free ccaalog

-AFFORDABLE-

HOFFMANS BOOTS

Tel: 701-786-3904 Fax: 701-786-4294

100 E Riverside
Kellogg, ID 83837

Video Units Also Available
ASK ABOUT COMPLETE SYSTEMS TO
MEET THE NEW FCC MANDATE
o

1-800-552-5688

INFORMATION •SCHEDULING •PRICING

1-800-925-1599
Fax (208) 786-4301

WE HUY & SELL
SURPLUS NEW & USED

Alcoa Fujikura Ltd.
Telecommunications Division
Spartanburg Operations

CONNECTORS,TAPS,
HEADEND, LINEGEAR, MISC.

150 Ridgeview Circle
Duncan, SC 29334

TM BROKERS

5402

dB-tronics

Cable Television Equipment
Sales& Service Center

CAREER

95 -CocoLALLA, ID 83813
208-683-2797 OR 208-683-2019
FAX: 208-683-2374

HIGHWAY

TEL:

OPPORTUNITIES

JOIN THE LEADER

Check Us Out For

MI Scientific
FIL Atlanta

•Cellular /Wireless /RF /Microwave
•Switch Maintenance /Translations /Testing Techs
•Central Office Switch Installers •Former Military Tech Controllers
•Central Office Engineers •Outside Plant Technicians & Engineers

Parts &Services
Genuine S-A Parts In Stock
Factory Trained Repair

ATLANTA
800-733 97i

BALTIMORE
800-927-8090

BOSTON
800-775-2901,

CHARLOTTE
800-669-3681

CHICAGO
800-676-7955

•

Sales of New & RMF Equipment

CINCINNATI
800-578-4110

CLEVELAND
800-767-0775

DALLAS
800-729-0969

DENVER
800-786-6898

FT LAUDERDALE
800-497-1322

•

Purchase of Wreck-Out & Excess
Equipment

HOUSTON
86-6588

INDIANAPOLIS
800-653-6586

KANSAS CITY
800-497-7250

LOS ANGELES
800-487-6927

MEMPHIS
800-696-8574

./

450 & 750 MHz Equalizers

MILWAUKEE
800-726-7899

MINNEAPOLIS
800-827-5251

NEW ORLEANS
800-669-3690

NEW YORK
800-726-2245

ORLANDO
800-859-3101

FIRST

NEW JERSEY
800-767-1948

PHILADELPHIA
800-829-5692

PHOENIX
800-455-0017

PITTSBURGH
800-642-0008

PORTLAND
800-366-2304

Telephone: 803-574-0155

RALEIGH. NC
800-827-9985

RESTON.VA
800-786-5211

SACRAMENTO
800-669-3682

SAN DIEGO
800-477-1352

SANTA CLARA
800-398-1277

SEATTLE
800-767-9350

ST. LOUIS
800-708-0729

SHELTON. CT
800-546-6447

IAMLA
3
800-643-7142

WARREN. MI
800-745-2544

CALL

OR

FAX

US

USA Toll Free: 800-356-2730
Fax: 803-574-0383

•e

dB-tronics, Inc.
145 Tradd Street
Spartanburg. SC 29301
USA

«XI»

r—

FOR NATIONAL AVAILABILITIES CONTACT: TELECOM NAT'L RECRUITER 800-729-0969 FAX 214-644-8681
NORTHERN TELECOM:
DMS 10/100/200/250
SL-100 /SL-1 Meridian

ATT:
4,5 ESS, D4
DOM-1000, 2000

Aerotek Telecommunications Services is the fastest

PSÇi
DEX 400 /600

ERICSSON:
AXE, 882

We stress quality, service and caring of our contract

SIEMENS:
EWSD, 000

FUJITSU:
ELM 150, 600

71TEK
Telecommunications Services
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•RG -11

WINTER LINEMENS BOOT

By

Splicing by Alcoa Fujikura Ltd., whether
Mass Fusion or Single Fusion, is accomplished with state-of-the-art Fujikura
equipment. Our field forces are equipped
with high quality OTDR's for final test
measurements. Service is on time, meeting
your specifications. And the splice is right
... the firsl

ALOA

•BNC
•Other

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

AFL Fiber Optic
Field Services

•RG -56
•PL

CED: COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING & DESIGN

growing contract services company in the industry.
employees. Aerotek

is

in search of talented technical

personnel in all aspects of Telecommunications.

immediate needs on a
national and international basis. Please call your
nearest office above or our national contad today.
Above are some of our

OCTOBER 1995

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Openings

for Telecommunications

Engineering,
Installation and Data experience
personnel with

Since 1975 we have served professionals in the CABLE-TV industry by matching talent
with opportunity. Below is asampling of the talents we are seeking to match with the
many opportunities that are currently available.

for work throughout the United States.

Please contact John Taylor of Wolters
Communications at 918-473-2611 or
FAX resume to 918-473-1121.

SCTE Sustaining Member

oeh
Froeh
Fr

Peter

• SWEEP TECHNICIANS

• CHIEF TECHNICIANS

• DESIGNERS

• SERVICE TECHNICIANS

• LINE TECHNICIANS

• LEAD TECHNICIANS

• BROADCAST/L.O. TECHS

• HEADEND TECHS

• CHIEF ENGINEERS

• PLANT MANAGERS

.1. JIM YOUNG dit ASSOCIATES
erly One Young Plaza -1235 Ranger Highway -Weatherford, Texas

76086

Call Toll Free (800) 433-2160 or Fax (817) 599-4483

lich
lich & Co.
search

PO. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Friendship Cable, asubsidiary of Buford Television, Inc. has the following openings
in our cable systems in Texas, Arkansas, Missouri and Louisiana.
• Service Technicians-Must have 2years of cable television technical experience
with background in troubleshooting, and knowledge of line amplifiers and headends
(all states listed).
• Installer/Technicians-Must have 1year cable installation technical experience
with some knowledge of service related work (Arkansas and Texas).
Applicants must have a valid drivers license and good driving record. Employees
will be required to live within the system; therefore, relocation may be necessary.
We offer a competitive salary and generous benefits package.
required. Please send resume or call for an application to:
Human Resources Manager
Buford Television, Inc.
P.O. Box 9090
Tyler, TX 75711
(903)561-4411
EOE

Drug screen

Enweeering

CDI Telecommunications, Inc
is hiring experienced people
for the following positions:

e PLUG INTO THE FUTURE

Begin an exciting new career with Ameritech New Media Enterprises, where our trend of
rapid expansion encourages boundless growth and opportunities. We currently seek talented
professionals to boost this breakthrough venture.

RF Engineers

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Design Fiber & Coax
Broadband Routes.
TECHNICIANS
Installation, Cut-over,
Testing, Upgrades

Call: (800) 669-1890

Qualified candidates will be responsible for designing our coax cable network. 3. years of
experience in RF coaxial design and a BS in Engineering or equivalent technical field
experience. Cable industry experience aplus.

Fiber Engineers
Qualified candidates will be responsible for designing our fiber cable network. 3. years of
experience in Fiber design and aBS in Engineering or equivalent technical field experience.
Cable industry experience aplus.

Right of Way Engineer
Qualified candidates will be responsible for negotiating and procuring use of public private
rights of way to construct cable network to provide customer service in afive state area. 5.
years of experience in Right of Way management and support liaison between federal, state
and local governments, finance, law, regulatory, construction, engineering and customer
service departments.
If you have the qualifications for any of these positions and want to be apart of anew and
exciting business venture with awell established organization, submit your resume with salary
requirements to. Ameritech New Media Enterprises, Staffing -PUBENGCED,
300 S. Riverside Plaza, Ste. 1800, Chicago, IL 60606. FOE'

Ext. 895
Fax: 800-875-1904

eritech

Attn. C8895
Mail resume to:

New Media Enterprises

P.O. Box 4056, Dept. 95

Providing our customers of today with tomorrow stechnologies.

Scottsdale, Arizona 85261-4056
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4,

CLASSIFIEDS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
START AN EXCITING CAREER IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Continental Cablevision is seeking career oriented people to become team members
of the #1 Telecommunications Service provider in South Florida. Positions are
available for:

CUSTOMER SERVICE TECHNICIANS

HOTEL

Universal Technician capable of servicing the customer from Installation to Outage
Management. A valid Florida driver's license and good driving record are required.
Drug screen/background check. EOE M/F/DN.

NETWORK SERVICES .INC

Apply in person at:
141 NW 16th Street, Pompano Beach, Florida 33060

the nation's fastest growing HFC
network design contractor, is presently
accepting applications for the
following positions:

To Fax resume (305) 783-6665
or
Mail resume to address above Attn: Bill Shaw or Carolyn Thorpe.

>BROADBANDS/RF DESRS.
>CADD DRAFTERS

US WEST International, Inc.
Director -Construction Engineering

>DATA ENTRY PERSONNEL
>SYSTEM PROOF/SWEEP &
BALANCE TECHNICIANS

Ideal candidate will have:
•5 years experience plus technical degree.

> FIBER SPLICERS

•Extensive background in the technical basis of various network
OSP technologies, and to include experience in modeling tools,
analysis techniques and telecommunications engineering.
•Experience with Hybrid Fibrid Coax Construction techniques.
•Must be knowledgeable in strategic planning, contract negotiations,
financial management.
•Strong Interpersonal and Management skills.
•Outstanding Communications Skills.
50% or more International Travel required.
Candidate will be initially Denver-based. After a period of 12 to within 18
months must be willing to relocate overseas to support a
US WEST International joint venture.

> FIELD ENGINEERS
> FIELD MAPPERS
Excellent Compensation & Benefits
Mail Resume to:

DIGITEL NETWORK SERVICES
470 N. Clayton Street NW, Atlanta, GA 30245
or fax to: (404)682-4500

For consideration, please send resume to:

US WEST International, Inc.
ATTN: L. Harris
P.O. Box 6540
Englewood, CO 80155-6540
Equal Opportunity Employer

US WEST International, Inc.
Director — Engineering Projects
Ideal candidate will have:
•5years experience, to include extensive background in the technical basis of various net
work technologies, plus atechnical degree.
•Experience with Cable Engineering-all aspects and constructions, to include CATV Hybrid
Fibrid Coax Construction and technical resource (consultants/contractors) management,

FINDING A NEEDLE I
N

must.
• Experience with modeling tools, analysis techniques and telecommunications engineering;

A HAYSTACK I
SEASY WHEN

and must be knowledgeable in strategic planning, contract negotiations and financial

YOU PLACE YOUR CAREER

management.

OPPORTUNITIES ADVERTISEMENT
I
N THE
CED Career Marketplace
To Place An Ad Call Tim:

800-866-0206

•Engineering management experience.
•Experience in international and domestic business development, desirable.
50% or more International Travel required.
Candidate will be initially Denver-based. After aperiod of 12 months to within 18 months
must be willing to relocate overseas to support aUS WEST International joint venture.
For consideration, please send resume to:
US WEST International, Inc.
ATTN: L. Harris
P.O. Box 6540
Englewood, CO 80155-6540
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
TECHNICIANS
Chief Technician Wanted

Multimedia Development Corp. is
seeking a self motivated individual
to assume the position of chief
technician.
Must have 5 years
experience in the cable television
business. Must be able to perform
FCC testing and proof of performance. SCTE Certification a plus.
MDC is an aggressive, fast moving
cable and wireless cable operator.
Send resume to : Bill Simons, RO.
Box 878, Sandia Park, NM 87047

Experienced Cable TV Technicians — all levels for service and field
maintenance in large MSO system located in San Jose, CA. Send resume
and work experience to: Sherry Hyde, TCI Cablevision of CA,
Box 114, San Jose, CA 95103-0114

BROADBAND SERVICES ENGINEER
A progressive Southeast based independent telephone company with 40,000 customers is seeking aBroadband Service Engineer.This individual will help guide the company's transition from
copper based to fiber optic based facilities that will permit the company to offer video and entertainment services. This individual will assist in the research and development of network based
broadband products and services, conduct field trials of broadband equipment and lead internal
company training on broadband technology.
Candidates will have abachelor's degree in electrical engineering and a minimum of 10 years
experience to include: design of fiber optic facilities (async. and sonet); frame relay, SMDS, and

Need some Help?
Let CED Classified's
CAREER M ARKETPLACE
recruit it for you!
With

a circulation to

18, 000

cable

professionals,

over

television

reaching the

right candidate is as easy as...

CED.
To reserve classified space in the next
available issue of CED, please call
Tim Reeder at:
800-866-0206, 610-964-4982 or
Fax to 610-964-4663.

ATM, CATV systems; and fiber hybrid coax systems. Engineering experience with an operating
telephone company a plus. Send resume with position history, experience, and salary requirements to CED Classifieds Box * 650, 1Chilton Way (4th Floor), Radnor PA 19089
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

Construction Supervisor
Time Warner Cable is the second largest cable operator and leader in the
telecommunications revolution. Our Bakersfield division is currently looking
for aConstruction Supervisor who will be responsible for all of the existing
system's construction which is primarily line extensions. The position is also
responsible for administering the company safety program. Candidates must
have at least three years of cable construction experience and supervisory or
lead experience. Must also be able to obtain avalid California drivers license.
If interested, please send resume to:
Time Warner Cable
Human Resources, (RE: CED Construction)
3600 N. Sillect, Bakersfield, CA 93308

re

TIMEWAR NUR
CABLE

RESIDENTIAL TECHNICAL
SALES MANAGER/DIRECTOR
Digital Music Express is seeking a qualified candidate to fill a
Technical Sales Manager/Director position based in New York.
This residential division position requires a thorough technical
knowledge of digital audio. A college degree in electronics or related
field and experience in acable system is preferred.
The Technical Sales Manager/Director will manage a multi-state
territory and assist the residential field staff with respect to the
technical delivery of DMX. A working knowledge of headend
equipment and cable band-width is essential.
Please mail aresume and salary requirements to:
Digital Music Express
342 Madison Avenue, Suite 902
New York, NY 10173-0002
Attn.: Vice President, Eastern Region
DMX offers

acompetitive salary and benefits package and is an EEOC employer.
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M Y VIEW

Since July 25, 1967. when U.S. Patent No. 3,333,198
was issued to Ronald C. Mandell and George
Brownstein, the dual heterodyne set-top convertor has
been indelibly associated with cable television. The limitations imposed by the convertor interface on the normal use of TV
receivers for over-the-air reception are a
major source of public irritation and political antagonism. If we were able to connect
the cable TV service drop directly to the
antenna terminals of a"cable-ready" TV set,
with only apassive interface, probably half
of our political troubles would evaporate.
Technologically, of course, it could be
done, and the Joint Engineering Committee
(JEC) has made great progress toward an
analog interface to be plugged into the
back of "cable-ready" TV sets. The "setback" interface would have no viewer
operated controls, and operation of the TV
set when connected to cable would be the
same as for off-air reception. The analog
characteristics of TV sets qualified to be
identified as "cable-ready" would be compatible with the agreed characteristics of
the "set-back" interface box. The characteristics for digital reception, whether offair or by cable, are still under intense
study. However, at last report, the most difficult issues regarding the command set
apparently remain unresolved. At issue is
how much control of the consumer's inhome electronics should be confined to the TV or
VCR, against allowing at least some control in the
interface (decoder) box. At the May 1995 NCTA
Convention in Dallas, Walt Ciciora made the following
observation based on months of hard negotiation with
representatives of the consumer electronics industry:
"Their ultimate fear is that if too much control is lost,
the TV becomes amere monitor."
The Bell segment of the telephone industry has
made it clear that the traditional telephone switched
architecture is strongly preferred over the hybrid
fiber/coaxial (HFC) architecture for video and interactive voice and data distribution. In place for many
decades, it provides dual transmission paths for each
subscriber line between the central office (CO) of a
local exchange carrier (LEC) and each subscriber terminal. Concentrators are commonly distributed
throughout the service area to enable agroup of subscriber lines to share ahigher capacity trunk line connected to the central office, or switching center.
Cable TV has experimented with mostly one-way
versions of such aswitched system; e.g. TRACS,
SCAT, Mini-Hub, Discade, Redifusion (U.K.), and
most recently, Cabletime (U.K.). Most have been discontinued, because of high cost and incompatibility. In
its simplest form, the switched architecture provides
one 6-MHz band per outlet (e.g. channel 3). The pro-

The
ubiquitous
cable
box

By Archer S. Taylor,
Director and Senior
Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates
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gram content is remotely selected at the central office,
or headend, according to commands transmitted
upstream from some sort of keyboard by means of
either an RF modem connected to the cable network, or
adata modem connected to the POTS (plain old telephone service). Thus, the switched architecture is at
least as incompatible with conventional analog TV sets
as the customary cable box.
Telephone companies, like the cable TV suppliers that
promoted switched architecture, propose avariety of
technological approaches to improve compatibility.
Clearly, any function provided in the TV set that can be
controlled with an infrared remote transmitter, could
equally well be controlled at the switching center.
Features normally provided in the TV set, such as
favorite channel recall, parental control, sound volume
control and mute, could easily be provided at the switching center. By multiplexing two to six subscriber lines to
each subscriber outlet, PIP and simultaneous viewing
and recording of separate programs could be provided.

Asimple video monitor
The ideal subscriber display device for use with a
switched network architecture would be asimple video
monitor. It could be arranged to accommodate either
4:3 or 16:9 aspect ratios; 2:1 interlace or progressive
scan; or various frame and horizontal scanning rates to
accommodate HDTV and multi-media programming.
The display device could be direct view or projection
CRT, or it might be active matrix, LCD, micro-mirrors,
plasma, or any other flat panel arrangement. The power
supply and electronic drive components could be selfcontained, or in separate cabinets.
In the mid- 1980s, the FCC adopted rules for a
"Video Display Device," capable of being tuned only
to channel 3or 4. It was intended primarily as adisplay device for games or as acomputer monitor. Sanyo
and Toshiba had petitioned the FCC for such adevice
to avoid the expense of providing UHF tuning capability as required by the All-Channel rules. The consumer
electronics industry vigorously opposed the idea. As
far as Iknow, no such device was ever marketed.
The telephone companies might attempt to market
display features including PIP and simultaneous
recording as being more convenient and easy to use
with avideo monitor display than built in to the TV
set. The Carterfone precedent probably inhibits telco
ownership of the display terminal. Vigorous and contentious efforts have been committed by the consumer
electronics industry to protect and defend its control of
the potentially marketable features of enhanced television receivers and video recording equipment. It would
be most extraordinary if consumer electronics could be
compelled to surrender the lifeblood of its market strategy, and sell video monitors to telephone customers.
While the RHCs have enormous financial resources,
the consumer electronics industry is no paper tiger. The
RHCs surely have alot of work to do, and not just in
technology. aED
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See if big...
Keep if simple.
L

By integrating equipment from multiple

ooking at the "big picture,"
Ch ee t
ahTM came up with a

vendors into one global network
management system, Cheetah provides

simple idea: anetwork management
system that is designed to evolve

aflexible solution that offers seamless

and adapt to changing technologies.

interconnections. In addition, as you
add services like interactive video,

As new products for signal distribution

telephony and data transmission, be

and alternative services come into the

assured that you can expand your

market, the Cheetah System architecture

Cheetah System to provide one integrated

will be compatible. This system was designed

management tool.

by the Cheetah development team, which includes the
best hardware and software engineers from around the
world. Simply put, their job is to develop an open
system that offers compatibility and flexibility.

From this big picture perspective, we offer you asimple
network solution. This is what has made the Cheetah
System astandard around the world. From the Pacific Rim
to Europe and North America, the Cheetah System has

The Cheetah System allows you to grow from afew
line monitors for FCC testing to anetwork management

been selected to monitor the world' sbroadband networks.
Network Management. Performance Measurements.

system that meets your evolving requirements for

Status Monitoring. The Cheetah solution will work

network reliability and deployment of new services.

for you now and in the future.

SUPERIOR
6432 Parkland Drive

ELECTRONICS
Sarasota, Florida 34243

GROUP,

(813) 756-6000

Circle Reader Service No. 52

INC.

(813) 758-3800

The MileniumTM Tap You Install Today
Is The Tap You'll Need Tomorrow

Network powered, interactive services are
coming. That means you'll have to replace your
conventional taps with those that pass power.
Unless you install Milenium 2000Tm today.
Milenium taps can be easily converted to
pass power with asimple face plate change.
Upgrading is faster, easier and more economical
than replacing an entire tap. All Milenium
taps are backward/forward compatible and
upgradeable to uninterruptible signal and
power passing (USP) with faceplate removed.

Make today's investment pay off tomorrow.

*Milenium 2000 is aregistered trademark of Antronix

Call your Tele Wire representative

Our success depends on your satisfaction

TeleWire

SUPPLY

EASTERN 800-532-2288 •SOUTHWESTERN 800-421-4334 •NORTHEASTERN 800-458-4524 •CENTRAL 800-428-7596
SOUTHEASTERN 800-433-3765 •WESTERN 800-232-9378
Circle Reader Service No. 53

